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PREFACE

Based on comments we have heard, the Seventh

National Seminar on Year-Round Education was well,

received by seminar participants. The Colorado

State Board of Education was pleased to sponsor the

event along with assistance from the co-sponsoring

Colorado SOhool Districts, Cherry Creek, Colorado

Springs, and Jefferson County.

We are.indebted to the many persons in Colorado

who served on the state seminar planning committee,

which was headed by Dr. Roslyn M. Grady of Colorado

Springs, Dr. William White of Jefferson County, and

Verne Shelley and Mrs. Joy Christopher, both of Cherry

Creek SChool District.

Appreciation is also expressed to, the nearly

ninety persons from throughout the Nation who served

as presenters for the seminar and whose seminar papers,

for the most part, appear in this publication.

We hope.you will find this material of interest

and assistance.

-7-
Robin Johnston, Chairman
Colorado State Board of Education
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YEAR-ROUND EDUCATION: DREAM AND REALITY

DR. CALVIN M. FRAZIER
COLORADO COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION
COLORADO DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

DENVER, COLORADO

Three years ago I attended the Fourth Annual Year-Round Conference held in San Diego.
Year-round education proponents were stressing the potential of.the Year-Round concept as a
means of saving dollars, using facilities to a better advantage, and redirecting educational
programs.

'Things have changed considerably in these last three years. San Diego may have been a
high point of the Year-Round education movement-,.at le-ast for the next few yearS. National .con-
ditions in 1975 are not the same as those in 1972--and considerably different than the circum-
stances operating in 1968 when the first conference was held.

There are various reasons I feel the YR concept should be considered by local schools-
not as an: end in itself but as a vehicle for educational reform and a solution to local space
problems if such difficulties exist.

Although a few districts may have launched a YR project for purely educational reasons,
this motivation would have to be an exception. Most did so because the YR approach was seen
as the best of,several options open to local school patrons. It"was a choice between long
distance busing, double sessions, extended schoql days, or p YR schedule that allowed a building
to serve more than its judged capacity.

When judged against these other approaches, I think there is every reason to list the YR.
school as the most educationally desirable, although extended school days and long distance
busing need not mean a reduction in educational quality. The extended school day may in fact
have some pluses that make it attractive. I'd list double sessions--that is, a class meeting
a minimum numbqr of hours in the morning and another class coming in in the afternoon--as being
the poorest option of the four.' But a YR program, when run well mechanically, can actually_ mean
program gains to students--and a solution--albeit a temporary one-- for a growing community.

School boards may want. to utilize the YR.calendar as an interim approach during a growth
cycle because the growth pattern in an area is not yet established or the growth is an influx
--for a limited time period of several years.. YR schools can be the means of avoiding overbuild-
ing or misplacement of facilities. Where districts are still, growing and adequate housing may
not be acceptable for several years, the school board shouldgive serious study to the advantages

---- -of the YR concept.

If the YR alternative is selected, then there ought to be a commitment to provide
the educational assets possible, along with the schedule change. But parents and students
should be able to see visible, obvious program pluses. Whenthey do, the adoption and implem-
entation of a YR program can go considerably easier.

The mechanics of implementation are somewhat disruptive, to the staff as well as the patr9ns,
so the educational gains must be highlighted throughout. This may even cost some additional
allocations to these schools over the ones oh the traditional schedule; but to offset some of the
inconvenience and encourage acceptance of change, additional resource inputs can be justified.

What are the educational advarl.ages? Let me list some, at least as they might be found in
a Concept 6 or 45-15 program, and possibly others, such as the trimester, quarter, or quinmester
plans.

1. Some tremendous enrichment programs have'been developed in the 15-day intersession time
in a 45-15 plan. In the same way, schoolsin Concept-6 have a similar opportunity in the extra
offerings scheduled to complete 180 expectations. These "enriched programs" have been fun and
stimulating to teachers planning them and, have found their way into regular school programs.
These special, often off-campus type projects, have been stimulated by. YR schools; but they have

10 -1-



impacted the whole system.

2. Students not in school have educational opportunities available to them which they did
- not have before. In some cases, it is returning for special enrichment or remedial type programs
in the regular offering or returning for intersession activities.

3. A better use of the time/facilities has been made. Whereas, at the secondary school
level primarily, we've had registration days, meaning partial days, or handing-out report cards
and a partial day again, schools are in session serving students regularly. These other routines
are handled in the auditorium or cafeteria for out-of-school students.

4. The program supplements- planned have often involved community- centered activities or
activities in another region, state, or country. Spanish classes traveling to Mexico would be
an example of the latter. Extended field trips have been disruptive in the past because, e.g.,
science teachers resented a student's absence caused by social studies field experiment.

5. I think there has been an impetus to a more personalized,education. Because there is
the potential for students to alter their attendance patterns, better records have generally been
kept on all students. Counselors can continue to see a student even when that student is out,of
school because counselors have continued "their" year Physical education classes emphasizing
personal conditioning'have had students come back in to periodiclly check their continued
physical fitness emphasis, rather than experiencing a three-month drop-off.

6. Some additional "Yquickies":

0. Both the 45-15 plan and Concept 6, to a perhaps lesser extent, call for a shortercbreak
between sessions; and the "summer drop".or "retention" can be reduced.

Summer attendance, while posing some counter problems for some, offers A weather and
summer program potential unused in the 9-month school cycle.

Work-study possibilities, at least on the _Concept .6. plan, should tap summer work place-
ment stations previously not utilized. .

a

Teacher opportunities are expanded under these plans. Teachers wanting to work longer
can have some opportunity to contracts of 200-220 days, still giving adequate vacation Possibili-
ties; or teachers on the YR plan. can substitute for traditional schools. Not only is additional
money earned, there is an inservice-plus coming forth.

I've dwelled primarily on some of the gains that can accompany a YR program. CAN should
be stressed. Such opportunities may or may not exist, although I feel these aspects are worthy
and do operate in many instances. .

There are some dangers to be avoided:

1. Where .the educational enrichments have not been developed or made visible,kopposition
Pas developed and the YR plan has been disruptive and devisive to .a community. I think there is
a high correlation between implemented, visible benefits and community acceptance of the plan.

2. Mechanical aspects can become extensive in terms of student scheduling, reporting, home
communication, staff planning, and maintenance considerations. Commitment has to be made to
staff adequately for meeting these problems or face some terrible PR problems.

3. Home and community conflicts are' not to be minimized. Churches are concerned about
summer camp problems, city recreation programs can be affected. The loss of summer vacation
flexibility is a problem to some and a relief to .others. In a tourist area some employers do
not encourage summer vacations and the prospect of fall or spring traveling is greeted warmly.

4. Finally, since few school changes affect so many aspects of the community and the
faMily so heavily, an ongoing involvement' needs to Occur on the part of laymen. They, particu-
larly the critics, should assist in assessing the alternatives--possible problems--and the
evaluation of the program if YR schools are begun.. Local involveMent is generally to be favored
over outside consultants whenever possible.

-2- 11



The same caution should be urged.for heavy staff involvement. The association.and union
affiliates can see many threats in the YR program and these should surface early rattier than a
few weeks before the curtain is due to rise.

The YR movement should be' viewed in terms of some major thrusts elsewhere in educ tion.
For example: considerable attention is being given to the curricular and organizationa aspects

of junior an .d senior high schools Such a review should be supported by YR school conce ts and
planning.- For districts entering into a secondary focus for the next few years the two concepts
should be mutually supportive.

Agajn, with the community area thrust of most YR projects, these two efforts should go 'N
in hand.'

Direct observation and involveMent in business, social services, and various career clusters\
can be enhanced by YR programs emphasizing intersession offerings. These intersession or extra- \
scheduled activities ay be one way of expanding the college-bound student exploration that is
often lacking.

Dropout retention was a subject of a major conference held recently in Denver. The proble-m

involved was how to make school more appealing and fulfilling and reduce at least somewhat the
900,000 dropouts. Schedule variations, along, with the curriculum overhaul that usually takes
place in YR planning, can be a definite factor in retaining some students.

Parallel to this concern is the look at Alternative Schclols or Options in Education. The

YR program can provide options in was'now very difficult for the regular school calendar. YR

schools may not suffice for some of the motivation in establishing an alternative school. Since

philosophy, discipline, and learning theory are often deeply involved, and a certain amount of
escapism from the system exists in the advocates. This type of frustration will probably not
be addressed by a YR pattern either.

Accountability, that is, the public's concern that schools have a more clearly defined
purpose, some identified .priorities, and some evaluation of progress, relates to ithe YR school
impact too -or rather it should. I do think that schools moving into a YR plan show a great de-
gree of purpose, planning, and evaluation. So this public, interest should be met.

Staff renewal is a growing problem for many districts and the professibn as a whole. An-

other is low turnover--a lack of stimulus from new teachers. Reluctance to grant risk money to
schools has also reduced the stimulus educators have had in the past. YR programs have tended
to be tremendously rewarding and stimulating and have to be seen as at least one way of combining
student educational gains with staff rejuvenation.

In closing, let me acknowledge one over-riding comment. I'm supportive of the YR program
concept because I feel this has been a force for educational improvement it most communities.
In some instances this has not been the direction taken by YR programs. Then, like the 9-month
effort, it Eln, mean just more of the same- -and even be disruptive because of the multitude of
mechanical problems that can develop.

YR programming, despite its leveling off somewhat because of the decline in population and,
to some extent, the economic climate, will be around. YR schools have that potential and will
continue, therefore, to draw advocates.

The dream will be maintained through the realities of the economy and declining student
enrollment because the YR dream also holds within it the reality of change and improved student
learning. So it is that YR education is both a dream of things to. come and the reality of gains
achieved, which makes the conference title a most appropriate one.
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YEA -ROUND EDUCATION FOR LIFE-LONG LEARNING

DR.. CHARLES E. SILBERMAN
DIRECTOR OF THE STUDY OF LAW AND JUSTICE,.

THE FORD FOUNDATION
AND

NOTED AUTHOR

The task I have set for myself today is to play devil's advocate. I would like to raise
some questions and'share some concerns that the literature on year-round education---or that part
of the literature I have read--has evoked in me.

Since the concerns to which year-round education speaks are heavily managerial and admin-
istrative--1 doubt that we would be meeting here today if cost and efficiency were not such
pressing concerns. I have taken the text of my sermon today from the closest thing.to Holy
Scriptures I know of in the management area, the writings of Peter F. Drucker. Professor Drucker.
is generally consitlered to'be the leading authority on management in the United States, if-not
the who]e free world.

The most frequent explanation that is given when serOces institutions fail to perform as
well as we would like; Drucker suggests in his monumental treatise, Management, is that such
institutions are not managed in a sufficiently businesslike manner. The remedy, in. this

is for administrators of service institutions to behaVe'as if they were' businessmen. ThiS
"is the wrong diagnosis," Drucker.writes,. "and being businesslike is the wrong prescription for
the ills of the service institution

, =

It is effectiveness and not efficiency which the service institution lacks. .Effectl'veness

cannot be obtainedby businesslike, behavior as the term is:-Understood, that is, by greater effi-.
ciency."

This distinction between "efficiency" and "effectiveness" is central to Drucker's view of
the nature and role,of management. ,Efficiency means..-getting things done the right' Way;. the
emphasis tends to, be on procedure, often with the implicit assumption, that the right results
will .be aphieyed automatically if the proper procedures are followed..' Effectiveness, on the other
hand', means getting the right things done..

The function of management is to be effective--to make the organization effective. But it
isnot possible to be. effective unless one knows what it is that one wants to accomplishand it
is not possible to know what one wants to accomplish unless Cinehas asked', and keep's asking,
what the organization's goals are,and what they ought to be.

The'major goal of the manager, whether of a public school system, a business corporation,
a hospital, a museum, or any other organization, is to ask the uncomfortable questions that
others usually tend to'take forgranted: What are we doing? Why are we doIng what we are doing?
What are the consequences of what weare doing? Is what we are doing what we should be doing?.
If not, what should we be doing?

The failure to ask those questions, andkeep asking them, is the primary cause of business
failure; it is also the primary cause of unsatisfactory performance in public.educatipn and in-
deed every other service Institution.

None of this is to suggest:that efficiency is irrelevant; too little concern.with efficiency
means that we run the risk of.being tripped up by some small and overlooked detail. "For want
of a nail, the kingdom was lost,'! .Buttoo much emphasis on efficiency is more dangerous, turning
procedures into ends rather 'than means'to ends; no kingdom has ever been won simply because the
horses were properly'flod'. All of us, I am sure, can think of any number of instances in our
own organizations--when we were employees, of course, rather than managers--when efficiency was
given precedence over effectiveneSs, when procedures and routines began to be worshipped. as ends,
thereby, getting in the way of achieving the real objectives.

Some of you may be wondering what all this has to do with year-round education; the'answer,
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I submit, is that it has everything to do with year-round education. The failures of public
education in this country--and if we are to be honest with one another, we must recognize that-
there are large failureS as well as great successes7-have far less to do with efficiency than
with effectiveness.

Educator's are.human beings, and we have the normal failings of that species--which is to
say that all of us tend to get so caught"up in our day-to-day routine that we fail to ask our-.
selves the hard and uncomfortable question-. about this purpose--educational purpose. Given the
superman pressures placed on school superintendents and principals and state commissioners, and
the unending demands to which they must respond--usually yesterday rather than tomorrow--it is
difficult to find the time to think seriously and deeply about the purposes of education, and
about the ways in which educational techniques contribute to those goals or prevent them from
being realized. But that is what our job demands of us.

I did not find that kind of thought in the 'literature on year-round education that I have
read. For all the thoughtfulness about the techniques of administering schools on a year-round
basis--for all the concern with techniques for making theAransition to a year-round calendar,
and the various means of gaining parental and public support--I was disappointed at the relative
absence of thought about the purposeS of education and the ways inwhich those purposes. may be
affected by a change in calendar. In some of the papers I read, the questions of purpose and
goals was not raised at all; ,j4.;others, the substance and goals of education were discussed,
but in a manner that made themolearly subordinate to the administrative requirements growing .

out of the change.

Let me-be specific. One of the papers I read contains the following passage:

"Before adequate legisl Lion can be written to cover year-round school operation,
the legislators should know that school boards and administrators, before their consider-
ation of such plans, must carefully map out the reasons for their interest, asking such
questions as:

"Why?".

"What is our primary objective?'

-"Do we want to save money? Better utilize our available facilities? .Extend the time
available for use of vocational educational equipment?"

Now, saving money and using facilities more efficiently are legitimate and. important objec-
tives; which is-or should be--to iMprove the quality of education- offered all children. Yet
that goal is not listed, let alone defined, in this paper, which is representative of the liter-'
ature as a whole.

To be sure, the paper does briefly discuss curriculum. But listen carefully to how curriculum
is discussed. "If the current curriculum of a school district converting to a year-round plan
does not conform to the new learning periods, it must be modified It is generally agreed
that short, preferably self-contained (not interdependent) curriculum units better allow needed
instruCtionar flexibility..."

I wonder if the good people who wrote that passage really heard 'what they, were saying! Let
me play it back to you: "If' the current curriculum of a school district converting to a year
round plan does not conform to the-new learning period', it must be modified..." I did not come
here, to defendthe educational status q6o; if you have read anything I have written, you know
that I am not a great admirer of the existing curriculum in most schools. On the contraty, the
curriculum, along withalmost everything else, needs a massive overhaul.

But if a new curriculum is to be developed, iL should not be a by7product Of the exigencies
of scheduling. Rather, the curriculum should grow out of educators' carefully thought and deeply
believed views of the nature of childhood and adolescence, of the nature of teaching and learning,
and of tfte purposes of education. To make curriculum a function of the calendar--perhaps it
would be more precise to say, a function of the computer used cfor scheduling--is to make efficiency
God. And we know what the Bible says will be the fate of those who worship false gods!
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What makes me doubly concerned is that the scheduling requirements of year-round education
seems to push the curriculum and the teaching methods in precisely the wrong direction. That is
a strong statement; but my concern is a strong one; and I shall elaborate. Perhaps it would be
appropriate first to recall an incident from an autobiojraphical volume I have been reading.
Describing a friend whom he had met lately, the author writes, "One of his great moments occur-
red during a lecture.. He suddenly came to a full stop, and stared up at the audience porten-
tously. 'I suppose,.' he said sternly, 'that you are by now aware that you are listening CO one
of the most bigoted men you have ever heard speak."'

Let me describe the direction in which year-round schooling seems to push the curriculum.-
Then let me explain why I think it is the wrong direction, by contrasting-it with the right
direction--the "right direction," of course, being the one that I prefer. The passage r just
quoted described the wrong direction: "Short, preferably self-contained (not interdependent)
curriculum units better allow needed instructional flexibility:" The author of another-paper
suggests that "curriculum should be tied to three-week rather than nine-week segments in order
to accommodate-the moving in and out of vacationing tracks and still maintain continuity."

To,explain what troubled me so much, and what I hope will trouble you when I am done, let
me sketch in a.view of the nature and purpose of education as a backdrop against which to assess
the particular changes we are talking about.

The'Major purpose of education, I submit, should be to educate educators, which is to .say,
to turn out men and women who are able to educate themselves, who have the desire and the capac-
ity to take responsibTlity-for their own education, and who are likely, therefore, to be not
just year-round but rife-long, self-directed learners. "Being educated," as my friend, DavId
Hawkins of the University of Colorado, has written, "means no longer needing a teacher." Or

as Sir Alec Clegg, one of the great contemporary English educators, puts it, the object of educa-
tion "is not so much to convey knowledge as it is'to excite a determination in the child to
acquire it for himself and to teach him how to go about acquiring it."

- The most influential child psychologist of modern times, Jean Piagetyputs It in an even
broader, pontext. "The principal goal'of education," he insists, "is to create men and women who
are capable of doing new things, not simply of repeating what other generation's have done--men
and women who are creative, inventive, and discoverers," who "have minds which can be critical,
can Verify, and not accept everything, they are offered."

Nothing less than this will do. The children who will enter school next September--or when-
ever school begins on your calendar--will still be in the labor force in the year 2035; we can-
not even-imagine'what society will be like then, let alone what kinds of jobs they may have.
If we do no more than train them to fill the 'existing. slots in society--if our goal is no more
than the acquisition of knowledge--we will cripple them for effective lives in the 21st 'century.
We must remember, as one educator has put it, that you cannot memorize the future. YOU CANNOT
MEMORIZE THE FUTURE.

We can help students prepare for the future, however, by making sure that students develop
the capacity to educate themselves--by nurturing in them a sense of competence, a sense of being
actors as well as spectators.of L2Ing people who have the competence and the knowledge.and the
desire to shape their environment and not simply be passively shaped by it.

This view of the purposes of education has profound implications for the curriculum. It

means a high priority for the Three R's, for the "development of skills.and acquisition of
knowledge," of course: But tt means a higher priority for children's ability--and their desire-
to use the skills` and knowledge they develop and acquire.

When I visited a particularly exciting school in a London slum some years ago, I asked the
headmistress about her students' reading score; her answer has haunted me ever since. "I will

show the reading scores, of course," she answered, "but after you have seen them, what will you
- know? If I turn out a generation of students who have the ability to read, but who do not read,

or ,who read nothing but the tabloids, I shall have 'failed. I want to educate a generation that
loves to read and that can exercise taste and discrimination in what it reads! I want to.
educate students who enjoy poetry and-drama and,great.novels--and art and music and dance as
well."

0

The lesson is clear: We must attach great importance to children's learning how to read- -
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but we should attach equal importance to such questions as: Do children enjoy reading? Do
they in fact read? What sorts of books do they read?

The same is true for the other two R's. We should ask not simply whether students know
how to write, butwhether students enjoy writing, and how much they write, and what kinds of
writing they do. And we should ask whether students enjoy mathematics, whether they know how
to think mathematically, whether they apply their mathematical knowledge outside the math period
itself.

This may sound self-evident. Yet, all too often, we manage to convert those inquisitive,
active learners who enter school at age five or six into youngSters who, at least while they
are in school, appear to be passive, apathetic, sometimes docile and sometimes hostile non-
learners. Students who begin school eager to learn are rapidly turned off from learning.

This is the essence of the crisis: The fact that more and more students are turned off
from learning, that all too many students see learning as something distasteful, and fail to
develop the capacity to take responsibility for, and to direct, their own learning--or, for
that matter, their own behavior.

Why is this happening? The most important reason, I submit, is the way we organize our
classrooms, and the way we think about the curriculum they contain. The-way in which the con-
ventional classroom is organized implies that the teacher is the source of all knowledge, the
person.who decides when learning will stop. Education is conceived of as the one-way trans-
mission of informationfrom teacher to students, not as an active process; one teacher whose
classroom we observed,, in fact, had a sign in his room that made this view explicit. The sign
read, "Available - Free - Knowledge - Monday through Friday, 9 to 3 - bring your owmcontainers"--..
as if the students were simply empty vessels to be filled. If the sign was unusual, the attitude
was not.

We turn kids off:from learning In other ways--for example, by the kinds of rules we
establish and maintain--Most particularly by the inane insistence that students sit silently
and motionless the entire school day, a rule that is utterly foreign to the nature of children,
or for that matter, to adults as well. When I testified before a Senate committee, the staff
director called me any numben of times before I went up to the Hill to remind me that my
written testimony could run as long as I wanted, but to please, please, not let my oral testimony
run more than,15 minutes, because, the Senators would begin'to fidget, and-would'want to ask
questions. .1 don't'think that that is any criticism of the Senators;'a will begin to-fidget
if I run on too long. And yet we somehow assume that. Children, or adolescents, will sit silently
and motionless for -40 or 50 minutes at a time, all day long. ,..

We destroy children's desire to learn by the mindless curriculum we inflict on them as-well --
by the obsession with names and dates and so-called facts unrelated to any ideas or concepts, and
by the failure to recognize what we all know as adults, that learning is likely to be more'
effective if it grows out of what interests us.as well as what interests our'teacher. A friend
whose grandchild was visiting her last Chri'stma's discovered that the youngster hated science.
Curious about the reason, she asked him, '!What is science?" The child answered with the contempt
children show when adults ask the obvious: "Oh, science is filling in the lines." When my
youngest son heard 'me tell the story for the first time,he added, "that's what social studies is,
too, Daddy."

We destroy students' desire to learn, too, by the kinds of punishment we use. When students
are punished by being kept after school, or by being required to read an extra assignment, we are
telling them that school is so unpleasant, that reading and learning are so painful that the worst
thing we can do to them is to give them more of it!

But we do worse than that! Another major purpose of education should be to develop self-
reliant, independent, autonomous human beings - -to develop men and women who have the desire and
the capacity to take responsibility for their own behavior as well as for their own learning.
Most schools, I am,'sad to report, subvert discipiine.rather than develop it. For discipline--
true discipline--is not the capacity tt. behave "properly" while being watched; it is the capacity
to behave the same way whether one is watched or not. Most schools destro discipline in this
sense; for when students are always being watched, when they are never g ven an opportunity to,
assume responsibility, to make choices, to make mistakes (for we all know, as adults, hoW often
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we have learned from our.oun Mistakes), it is unreasonable to assume that they will develop
into responsible human beings.

For students to learn to take responsibility for their learning or their behavior-, there
must be trust--trust in students' desire to learn, trust in their capacity to learn through
their own explorations, and trust in their capacity for growth and fulfillment. Without such
trust, teachers will not feel free to permit students to make choices, to take responsibility--
and perhaps most important,= to make mistakes and to learn from those mistakes.

Another kind of trust is equally indispensable--trust in the individual classrOom teacher.
Unless teachers receive trust and respect from administrators, parents, and school board members,
they will feel unable to encourage theirstudents' exploration.

What this means is that classrooms should be as much teacher-centered as they are child'
centered; they must be open to the teacher's growth and fulfillment no less than to the students'.
For children are not likely to grow. in classrooms in which teachers are little more than clerks
or technicians administering instructional packages prepared by someone else.

The view of education that is implicit in most:of what I have read on year-r6und education,

and explicit in some, runs completely counter to the approach I have just sketched. Take the

apparent need to break the curriculum into large number of small, discrete, self-contained

units, for example. This runs counter to what A think we know about the nature of knowledge,
which is interdependent and interrelated. It runs counter to what I think we know about the
nature of teaching and'learning and the nature of child-and adolescent development, which .'re-
quires us to look at a youngster's learning and development over a period of years, rather than

weeks. if there is a pedagogic fault in the traditional calendar, particularly where children
of elementary school age are concerned', it is that it forces teachers to take too short' a view

of their students' development! To organize a curriculum in self-contained units Of five or
six weeks is to force students to adjust to the needs of -the institution, instead of adapting
the institution to the needs of the students!.

Some of you may be thinking (or even muttering to one another) that '1 have missed the

point--that year -round schooling encourages individualized instruction and suggest that the
more flexible scheduling a year -round program requires will encourage such individ6lization.

But I am talking about "individualized learning," not "individualized instruction." There is

'a profound difference between the two. individualized instruction conceives of education as

something teachers do to students; as I suggested before, indiyidualized learning conceives of
education as an active rather than a passive process--as something students do to themselves,
with a teacher's help and under a teacher's guidance. Individualized Instruction does not
permit individual students to define their own goalsor to try to reach their goals, or the
teacher's goals, in their own way.

Equally important, "individualized instruction," as the term is usually used, denies
teachers any active role in the'process of teaching or learning. If you will foirgive the ir-

reverence, individualized instruction is a form of imiftaculate conception, in which, information

and skills are transmitted from curriculum designers to studentS,untouched and unsullied by a
classroom teacher's mind or spirit. Good teaching, I submit, reflects the teacherls interests
and enthusiasms; there is no room for.either in prepackaged "instructional units:"

What these papers I have read call individualization, I submit, is not individualization
as we usually understand.the term, but rather what an industrial engineennight call mass
pr/oduction to narrow specifications with rigid quality control: There, is no room for difference

0 individual interests, for differences in individual learning or teaching styles The only
Individual difference that can be accommodated is.speed, i.e., the rate at which different
inPviduals 'cover the same preScribed material.

.1 use the verb "cover" advisedly, for this approach, consciously or not, views curriculum

as omething tozbe covered, which means an emphasis on information, not knowledge--on names and
dates and so-called facts. unrelated to any larger, organizing principles. By definition, a cur-.

riculum divided into 'short, self-contained, not interdependent instructional units makes it
impossible for students to learnand understand the structure of.the disciplines they are study-
ing.
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This is a prescription for training, not for education.. Training means mastering a set
of lessons--if you will, a set of skills and a body of information. Education requires training,
of course; in every field, there are skills to be mastered and information to be learned.

But education is more than training--more than informatiOn and skills. As the old aphorism
has it, education' is what remains when the lessons have been forgotten. Or as the greatest phil-
osopher of the 20th century, Alfred North Whitehead, put it, "Your learning 'is useless to you
'til you have lost your textbooks, burnt your lecture notes, and forgotten the minutiae which
you learnt by heart for the examination."

Let me conclude with a story. According to legend, "Rabbi Schneur Zalman, one. of the
great Hasidic Rabbis of the late 18th and early 19th centuries, was imprisoned in St. Petersburg
on false charges. While awaiting trial, he was visited by the chief of police, a thoughtfql man.
Struck by the quiet majesty of the rabbi's appearance and demeanor, the official engaged him in
conversation, asking a number of questions that had puzzled him in reading the Scriptures. Their
discussion turned to the story of the Garden of Eden. Why was it,' the official asked, that a God
who was all-knowing had to callout when Adam was hiding and ask him, 'Where art thou?'

"You do not understand the meaning of the question," the rabbi answered.' "This is a
question God asks of every man in every generation. After all your wanderings, after all your
efforts, after all your years, 0 man, where art thou?.

"It is a question asked of societies as well as individuals. One is almost afraid to ask
it of this society at this moment in time: the crisis of American society as a whole, a crisis
whose resolution" depends, in no small measure, on the kind of education our children receive.
When those of us here today are asked, "Where art thou?," our answers will not be judged by the
efficiency with which we have run our schools. Rather, we will be judged by the effectiveness
with which we have educated a generation of thoughtful, sensitive, and humane--as well as
informed--human beings.

NOTE: Dr. Silberman's speech was read by Dr. Edward Brainard of the Colorado Department of'Edu-
cation staff. Dr. Silberman was unable to deliver the speech personally due to an injury he sus-
tained two days prior .to his expected arrival in Denver. Ed.
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JOB ALIKE SESSIONS

ARCHITECTS AND SCHOOL'BUILDING PLANNERS

Dr. Glen I. Earthman
Director of Field Services

Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
Blackburg, Virginia

Few, if any, responsible educators advocate a YRE program which calls simply for the same
kind of existing program only to be spread over twelve months rather than nine months. In.some
isolated examples where this approach is the case, it is usually the result of an expedient plan,
developed for various reasons, which seeks fuller utilization of existing facilities.

In almostall of these cases, when more funds are available for either new or additional
facilities, the year-round program usually ceases. But for implementation of a fully conceived,
well developed and organized program of year-round educational opportunities, it usually means
a substantial change in program that, consequently, makes added demands upon existing facilities.
The logical extension of this premise then is that just as any educational program needs precise
definition before facilities can be planned and designed for it, a year-round education program
must also be well defined before facilities can be planned. This phase of the planning for a
YRE program is perhaps the hardest job for educators, or at least it seems to be the hardest.
Efficient facilities can be planned and designed to fit the needs only to the degree that
programs areell defined.

The first step to be undertaken in planning educational facilities is program definition;
in other words, the educator must, first of all, identify and define the teaching/learning
processes that will take place within a given set of condition's.

Once the YRE program is developed sufficiently to be spelled out in terms of goals, objec-
tives, participants, activities, processes and the like, then it is possible to begin the next
step in matching the program and the facilities.

The educator must then survey the existing facilities within the school district, .evaluating
in terms of how the facilities will serve the defined programs. - In this'evatuation, the facili-
ties are cr_i-t-cally examined, not only in terms of space, but of equal importance, the accountre-
ments a building needs to support a YRE program. In most cases the obvious improvement a
facility will need is air conditioning' to accommodate an inside educational program during the
summer months. Other improvements,however, may need to.be made to the facility to accommodate
certain aspects of an indigenous YRE program. Whatever the improvements needed, they are iden-
tified through the survey of existing buildings.-

The next step in the school planning process is the identification of new facilities .to meet
growth needs, followed by implementation of the total master plan. The above describes the
process, but does not necessarily identify the individuals who carry out the process.

Within the context of a seminar addressing itself to "Architects and School Building Planners"
concerned with YRE programs, it is incumbent that the role each person has to play must be iden-
tified and also identify the entry point each role assumes in the planning process. Others on
the panel will:speak about the role of,the architect and the educational planner, but here Lt
is important that the entry point be established for both these roles. Suffice it to say that
both the architect and the educational planner must be involved at the earliest possible stage.
The educational planner is,'of course, responsible for either planning.or helping to plan the
educational program that will be carried but, depending upon the responsibilities assigned to
this role in a particular school district. This Tole must be activated-early in the planning
process, preferably at the initial outset, of the project to insure clear definition 'of program.

The architect must be involved in the process early. enough to assist, if necessary, in the
evaluation of the existing facilities. The crucial element here is that educators begin the
planning process early enough to insure sufficient, time to complete what is necessary for a
successful start in a YRE program.
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A realistic time frame for planning and implementing is needed to undertake such a massive
effort as a YRE program. When educational planners and architects are involved in the early
stages of the planning process and, the entire undertaking has sufficient time to properly develop
and allow necessary facility improvement and conversion, then a successful YREprogram can be'
assured.

In addition to planning ina timely fashion, educators desiring to implement a YRE program
need to think in terms of comprehensive planning. The entire community must be involved in any
planning effort in order for a. YRE program to be successful. Educators have too often thought
of the year-round school program as just that--a program of the school conducted over a 12-month
period. Such thinking is indeed faulty because it fails to take into consideration the many
social and civic organizations that impinge upon the school program. To successfully plan'a YRE/
program, educators must work with all segments of the community and all agencies and organizatio s
involved with the children and youth of the community. This especially means those agencies and
organizations that furnish services to children and youth, viz, the Department of Recreation. /

In the majority of communities the local governmental agencies provide recreational service
to the school-age population and in offering these services utilize the school facilities to.
house the recreational program. Obviously, in those communities and school districts where
this is the case, implementation of YRE programs will complicate the operation of at least one
governmental agency. YRE programs might not impede recreational programs, but it could mean: ,

that the city or county government will have to support the YRE program indirectly by buying
new recreational facilities.

Whatever the impact in the local community, such circumstances as described above then de-.
mand that the school district planners employ a "total resource planning".concept. This concept
almost by definition, suggests that all resources in the community'be identified and utilized
for the education and recreation of all children and youth. Total resource planning insures
better utilization of those facilities the community now has and prevents serious and costly
overlap between school district and local government.

F. Lamar Kelsey, FAIA - Architect
ColoradoSprings, Colorado

At a recent meeting, school administrators made some educated guesses about the future.
By 1985, they foresaw:

- Half of all public schools will be operating year-round;

High school students will spend more than one-third their learning time outside the school;
One-fourth of all school districts will enroll three- and four-year olds in school; and

- 95 percent of all children will finish two years of college using a federal college-
voucher program.

. So what's new? Viable. educational programs. have always been dynamic. They must be if
they are to keep pace with a changing society. It is equally true that viable educational faci-
lities must be capable'of supporting change in the educational%programs they serve. A well planned
schbol building expects change in educational technlques and equipment...ancrin itself. Year-
round'education is only one of many changes the facility will face in its lifetime.

The form of year-r9und education varies. It may require Self-contained classrooms, wide -open
learning spaces, or both. It may or may not call for a departmentalized organizational structure.
These decisions and lots more are based upon other factors--not primarily. upon the utilization
ofa year-round schedule. The designers who produce good school buildings will give these matters
consideration without great concern about whether the school year is to be 9 months or 12 months
long.
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Jther things being accounted for, there are two major elements about year-round programs
which exert special pressures upon school design.

!);Body comfort becomes a year-round concern which calls for cooling as well as heating and
vent'Llating: To those in southern climates, this i5 of no special concern...they have already
made cooling a part of their building design criteria. But for those who have not provided for
cooling;N,the problem can range from mild dollar- impact on relatively new buildings where pro-
vision has already been made for the installation of future cooling to severe dollar impact in
school buildings--old and new--where the cost of cooling systems could range up to ten dollars
a square foot of floor area. This cost factor alone could shape a decision against year-round
education.

The second impact of year-round education upon the facility is the increased wear and tear
it suffers due to greater use and reduced time 'for maintenance. The private sector has faced
this problem all along but it Would be a good investment to spend a little more when building
or modernizing to "toughen up" the facility so it will .be better able to withstand heavy year-
round use. Then operating and maintenance budgets must be structured to anticipate higher- wage
rates caused by night and weekend work.

Facility capability and cost are factors Which enfer into the decision-making process when
year-round education is under consideration. And the answer, "Year-round use of our buildings
will save us from building new schools to house growing enrollments won't do for many districts.
These days, many districts are watching their enrollment's dwindle. The key questions, then, are:
Will year-round education improve the quality of our educational program and will it produce a
good return for hard-earned tax dollars? Hard questions...but realistic ones.

CENTRAL SCHOOL STAFF ADMINISTRATORS

Thomas' J. McConnell, Jr.

Director, Computer.Center
Atlanta Public Schools,

Atlanta, Georgia.

When contemplating the implementation of a-YRE program, a question frequently asked is
"What impact will this implementation have on the administration of the school. disyiCt?"

From our experience in Atlanta I would say that the impact has been slight and additional
staff duties to support such a system have been minimal. This is not to say that it has not
cost more money. Quite the contrary.

More staff members arc now assigned ,to full year-round duties and no tuition is being
charged to-those students who are attending the Fourth Quarter. (We call our YRE program the
Fourth Quarter). Another factor that directly affects our revenue is that students are now
finishing high school in three years instead of four and thus leaving us without this addi-
tional ADA (Average Daily Attendance). This loss'bf ADA obviously affects the figures that
we submit to the state for reimbursement purposes.

The Fourth Quartei- require a different approach to the way the traditional summer
school activity was ca ried out. If 'one thing can, be identified as to why Atlanta chose to
implement the Four Quarter Progi-am, I think that it was the move away front the traditional
academic summer rogram. Students were enrolling to earn extra academic credits rather than
to do remedi work to Make up for failures in the regular academic program.

Sine more faculty and administrators are now assigned to year-round duties, obviously-
more o the school district's physical plants are being used year-round. The additional main-
tenance and operating personnel required to keep these buildings open and functioning obviously
advto the payroll.
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However, as I have mentioned, none of this really increased the workload of the central

staff. Perhaps I should say that this has been true as far as t e computer center is concerned.

The computing potential of the school district is suffici nt so that activities can be
scheduled to accommodate the requirements for computer service and thus really do not impact
the workload significantly.

The demand for computer services for a school district does not necessarily increase be-
cause of the requirements to support the implementation of the Fourth Quarter Program.
Employees get payroll checks year-round andthe majority of the functions of computer services
are by definition activities that must go on all year. All accounting and budgeting systems
(we prefer to call it PPB), payroll functions, personnel functions and the host of general type'
systems functions not necessarily related to the Fourth Quarter Program must be performed by
the computer regardless of status of the FoUrth Quarter Program.

The computer center is in operation twenty-four hours per day five days per week with
weekends assigned to special non-scheduled,,activities. The first shift is dedicated to program
development and tele-processing functions. The other shifts are dedicated to the normal
production activity of the school district.

The real impact on the demand for computer services is via the student related activities.
Students are scheduled every three months. This entails a good deal of individual effort as

well as computer time. However, it is my opinion that this is not as bad as it might seem.
The scheduling, grade reporting, transcript cycle is never ending. This meansthat individuals
involved are never allowed to forget the system. Re-assignments do occur but someone else is

always there to fill in the void. We are in a constant state of student related activity.

I can only relate to you our experiences in Atlanta. We have developed many automated
systems and yo.0 are more than welcome to investigate any of these systems. However, I would
not want to mislead anyone into thinking that these systems would provide anything more than
guidelines for other school districts. I would not want you to think you could use any of the
systems or applications th0 we have developed in this effort. They do work-for us. They are
available to you but they may not provide the same results in your setting that they do in
ours.

In summary, I would say that there are a great number of variables that must be considered
in implementing the YRE concept. One obvious factor is that of district size. A larger 7C4

district would certainly realize different benefits and would face many more problems than a
small district. Additionally, it might well be that below some magic number the lmplementatior
of the YRE concept would not even be feasible.

Dr. George H. Dalgleish
Assistant Superintendent of Instructional Services

Colorado Springs School District 11
Colorado Springs, Colorado

Since i notice that the emphasis for some other sessions is on topics concerning initial
plannina for year-round schools, etc., I will focus more on continuing concerns of some of us
at the central office in terms of the year-rpund school. This brief listing is not designed to

be exhaustive, but rather important to note that I speak from the context of a district in which
only 2 of 50 schools (soon to be 5 of 52) are on a year-round schedule.

Providing supportivc services in the summer to the year-round schools, services which
should be comparable to those provided all of the schools during the regular school year, is
extremely-important and can be difficult to accomplish. This problem probably would be some- .

what alleviated if the entire district were on the year-round schedule instead of only a fraction
of the total schools in the district. 22



Efforts must be expended, in cooperation with the individual buildings, to determine what
additional funds are necessary to assist these schools in meeting some problems which are unique
to them because of their year-round status. Modest amounts of money properly applied can do much
to assist in such areas as community relations--through newsletters, coffees, etc.--and to provide
enrichment during the intersessions.

Although no severe problems have been encountered yet in terms of professional negotiations,
where year-round schoOls are concerned, part of this situation is due to the fact that the central
office has worked closely with the local teachers' organization. to anticipate potential problems
in such areas as working conditions and contractual arrangements.

The central office shares an important responsibility with the schools in terms of community-
wide information programs concerning the year-round program.' Oftentimes this cooperative endeavor
involves simply, the visible Support for a school's year-round program as implied by the presence
of central office personnel in the building during meetings with that school's particular public.
Where only a fraction of the schodls are on a year-round program, the central office plays a
particularly important role in informing the community-at-large about that program.

Central staff personnel continue to play an extremely important role in assisting individual
schools to'work with other community agencies--for example, park and recreation department, YMCA,
boys' clubs, scouting organizations, churches, etc.--so that the augmenting and complementing
services of these community agencies, including the'schools, can be encouraged and -facilitated.

It is axiomatic that central office personnel should be sufficiently Well-ihformed about the
year-round program, the same as for any other major program in the district, to be able to speak
intelligently and factually about most aspects of it. Too often central staff may not even be
well-acquainted with the calendar for the year-round school. Such a lack of command is damaging
not only to the central administrator's. ability to communicate effectively with the'community-
at-large, it is perhaps even more damaging in terms of his inability to communicate effectively
with the staff members of those schools.

Charles E. Rufien
Bear Creek-Columbine Area Superintendent.
Jefferson County School District R-1

Lakewood, Colorado

Regardless of the type of year-round education being considered, and/or implemented by a
school district, certain:questions must be researched by central school administrators in order
to help identify areas of operation which might be influenced by the uniqueness of year-round
education.

Questions to be considered should include the following:

I Scheduling:

A. What demands upon staff and administrative service are required as students
Are re-scheduled continuously throughout the.year?

B. What additional record-keeping services and procedures are neededo insure
systematic accounting of pupil placement, pupil progress, and qsiematic
procedyres of program offerings within and between articulation areas?.

II Staffing and Contractual Agreements:

A. When given the choice of work year contracts, what are the patterns which
certificated and classified personnel prefer?
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B. How many different contracts will be,required to staff a year-round school

operation? a

C. Will employees regard employment in a year-round school preferable or less
desirable than the traditional operation?

D. Will some employees by virtue of assignments not have identity With a
particular school?

0

E. Will some teaching contracts at given articulation levels require that the
teacher work year sequence be the same as his or her students?

F. .Who will assume responsibility for the managing of a building when the
principal vacations, particularly, if it is a 'single administrator school?
Wili.there be any extra compensation for the person who will assume the
responsibility?

G. How will pupil personnel teams such as the schoor,psychologists, social
workers, nurses, and speech therapists be assigned"to the year-round schools
to provide maximum service when the schools are open?

III Curriculum

A. Can the district actually develop and employ non-sequential, ungfaded three-,
six-, and nine-week courses at all levels and in all subject areas? Are
non-sequential courses,necessary?

B. Will practical considerations for implementation of three-, six-, and nine-
week non-sequential courses require alteration of presen,t course objectives
and teaching strategy?

C. Can all areas of study be placed qpn a continuum of skill/ development?
A.

D. Will a year-round plan of education spring about expansion of tli curriculum
and enhance its accessibility to students?

E". Will student selection of curriculum offerings be broadened?

F. Will the opportunity for intersessions with mini- courses sarisfy the need
students express for more relevance in the curriculum?

G. Will year-round education effect change in curriculum oi=ganization in such areas
as continuous progress, mini-courses, independent study, open laborgtories, con-
trac assignments, resource centers, achievement grouping, multi-aged grouping,
multiple in-depth units, and diversification of the'extra- curriculum?

IV Advanced Study-, Inservice Education for Staff, and Curriculum Writing

A. What effect will year-round education have on established plans fOr teachers
t pursue advanced study and/or recertification?

B. What will be the pattern of induction and orientation of teachers new to the
school district?

C. When and how will inservice programs be conducted for teacher in the year-round
program?

D. What opportunities can be provided for the involvement of year-round teachers
to work on the development and rewriting of'curriculum?

V Cost Implications

A. What is the actual cost of building adaptation for year -round operation, such
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as air conditioning and building modifications?

B. What is the actual cost of increasing services in such areas as transportation,
plant maintenance, food service-, instructional support service and utilities?

C.' What is the additional wear-and-tear factor on the building, equipment, and
supplies?

D. What is the comparison on a cost accounting basis between the school functioning
year-round in terms of all routine instructional expenses?

CURRICULUM SUPERVISORS

Dr. John W. Washburn, Jr.
...Director of Elementary Instruction

r Great Neck Public Schools
Great Neck, New York

School systems all over the country, whether urban, suburban, or rural, have in common the
resources of time, people, space, and "things" a community makes available. While these resources
may differ in quantity and quality, !they are the basic resource's all of -us, whether curriculum
supervisors, teachers, principals, or other personnel, have with which to do our thingschool.

<,

The year- round approach to schooling provides us with a vast array of opportunili&E,(and
problems) ,as we reorganize these resources for the educational needs of our nation's youngsters.

The following are YRE opportunities (problems?):"

People - Possibilities for matching the adults and student population for purposeful'
activity.

Time Possibilities for creating new family, community, and school affiliations.

Space Year-round use of "indoor" and "outdoor" space offers new and extended pOssibilities.

Things - Possibilities for tangibles (curriculum materials,.supplie§, etc.) and intangibles
(hopes, aspirations, renewed energy) to be orchestrated in more productive ways.

Curriculum supervisors should be expected to serve a major role in attending to the fol-
lowing: .

1. ProMoting cooperation among school personnel (people resource) to insure that every child
has equal access to educational opportunity.

2. Providing services to meet the needs of individual learners in new and expanded ways.

3. Promoting cooperation among all agencies, public and private, that serve the needs of
children so that the full array of services and opportunities to meet each child's needs
be made available.

Broad curricular areas worth exploring (for YRE and others) are: nutrition education,
physical education, moral and ethical education, education for leisure-time pursuits, and educa-
tion for livelihood.
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Mrs. Muriel Brainard
Elementary Language Arts Resource Specialist

Jefferson County School Distridt R-1
Lakewood, Colorado

As I have spoken with teachers and principals about the most important role or roles
of curriculum supervisors in year-round education they have consistently said three thingk
Be available; Be supportive; Know about us.

I would also add two other-essential roles assumed by the curriculum supervisor in work-
ing with schools dealing with year-round education. These are: Help plan; Communicate.

These are activities, hopefully, that we are already doing,for schools on the traditional
schedule.. What, then, do year-round educators in our various districts mean when they say, be
available, be supportive, and know about us?

Our relationship with year-round schools must begin with the KNOW ABOUT US directive. We

cannot wait for someone to tell us everything we need to know about year-round education. We
must seek that knowledge. We must read. We must listen. We must become involved. We must
share ownership of year-round education with teachers and principals. We.cannot wait for mes-
sages to come to us. We must seek information and be constantly aware of the scheduling of
our year-round schools and their specific beginning and ending dates for the various sessions.

Availability and support are the next essential ingredients. Year-round schools need to
know you are there and can be called upon at any time. Yet, you must not wait to be invited.
You must, at times, anticipate the needs and concerns of year-round schools and become involved.
As year-round education implementation begins it is a time when curriculum supervisors must be
_even more willing to share of themselve's, their time, and their talents to help schools make
the best instructional decisions and to feel comfortable and knowledgeable In the implementation
of those decisions.

Good planning is a key ingredient that can be'guided by the curriculum specialist. You

must know the year-round situation and then be able to adapt the curriculum to the long- and
short-range plans of a school. An essential role of the curriculum specialist will be that.of
helping school personnel look at the educational process.

Year-round education will stimulate individualized instruction as well as team teaching
and multi -aged grouping. The greatest strength of 'year-round education will be in its flexi-
bility and the potential to meet various needs through many differing implementation plans. The

move toward individualization will require careful record-keeping and develoPment of a
sequential and continuous progress curriculum. The nature of this curriculum must offer much
flexibility. Ideas must be generated and developed by teachers. Curriculum supervisors must
have the background and knowiedge to become facilitators for this program change growing out
of teacher concerns.

There is also the danger that too many changes can come too fast. Curriculum personnel must
understand and accept this. If we believe students have differing abilities we must recognize
this about teachers and principals as well. Curriculum personnel must be flexible and accepting
in their work with schools.

Good communication is always complex. This is even more true in year-round education. At

the same time, effective communication is more essential than ever before. In year-round educa-
tion there is no beginning and no ending of school. New teachers might join a school staff at
any time of year. As this happens, curriculum supervisors need to communicate with supportive
contact and inservice opportunities.

CoMmunication between groups of teachers who function at different times of the year is
important- in order that continuous progress can take place., Schools Within a district who
are operating with year-round education should also have an opportunity.to work together. Curri-

cuium.supervisors can serve as facilitators to help these communicative opportunities happen.
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Thus, the effectiVe year-round education curriculum supervisor must be an individual
who has-a good basic knowledge of year-round education and who can function as an available

. support agent to help schools plan and Communicate,

ELEMENTARY SCHOOL FrciNCiPALS AND Ttotc,CHERS

Ms. thris.Short
Teacher

Mollala Grade School
Mollala, Oregon

One feels like a journalist as the questions come. What's it like to go in the summer?
Is moving a problem? What about continued education for teachers? Is there greater reten-
tion with shorter breaks? It became obvious that organizing the responses in some slick ex-
pository form would be too time consuming and unnecessary. So what follows is a brief descrip-
tion of the responses to major aspects of the 45-15 year-round schedule as we'eperienced them.

Instruction: Our 45-15 plan provides a shortened time schedule for lesson sequences. Teach-
ers now think in time periods of three; ,six or nine weeks in preparing units and their sequence of
skills. The shot-term goals become necessary as each track proceeds independently throughout
the year. TeacherS feel a definite need to aCcompliSh certain goals within a specific number of
weeks. lt,might in reality be little different from a traditional system, but our staff feels
as though the accountability hasrisen with the shorter periods of in-school time. -It could
also be a phase of adjustment we are still experiencing. In either case, it does stimulate
teachers to evaluate their sequence of units and goals for each.:session more critically.

As for the students, learning has never been painless. We have performed no miracles here.
But there is a definite relaXed attitude among students because-they know a break is within a
reasonable length of time. We avoid that extreme tenseness that schools experience each spring
during the last month of school.

Another positive aspect, is the students attitude upon each return. It's like the beginning,
of'7''SchO6T-011 over again. Eagerness to be back, to do well, to please is demonstrated four
times each Year - not just one. This enthusiasm can last up to two weeks time enouuh'to launch
a good nine-week period.

Retention loss Is less with three-week breaks. This combined with the students' eagerness
stimulates progress with most students. Their self-confidence seems somehow heightened by the
perspective -they acquire in those three weeks.

Many of the fifth through eighth graders return during their .break to help in primary and
-intermediate classrooms: It becomes a way to stay "where the action is" as well as contribute
in a meaningful way - something kids need to experience more during the Junior high years. The
practice has proved a valuable asset in primary and intermediate classrooms and is often con-
tinued when the older students return from vacation.

Observation and Evaluations: Once a year evaluations are required by law. In our system,
the principals do this. ,The number of teachers plus their other re0onsibilities (discipline
and counseling) make the task enormous. The situation simply demands additional personnel,
otherwise,'we run the risk of "burming out" our,principals. A counselor and/or a curriculum

;coordinator are posSibilities for the future:

_Parent-Teacher-Student Conferences: Thais year we have come up with a satisfactory,confer-
ence schedule. One follows the'first nine-week period, ,and the other follows the third period.
During conference week, school is dismissed early. This week is also moving.time, and the early
dismissal is helpful.
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. We feel that this is an adequate timetable in which.to bring up any concerns, work on them,
and evaluate the progress with the majority of students. Special problems are of course handled
independently of the general conference schedule.

Conferences are sequentially' schedUled for a family with several children. An organizational
task find frustrating at best. One evening is scheduled to accommodate working parents. It .

is. quite successful even though it 'becomes a long day for teachers.

Further Schooling: .Further'schooling is limited because of obvious schedule conflicts. Two
.tracks offer convenient breaks for taking summer school classes and workshops. The district cur-
rentiy has a policy allowing one unpaid.term of absence tq pursue-schooling. No tenure is re-
quired to benefit from this arrangement. After five years in the district a year's leave is
offered for. Schoolingor travel-,-unpaid of course.

Oregon College of Education at Monmouth is cooperating dUring the summer by offering
three -week workshops. Perhaps more colleges will modify their summer programs toward this end.
'Until that: becomes a reality, night classes will remain the most common Way to pursue post
graduate work.

. Moving and Storage: Perhaps the most verbalized aspect of YRE is the constant moving between .

rooms. it is easily the most inconvenient aspect. Temporary storage container are necessary.
Ours were .poorly designed--a result of no teacher input.as to 'our needs. They are also communal.
Each track only has one -not each teacher.

There was much lamenting in the intermediate and primary levels becauSe of the large store
of personal materials to be Moved. The problems are being handled by sharing more things and
simply streamlining one's mode of instruction--not necessarily at theexpense of quality.

The actual process of moving out is done during the normal school day with everyone's
help. In.some cases only 20 minutes of the student'sinstruction time is needed.-

Moving in is accomplished after:Sthool and may take several hours or in some cases a week
tp get fully set up. .

i':

.
\ .

.
.

Who one' follows and what his or her instructional style is becomes very important. Problems

still exist but, like the British, we seem to muddle through.

Vacation .Schedules and Tracking: Vacation'and track schedules'are'adjusted once a year.
Parents have the option to change. Teachers at each grade level and subject matter area are
allowed to work out changes among themselves --,a happy situation for us and the administrators.

The distribution of students among the tracks is relatively even.

After the first year of 45-15, most teachers and parents had definite ideas as to why their
particular schedule was just great for them. AS a consequence, few changes are made. But like

in most situations the administrators and seniority cast the deciding votes in a deadlocked
situation.

Community Relations: The weakest aspect of our system is in community relations. At

present we have no. regular communication with the community. Our only contact with parents is
.during conferencing and any such notices that are sent with the students. Good PR is essential
to a vital school program. It would be to ouradvantage'to develop a regular communication with
the community, not only to enhance support,of school programming and budgets but also to in .

crease community identity.

We find the 45-15 plenaccommodating many of our needs but presenting us with ample
'opportunities to say, "We sure have a lot of imprOving to do."
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Mrs. Ruth Womack
Principal of Julie Penrose Eiementary School

Colorado Springs School District 11
7 Colorado Springs, Colorado °

In Penrose School, Colorado Springs School District No. 11, Concept 6 was begun because of
an overcrowding situation. Concept 6 has allowed us to handle 1,050 students in a school built
for 750.

It has been necessary to 'do mere detailed planning adminIztratively because a Concept '6
school is compaiable to running three schools in one. The, staff has also found it necessary
to plan in detail so.that all possible- teaming is charted well in advance.

Communication is probably the single most important aspect and must be considered from the
viewpoint of community, parents, teachers, and students. Communication with parents and com-
munity has been done in a variety of ways, including coffees, large Open meetings, PTA meetings,
curriculum coffees:, open houses, and parent-teacher conferences.

Communication with teadhei-s is accomplished with total faculty meetings when possible and
with level coordinator meetings and 'team meetings held,weekly.

V

Student communication is facilitated through opening exercises held each morning for the
entire student body in the resource center. This enhances the feeling of a total school aware-
ness,rather than a pattern identity. Grouping for the social studies, science, health, and
art areas across patterns also makes fOr a feeling of schbol unity,- Students also observe
Track and Field Day, Christmas, Valentine, and Halloween parties throughout the year. Parent-

teacher conferences, as well as personal notes from teachers to students are used.

Mrs. Dottie Brenner
Teacher at Vanderhoof Elementary School

Jefferson County School District R-i
Arvad2, Colurado

Year-round education has presented to educators in Jefferson County School District one of
the most challenging 'aspects of modern education. Our district, long known for innovations,
flexibility and versatility has attempted to put together d'sound cohesive year-round education
program that-will meet the needs of K-12. It is presently being piloted in the Arvada West and
Columbine areas.

Our year-round education program, known as Concept 6, divides the calendar into six terms,
with four of those equaling a normal or traditional school year. Students may opt for a fifth
term. (The fifth term is more remedial on the elementary. level'and more enrichment or an op-
portunity to graduate early on the secondary, level.)

These terms are designated as Track A, B,

B June 3 - October.2 C47 July 31-- December 3
February 6 June 4

A October 1 February 9
April 6 July 5 December 2 April 7

Schesiuliny perhaps has been our most time7consuming. ogre. While.there"was little dif-
ficulty in the buildings in the selection of vacation patterns for the teachers, the opposite
holds true:for scheduling curriculum; (i.e., social studies, science, language arts, art,.music
and gym). This.prqblem was made Complex by our not having specific teachers assigned to Track B.

Initially; as a. staff we had many staff meetings: to look. at Concept 6 student enrollment in
our building. Once numbers were fairly well.estabished,'we tackled the dilemma of Track B.
This problem has become a focal point upon which all !problems revert to--an area of much concern
to the teachers and administrators piloting the pr6gram. This leads to the observation that if

one chooses to have volupteer enrollment in a year-robnd edu.cation program, there must be monies
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allocated to cover necessary expenses. Otherwise vacation selection must be mandatory.

The\time and effort we have all put intoscheduling has been timeless. We now face a new
series of planning, evaluation and change due to our enrollment decrease. However, the many
rewards throUghout our short duration on the pilot have made the effort worthwhile. The
children retain far more than they did while on a traditional calendar year. Their attitude is
positive and exciting and our "bonus learning sessions" have added yet another dimension in
their educational process.

In short, year-round education is like teaming and open-space--a great deal Marc work,
time, and effort--but the rewards make it worthwhile.

ROLE OF THE NON CERTIFICATED PERSON IN A YEAR -ROUND SCHOOL

Mrs. Luree Wolff
Secretary at Cunningham Elementary School

Cherry Creek School District 5
Denver, Colorado

Non-certificated personnel -- secretaries, clerks and classroom aides -- have a very
involved role in the year-round schhol just as they did in.the tradition ,1 school. They continue
to be responsible for aiJ secretarial and clerical work, But their duties are expanded.

The greatest expansion comes in the public relations role with the community. The secretary
and the clerk must be very well inforti'led on all facets of year-roUnd eduCation because they are
constantly explaining some,aspect.of the year-round operation to parents and visitors, either by
telephone or in person. Frequently the children will come to the office for information rather
than asking the classroom teacher. This role was very important in the initial implementation,
and continues to be verytime=consuming since our community is very mobile and those new to year-
round schools are constantly enrolling.

Aside from the communication involvement in the. initial implementation, the office staff
also worked with parents.and an aide in dividing the community into four geographic areas that
would be balanced both by number of students and grade levels within each track. The office

staff designed a family census card'which was sent to the community and returned to the office.
With this card, each child was marked on the map by a pin color-coded for his grade level.

For scheduling purposes. these geographical groups were called tracks, A, B, C, and D.
Students of each of the four tracks were scheduled to attend school for 45 class days (9 weeks)

and then go on vacation for 15 class days (3 weeks). The tracks always stay in the same order'
of rotation with three tracks in school and one track on vacation.

A master calendar was printed'showing each track in a different color. This calendar was

designed so that days' in school, vacation dayp, and holidays were indicated for the entire school
year for all four tracks. Individual track calendars-were printed and given to each family.

The next step was to get all children pre-registered and assigned to a track. Pre-regis-

tration packets were. sent home with the students and returned to school before classes ended. in
June. In early July, team leaders from the staff met and assigned children to classes and areas.
The office staff assigned children to tracks based on the boundaries that had been decided by
the community group, .

Also during July, the secretary and clerk pinned 'a second map for transportation personnel.
A route supervisor spent several days at Cunningham laying out bus routes and stops t accommodate
the four tracks. By August 1, registration paCkets were ready to be mailed to parents., They
included individual track calendars, class assignments`, and bus stop information. Classes for

Colorado's first Year-Round School began September 5, 1972. We still use the same registration
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procedure pre-registration in May and track calendars, class assignments And bus stops deliver
ed to parents before the new school year begins in July.

As we moved into our first year of the year7round school calendar, our first Concern was
how to record student attendance in our building and report it to the district office so that
the attendance reports to the state included children on all four tracks. We do this by record-
ing attendance by track and grade or level in our attendance books. Then, we report the at-
tendance of students for three tracks, 'at a given time and for the fourth track three weeks later
when they return from vacation for a 'compoSite attendance number to be reported to the state.

A secretary and clerk in another year -pound school in Cherry Creek, in their second year
of the 45-15 calendar, devised a track attendance card for each student. This is definitely an
improvement over the attendance books Cunningham presently uses. This.attendance card will be
used by all three elementary schools on the year-round calendar in Cherry Creek next year.

A form with the expected return date is sent home with each studen going "off track".
reminding parents their children are to return to school three weeks later. These forms are made
up in'the office and prepared by aides in the ins"tructional areas. Even though this is an added
chore, it is especially helpful for parents of new students.

The office types a Parent-Teacher bulletin that is sent home with all students in school
the day before a track lcave, for vacation -- tracks. usually end on a Friday. The bulletin is
sent home with the incoming track on the day they return from vacation usually a Monday.
This routine is used for sending all :types of school information home to patents.

On-going-communication with parents continues to be a major role played by clerical personnel.
The mobility of the student population at Cunningham places an increased responsibility on both
the secretary and the clerk to explain the 45-15 concept to parents new to the community.
We41ave had 200 new students and 190 withdrawals since August 5, 1974.

Teachers and aides may choose from a variety of contractual options and must have.indivi-
dual calendars marked before contracts can be written in the district personnel :office. These
calendars are marked by teachers and aides and given to the secretary. Each calendar must be
checked for accuracy, copied for the office file and forwarded to the personnel office. This
additional responsibility is not a function of the traditional school 'secretarial role. Any
changes made during the year requires that the whOle process be repeated. School clerks and
secretaries in a 45-15 year-roun'd school work 12-month assignments with scheduled vocations.

Mrs: Donna Gerboth
T.; Secretary at Arvada West High School

Jefferson County School District R-1
Arvada West High School

Arvada, Colorado

Concept 6 year -round school has a pattern in wiiich students are in three tracks going to
school four guarters out of six. Vacation patterns for each track are at opposite ends of the
calendar, with the result of approximately 1/3 fewer students in school at any one'time. After
official acceptance of the Concept 6 plan of year-round school was given by the Jefferson County
Board of Educa'tion, secretaries worked along with administratora in preparing family intent forms
on the track they would choose. (Each family in Jefferson Colinty Concept 6 schools was given

. a choice of track which created prOblems of unequal quarter enrollments from the start of the
program.) When the intent forms were gathered and tracks tabulated, students.then had to make
a choice Of courses foe'four quarters in order for master schedules to be built by the depart-.

'ment chairmen.

Teachers at Arvada West High School had. been working for several years in preparing their
courses to be taught in quarter segments, each course with a title and description. It then

became a secretary's responsibility to arrange these listings and descriptions in booklet form
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for distribUtion ta every student. This involved considerably more courses than in previous
years, and we found ourselves with over 300 courses offered. Tabulating the courses has been a
considerable, task, but each department had to know how many students to expect in each quarter
of the six. A new master schedule must be set up each quarter. These are made available to
all teachers and to the administration.

Cotmunications to the -parent and student has been of an urgent nature. Prior to each
registration, material must be sent to each family, so the student will know just what courses
will be offered and when. It has been'importarit for the parents to understand the procedures
and changes made under Concept 6.-. For several years, students have been on a college -type
schedule in which they chose their own courses from those which were being offered And had the
available space. secretaries have worked closely with administratprs to understand each step,
so that all could be accomplished.

Records must be kept of the teacher days used for mini - courses and of the tracks each
teacher-will be in school, .Secretaries, administrators, counselors, and librarians are taking
their vacation days throughout the year. A record must be kept individually of these days by
the secretary'ln charge of payroll. Registration for classes, collection of fees, and student
schedules require new records being kept for each quarter. Knowing when a student is in or out
of school and the track he is on has been a responsibility of secretaries. One'of the most impor-
tant added tasks has been the maintaining of student records, so it can be determined hoW many
credits a student hos acquired and when he is eligible for graduation. Arvada,West High School
will .have two graduation ceremonies this year - -one on April' 10 and another on June 6. A pro-
cedure for evaluating Concept 6 in different areas has also been established. This.requires
extra record-keeping and forms to be filled out at the end of each quarter.

A new system always brings with it new problems, and year-round sLhools are no exception. Be-

cause.schoal is on a continuing baSis, the procedure for ordering supplies anebooks has been
changed, and much has been done on the "trial and error" basis.this first year. We feel confi-
dent- the second year will be much less painful in accomplishing the needs of the school as they
arise. Also, teachefs' qualifications are checked,,and rosters are made of subjects each are
allowed to teach under.North Central accreditation. This is necessary so the principal will
know who he can use to teach in another department when the need arises.

Since teachers only meet students 172 days in regular classes, an adjustment of days, as re-
quired by the Board of Education, is being channeled into mini-courses. Teachers are involved with
these mini-courses for one week of each vacation period, and the courses offered to students who
are on similar vacation patterns. A mini-course catalog was prepared, listing courses for credit
and non-credit and given out,to students, so they could take advantage of these enriOffient or
remedial courses. The courses offered have been quite extensive and beneficial to students.

Secretaries in the schools injefferson County work 205 days a year. The time has not been
lengthened for year- round,-school, so their days have to be coordinated in order to have all work
covered all year. This has created SOme:problems in getting the work accomplished. Coordination
of many areas of work has to be done', i.e., mailboxes (who is here and who lc not), scheduling
evaluation time for teachers, maintaining sponsorship of clubs, changing department chairmen,
music concerts each quarter, and-students scheduled into classes on their off-quarter.

Custodians have had to .adjust their work year. Rooms must be thoroughly cleaned during the
.light enrollment quarter, or a class is asked to move outdoors for a couple of days during nice
weather.

Mrs. Nancy Klein
Teacher'Aide-at Russell Junior High School

Colorado Springs School District 11
Colorado Springs, Colorado

A paraprofessionaj has the option of either working four sessions with two eight-week
vacations, taken separately, or six sessions with two weeks' vacation. Working day's are based
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on the total number of days each session must contain to meet the totai number of days a student
must attend school A teacher aide works through the three-day weekends and spring break. Nor-
mally, the two weeks at Christmas are cut short by one to two days. I opted to go yea--round,
and l'heve ten' days of vacation which can be taken after June. 1, the starting date of my contrac

The duties of a junior high year-round paraprofessjonal are not any different than those o
't traditional paraprofessional, except that I go through the beginning and end of the session.
six times instead of once or twice a year as I would in a traditional school. I am a science
teacher aide, and thismeans chemicals, -equipment, books, and new curriculum must be resupplied
every session,

fWice a month we have release days where the periods are cut short and school is dismis ed

by 1:00 p.m. This gives us time to get all the necessary materials ready for the up- coming/
session. Once a year in February we order all the equipment, chemicals, and books that we will
need for the entire 12 months. Paper, pencils, tape, etc., are items that present no problem
because they can be o'r'clered,wegkly,from the school warehouse.

The science department' hlle deYeloped a filing system that enables it to keep a continuous
report on each student. 'These filed index cards contain student's vital' statistics as well as
information on the session he was in school, the science course he is taking, his grades,/, and
his toachers. As a classroom aide, I teach the-same subject at leeqrtwice a year.. It is pos-

sible to. ready yourself for the second session by doubling the amount of equipment you' Will need

during the first session. When you teach the same subject within two sessions, you are' able to
iron out all the inigs within a'five-month period.

At any given time, you may havc to aid an intersession, post-session or presessi n. These

post- and presessions are offered every session, while the intersessions are offered in the middle

a session if the teacher requests such an arrangement. These sessions offer students a wide-

range of topics to choose from, like a camping trip to the Sand Dunes or a math-help group which

I taught during a post-session.

PARENT INVOLVEMENT IN THE YEAR-RnUND SCHOOL CONCEPT

Mrs. Syd Joseph
President

Colorado Congress of Parents and Teachers, Inc.
Denver, Colorado

The year-round school is not a new idea in education. Attempts to start them began in

the early 1800's in cities like New York and Chicago to help non-English'speaking immigrants in

their studies by lengthening their instructional year.

In the "good old days" life was simpler; school structures and school schedules were simple

too. They seemed to answer all the needs of the children of that day; they didn't have to deal
with our changing society or even have to prepare for it.

Today, the pace of change is great new instructional methods are continually being intro-

duced into the classroom: innovations are taking place everywhere but in the school scheduling. r,

Most children still attend school according to e pattern based on agricultural work habits fall,

winter, and sp.ring; Monday through Friday, for a set time each day.

A baby born 70 years ago is hardly recognizable as the senior citizen of today. As a child.

grows and changes, so does the society in which lie lives. It is reasonable to presume that that

child would be more comfortable, happier, and closer to fulfillment of potential if his progress

and. growth kept up with society and its technology. But it isn't working that way.

Many individuals feel that one of the ways to keep up with the changing times is to throw
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away the stereo-type school with the stereotype classroom and give children, during their formal
years of education, a broader exposure to fields of study; to increase career education and to
work with children so that they can make purposeful use of their leisure time in later years.

Parents are becoming aware of the need for increased qualityln education and the equality
of educational opportunities, and as we discover these individual needs in learning, the more we
are asking for the school systems to provide flexibility in the school program in terms of curri-
culum'cpntent, instructional proceSs, place of study, and better use of time. And time is
where parents and teachers get frustrated. Until we can correlate the use of time of the stu-,
dents rn the school .to the corresponding changes in the life styles of our society, brought
about bytechnilogieal change and social needs,-we will face the pros and cons of the need to .

change the concept of the school year and the tradition of time.

The skyrocketi4 school costs, rising enrollments, increased taxpayer resistance to proposed
school bond issues and public criticism of the educational system is beginning to force some
school boards and administrators to explore and experiment with year-round plans. There are
Parents and.teachers who. are pleased with the plans; there are parents and teachers who are
reluctant to cooperate in implementing the plans.

It takes careful advanced planning, thoughtful adminis.trators, and frequent communication
among the administrators, .teachers, _parent and students to make a year-round plan work.

John McLain in his book, YEAR ROUND EDUCATION, states,:"Our society has become lock
stepped and stereotyped in our thinking about the use of time. OUr lock-stepped sche,Jul,es of
our children in school prevent us from thinking creatively about how to appiy time as a com-
modity to deal with many of our societal problems; chandesin our time schedules and life
styles can save our society and billionsof dollars a year and help solve basic social- and
environmental problems in_ ways that money cannot buy. The time is now and the time and the
place to begin is the 5.L.hool."

Pros and cons of parents in year-round school.

1.. Parents should be involved from the time first thoughts are given to-the year-
round school.

2. Parents should be presented all plans to he.lp make choice of plans to use.

3. Students should be inforMed of plan.

4. All plans or tracks should be thoroughly, .explained to students and parents
even walked through the tracks.

5. .Students and parents should understand YRS; too much misinformation is -given out
about YRS by parents and students who only know parts of the program.

6. Students should be on speakers bureau to help sell the YRS story.

7, There, should be continuous participation on parent-student projects in order to see
that the work does not get lost during the summer.

Mrs. Janet Tczap
Parent

Jefferson County, Colorado

Many areas of Jefferson County are experiencing rapid growth. In order to house the influx
of students, we had several options available: double sessions; busing; passing large bond
issues, adopting a YRE plan. It is important that alternatives are studied, priorities determined,
and then decisions made.
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When originally studying YRE plans, several-considerations were of top priority: K-12

.program; family .unity; release of 33-1/3 of student enrollment. For these reasons, Jefferson
County.designed a plan to fit its areas needs.

A year after implementation of our Concept 6 plan, several pros and cons became obvious.
The pros are: "bonus learning sessions"; multiple entry dates for kinderga-ten; greater oppor-
tuntries for accelerated and remedial programs; fifth quarter classes; less learning.loss;
no "end of school" syndrome; fewer retentions; less over-Crowding. The cons are: break with

tradition; special education classes not available to all tracks.

Parent involvement is a must. It is of paramount importance to the success of any YRE plan
that.the school district has informed, responsible citizens and parents involved in all stages--
planning, implementation, and evaluation.

Thom Foulks
Par c nt and

County Commissioner of El Paso County
Colorado Springs, Colorado

168, the four Foulks children were among 1,400 children attending aa elementary school
whose central. plant had been designed for 650 children and was surrounded by portable classrooms.
The school had a complex schedule which combined elements of extended-day, split-session and
divided-day modes with threeday-a-Week classes for some subjects. A television news dotumentary

on overcrowded schools centered its attention on the school, showing "The Bulge in the School-

house- Door."

The attention gave public impetus to construction and issues for new school construction

in northeast Colorado Springs, prime impact area of the 1966-72'growth which saw the city labeled
as the seventh-fastest growing ur6amarea-in the Nation.

The same "bulge" in student population kept moving ahead, however, carrying the Foulks
children with it. ..The beak, for Lhem,.came with Tom, Jr.; being bused more than eight miles to
a senior high school, Kathy and Joe enrolled in the year-round pilot program junior. high school,

and Danny walking only three blocks to one of the traditional-schedule elementary schoOls built
by one of the bond issues. The family missed its usual summer vacation one year because of the
difficulty of meshing school schedules into the family schedule, along with the job schedules of
both parents.

Another television news documentary, "Year-Round School: The Answer?" filmed around the

1972 Fourth National Seminar on Year-Round Education in San Diego, was widely shown in the Colorado
Springs area on television and before civic groups. It helped pave the way for acceptance of the

concept.

Kathy, still.facing a high school change, has decided she likes the year-round schedule.
Joe will not have known anything else since leaving elementary school, and he has benefited

, academically by continuing classroom work through one of his vacation periods. Danny, still.on

a traditional schedule, is mentally prepared for the transition. Tom, Jr., after "stopping-out"

for a year, is headed for the University of Colorado at Colorado Springs. None seem to have

sustained harm to their education from serving as societal guinea pigs in one of the most signi-

ficant charges in lifestyle any family or community can undergo.

Foulks still supports the year-round concept, strongly advocated in the television programs
noted above, both of which he wrote, filmed, and narrated.
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THE EFFECT OF YRE ON THE LOCAL CHURCH PROGRA/4

The Reverend Wesley M. Hansen
Pastor of Littleton Baptist Church

littleton,.Colbrado

I.' ADVANTAGES it may have:
A. Would' minimize the summer attendance slump;
B. Could aid the growing church in better space t:tilization if a certain perCentage

are away on vacation at a given time;
C. A winter camping program may be possible at other than the holiday season;
D. Some churches presently close down in the summertime YRS may force them to open

their doors.

II. PROBLEMS it may'present:
A. Vacation Bible School, traditionally held in the summer, would be wiped out;
G. Many church emphases such as fall promotion, fall leadership training programs, etc.,

would have to be restructured;
C. YRS could contribute to family breakdown by the public school acting more continu-

ously as babysitter;
D. Could greatly hamper the summer church camping programs; many churches have invested

thousa6ds of dollars in camp facilities;'
E. Some SMnday School materials have their series geared to three quarters, and non-

series related material is tauyht in the summer; would require vast expenses. in
overhaul of material;,

F. When not all districts are on the: -same program it works havoc with'the church
program because the church is attended by people of different school districts;

G. Youth programs (Awana, Boys Brigade, Scouts,' etc.) are based on the traditional
school systeffi and often do not meet during the summer;

H. ,YRS would adversely affect the program of the small church more than that of the
large church.

III. RANDOM COMMENTS:
A. . Necessity. is the mother of invention; if churches are too rigid to adapt,"they may

be too dead to be useful;
B. The economic trend in general, and the gasoline shortage in particular may cause

more stay at-home vacations, in whir" et- ft. would be hard to predict the effect
of YRS on church attPndanue;

C. When a Subject is taught is not of sb much concern to churches as what is taught;
the YRS i$ of little concern to many churches because they are starting their own
schools.

YEAR-ROUND SCHOOL AND THE PERSONNEL OFFICE

Robert Hampson
AdministrativP, Assistant, Personnel Services

Colorado :Springs School District 11
Colorado Springs, Colorado

When the decision was,made to place two of our schools in Colorado Springs on the year-
round schedule, the immediate concern for the Personnel Office was staffing the schools. Phil-

osophically, staff members were to be treated in such a way that they would not be penalized in
any way. for working in the year-round program and by.thesame token they would not receive
special benefits over and above other employees in the traditional program.
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We have negotiated agreement with the local teachers association so we met with the asso-
ciation and worked out procedures which both parties felt were fair to all teachers involved.
The following procedures were developed:

1. Teachers working more than the traditional 182-day work year would be paid 1/182 of
the traditional salary for each day worked.

2. Sick leave would be determined on a pro-rated basis depending on the number of days
taught.

3, Teachers under contract for 182 days would not be involuntarily assigned more than 182
days or less than 182 days.

4. The method of payment was to be worked out between the staff of the schools involved
and the Payroll Department. Those teachers who begin teaching in the middle of the
-summer will receive 1/24 of their pay on August 1, 11 equal monthly payments, and 1/24
again the following August 1. Teachers beginning with the September session would be
paid in the same manner as traditional teachers.

5. Stipends for extra-curricular duty'such as intramurals, band director, ett.,. would be
pro-rated for extra time based on the traditional year stipends.

These are a few of the procedures we more or less negotiated within the framework of the
*agreement already existing. In addition to, items above, we decided to keep our elementary
teachers with their group of students. When the students are on vacation, the teacher would
also be on vacation. This more or less limited elementary teachers to the same number of days
as the, traditional year. Junior high teachers would be permitted to work five of the sixses-
sions, approximately 210 days if the scheduling permitted it.

The same procedures for salary, sick leave, etc., apply to building administrators and
classified personnel. Principals and assistant principals were assigned 220 work days. Most

of the classified were given twelve-month assignments with the same benefits as other iwelyp-
month classified employees. In some instances, extra help could be employed for just one
session when needed. This would be true for both certificated and classified employees.

RESEARCH AND EVALUATION

Dr. David,J. Parks
Assistant Professor of Educational Administration
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University

Blackburg,.Virginia

The-purposes of this panel were (I) to review the general process of planning and imple-
menting an evaluation procedure for a year-round program, (2) to examine major controversial
issues surrounding' the evaluation of year-round programs, (3) to explore ways of collecting
data on academic achievement and attitudes, and (4) to discuss ways of reporting results to
various publics.

A, general model of the proce-ss of planning and implementing an evaluation procedure was
reviewed. The components of the model included (1) the identification and clarification of
the specific objectives of the year-round program, (2) the identification and clarification of
the potential 'side- effects of implementing the program, (3) the selection of specific criterion
variables for each identified objective and potential side-effect, (4) the establishment of a\
level of acceptable performance for each criterion variable, (5) the establishment of a time

line'for the collection of all data, (6) the establishment and implementation of a plan to gain
the support of the people affected by the evaluation plan, (7) the collection of data, and (8)

the reporting of data. A set of questions, cited in the Jefferson County, Colorado, evaluation
plan, which may be useful in identifying objectives and side-effects was presented and discussed.
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The controversial issues section focused upon the political milieu in which evaluators
perform and the potential and real impacts of this environment upon the outcomes of the evalua-
tion. The panel cited evaluation reports containing examples of failure to consider negative
findings in drawing conclusions, reporting findings unrelated to-objectivesreachrng for some-
thing on which to claim success, selective reporting, and overselling thelbenefits Of programs.

A report on the Virginia Polytechnic institute and State University year-round schools at-
titude project was pre'Sented. This project, when completed, will have available for distribu.-
tion through the National Council on Year-Round Education a battery of instruments to measure the
ttitudes of teachers, administrators, students, board members, and parents. Eadh instrument

will have been checked for reliability; and evidence of validity will be provided. At present,
only the instrument for teachers has been developed. Dr. Paul Ri.ce prepared the instrument by
reviewing and _combining the commendable aspects of attitude surveys of school districts across
the country. The instrument was tested with 545 teacherS in 103 year-round schools and was found
to measure four attitude constructs: (1) Calendar/Program, (2) Administration, (3) Student
Welfare,.and (4)' Teacher Welfare.

The measurement of attitudes: through newspaper analysis -was discussed, and a brief review
of a study. of newspaper clippings on year-round education in California, conducted by David J.
and Donald E. Parks, was presented ("The Polarization of YRS Interest Groups in California--

--- The Honeymoon is Over!" (The Year-Rounder,'3 (Winter, 1975), 1-3). Although this unobtrusive'
method of measuring constituents' attitudes has limitations, the panel 'felt that it does provide
a gross measure of how particular groups of people feel about year-round programs.

The final topic presented'by the panel covered the form and content of reports to the various .

publics interested in year-round programs. The panel indicated that technical reports should!
be provided to district administrators, teachers, and interested professionals across the country.
A less technical descriptive report should also be prepared and made available to parents, stu-
dents, board members, and interested laymen who request it. This report would present the
results of the evaluation using graphs and easy-to-follow narrative. Regardless of the format,
the panel agreed that the results should be communicated in an intellectually honest way.

YEAR-ROUND SCHOOL AND SCHOOL ACTIVITIES

Rai Ball
Commissioner

COlorado High School Activities Association
Aurora, Colorado

There should be no problems connected with interschool activities for schools which choose
to use a year-round plan of building use. There.are problems, however, created for some of,the
students who attend tjiese schools.

Interscholastics, and especially athletics, are so traditionally and universally'catagorized
in "seasons" that it becomes almost impossible to- see, as an example, football being played at
any time other than in the Not that some seasons cannot be shifted in order to accommodate
the year-round school concept, but it appears, at least in the foreseeable future, that only a
Very small percentage of the high schools in the United States, and certainly in the state,
will go to the year-round school.

Therefore, studentq who wish to participate in selected activities must, if they wish to

play interscholastically; choose to attend school when these activities are in progress. Their
other choice will be to still participatc in these activities during their vacation period, but
this choice- has many obvious disadvantages and in most cases is not palatable to the student.

The student then, who attends the year-round school, is forced to make some difficult choices,.
assuming he is allowed to make the choice, or, assuming the school plan is flexible enough to
allow-a choice. 38
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Perhaps, as year-round schools become more numerous , the emphasis of the interscholastic
program may be shifted to one of the Intramural athletics. 'In that way, each. school could set
its own seasons in each sport and control the use of its facilities. Intramurals are a very
possible solution in the larger schools, and it does seem to be the large schools 'which are con-
sidering or entering into the' year-round school concept.

At this time it appears that traditional interscholastic athletic seasons are firm and will
not be changed to accommodate the relatively small percentage of high schoolswhich are looking
at or participating in a year-round school concept: Schools which will be on year-rqund plans
will be forced to make some concessions.to students MI° wish to participate in spetific activities.
Schools will also have to cooperate with certain recreation districts when forMulating programs,
especially if the school and recreation districts are sharing facilities. Certain rules and
regulations relative to individual participation and eligibility may need to be altered slightly.

The transition to the year-round school can be made without much. difficulty by the school;
but the shift to the year-round school can'be traumatic to the student who wishes to be included
in athletics or other interschool competition and activities. These students and their problems
must be seriously considered before any systemchooses to solve their housing problems by keeping
their schools open all year.

-BOARD MEMBERS LOOK AT THE- CONTINUOUS' SCHOOL YEAR PLAN

tJames D. Bingle
Former School Board Member
Valley View Public School's

Plainfield, Illinois
and

Board Member, National Council on Year-Round Education

In the nearly 7 years from development of the concept of the Valley View 45-15 Co tinuous
School Year Plan in 1968 and 5 years since its implementation on June 30, ,1970, residints of
the school distriCt havelhad numerous excellent opportunities to express their coileCtive dis-
pleasure with the changed system if they so desired.' For example, in the seven eleCiions for
school. board members held since the development of 45-15, not a single anti 45-15 candidate
has even run, let alone been. victorious. (In fact, in the crucial 1970 election, the incumbent
school-board members ran unopposed, an unprecedented situation in the Valley View district.).
Perhaps the reason for this is that public opinion surveys have consistently shown that the
45-15 plan has an over 80 percent support level in the Valley View community. In addition,

several large school referenda have been successfully passed in the district. Although the
referenda were only peripherally related to 45-15, unhappiness with the 45-15 plan would
certainly haVe been shown by a negative vote, since this is traditionally the way the public
expresses its feeling on any issue.

Thus we see that year-round education does not have to be a controversial issue but,
with the right approach, can become an accepted way of life. Although 45-15 was designed for .

just one particular school district, there is no doubt that it has applicability for other dis-
tricts as well. At the present time over 50 school districts around the country have imple-
mented this plan, the most widely accepW fOrm of year-round education.

As a former school board member, I would offer a few words of advice ito Those who would
consider it elsewhere:

1. Allow plenty of time. At least one and perhaps two years should be allowed from the
first consideration of the plan until its implementation. There are many details, each of which
must be resolved before that first day of school under the new system.

2. Let the community help you make the decision. Go to the public with the alternatives,
which are usually: costly building programs, if you have the bonding Power; double.sessions;
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50 or more children in a classroom; or some form of year-round schools. You will be surprised
how rapidly the community will agree that year-round schools may bR the best solution. .

3. Don't let your schoOl administration scare you off, In our district, we were and are
blessed with an administration that,is not afraid.of change when change is necessary. But our
research has shown that it is often school adMinistrators who have in the past dragged their
feet over school calendar reform because it will mean much work and effort on their part.,

4. Involve your teachers. Year-round school will be a big change in their lives and yet
it promises to be of great financial benefit'to them. 'Let teachers participate in the planning
and scheduling; in fact, insist on it.

5. Keep the public informed. Once you decide to adopt a year-round school' system, don't
stop communicating. Let everyone know as each step down fhe road is taken towards that first
day of school. It is of vital importance to retain the confidence .of the public.

Certainly, the transition to year-round schools in the Valley View District was not per-
fect, and yet it was smoother than most of us thought possible. We feel that the transit-ion
was accomplished so satisfactorily because it was a team effort board administration, teachers,
and public all working together for the good of the children. That is the only way it can
succeed.

John L. Wiman
President of Board of Education

CoLprado Springs School District 11
Colorado Springs, Colorado

Colorado Springs School District 11 has a K-12 program.. it is currently a district of 50
schools (35 grade schools, 10 junior high schools, and 5 high schools) .with some 35,000 children.
The latest additions are a senior high and a junior high just being completed and to be opened .

in the fall of 1975. ,

My experience with year-round schools began several years ago with a'curiosity as-to why
school buildings were not used on a 121month basis. I attended a number of regional and national
meetings on the subject of year-round schools. The one common element to be found in every
success story was a PROBLEM which had to. be solved. Every school system that had any success
in breaking out of traditional scheduling and going to a year-round basis was faced with a severe
problem such as overcrowding, financing, immediate shortage of new school buildings or something
similar. In addition, each successful district had done a far-above-average job in public rela-
tions with its community regarding the specific problem or problems and also had done its
homework regarding staff enthusiasm for a change to year-round schools.

lt'became increasingly apparent' to our board and administration that the growth in one
portion of our district was outstripping our ability tobuild new schools. A decision was made

that year-round schools or one of the traditional alternatives such as busing, double sessions,
or extended sessions would be necessary.

Our, then, Deputy Superintendent of Schools, Dr. Calvin Frazier, undertook the responsibility
to oversee and coordinate the selection of principals whO in turn worked with him among the total
staff to build understanding and enthusiasm for staffing,t6 schools which would be changed.
Our board was fortunate in having personnel who accepted this job. readily and carried it out.
Most successfully. Dr. ,Frazier, and those. who worked with him, Speht many hours, in fact many

months, working with the part pf the Community that would be affected, in explaining. the year- .

round concept and comparihg the pros and cops to the other traditional solutions. It would be

difficult Co-Overemphasize the need for a strong.public relations effort so that the families
and children, to be involved would have a positive attitude toward year-round scheduling.

. The initial two-year trial period is nearly completed and, to date, has certainly been a
success in our district. The most common complaint comes from families who have one child in a
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year--round school and another child at a different school level in a traditional schedule.
Another objection concerns the fact that many companies and the Federal Government often
transfer employees during the summer months. This could be in the middle of a school year
for a student on the year-rdund schedule.

. .

Our board was again.faced with a need for a decision this spring with regard to the same
rapidly growing area of the district. We had to decide whether to keep the two schools in
question on the year-round basis and add additional schools to this plan or to do' extensive
busing or possibly go to split sessions. The decision was made to add three more elementary
schools and a new junior high school to the year-round concept;.. the new senior high will be
phased, in two years from now. The senior high schopl was not added at the present time be-
cause.the board chose td allow the juniors and seniors now in other high schools to have an
option of whether to remain where they are or go to the new high school.- Thus the new school
'will not have enough students for year-round scheduling for a couple of years.

SCHOOL BUSINESS MANAGERS IN A YEAR-ROUND SCHOOL

Ronald N. Strahanoski
Business Administrator

Valley View Community Unit School District
Bolingbrook-Romeoville, Illinois

. _
,

. .
.

'Year-round school immediately conjectures in the migs: of business managers or fiscal coor-
z.._

dinators:

1. What does it cost?
2. What are the.financial obligations?
3. How much work is involved for the business manager?
4. What does it do to cash flow?
5. What are the ramifications for business officeS?

We'will attempt duritig this session to answer such questions as posed above,. We will con-

sider the payroll operations of the year-round school.. Discussion will, be based uponoactual
experiences and-will.deal with a functional approach rather than the theory approach.

Year-round school and the business official sometimes are Ln conflict. Although, most

business officials work the year-round, the traditional school attendance plan did allow for
some), Veathing spate during the'suMmer months. There was' time, seemingly; to collect the so-
called "wits" of those in the.business office, do some planning for the coming school year, do
the ordering, and get the old year cleaned up and out of the way.

Year-round school finds the business office constantly engulfed in full activities, e.g., the
ordering for a new year begins several months before the old.year is over. Thus,- two years are

going on at the same, time, two budgets co-existing. This may not be a problem with a small

school dist ict, but for one of substantial size it does cause a greater -work load.

. Fiscal coordinators may question the feasibility of, perating two budget years at the same
.

time. Nevertheless, year-round school soon becomes a habit for-the business official. The

business offiakal adapts, rather rapidly, to the year-round mode of operation. In fact, year-

round business operations become quite similar fo-eieryr-day operations of the business world.
I

.

.Cash floW'bedoMes a serious problem when the.school year begins,, n full force, July 1.
Such problems as tax distribution and state aid.do not always begin flowing in the months of
july\anc August. Tax anticipation Warrants or notes coutd be a necessary evil to cover cash
flow problems. ,
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Year-round school and school business officials, in summary, are compatible with the every-
day life of the business world. Year-round business activities simply mean a business manager
has to better plan his own activities and the activities of the business office. Practical
experiente of year-round schools indicates "more can be done if one knows each day has to be
accounted for in full." The nine-month syndrome vanishes once the full-year is in existence.
The work day, month, year,Soon becomes routine.

The transition from a.traditiOnal school year to the year-round school becomes easier today
due to the fact that many schools are switching over. Thus, there is more information available,
as..through this 'conference, for the business operations personnel.

SCHOOL DISTRICT SUPERINTENDENTS

Dr. Gene Henderson .

Superintendent of Francis Howell School District
St. Charles, Missouri

and
Board Member, National Council on Year-Round Education

The implementation and operation of year-round programs is an exciting and challenging'
responsibility for superintendents. Schoordistricts continue to jump in and jump out-of various
kinds ofyear-round calendars. The administrativeman-hours, the grief and sorrow, and the
satisfactions of bringing a community to think about practical and superior alternatives to
that -old warhorse, the nine-month schedule, are worth their price. No one of the new schedules
is right for every community, just aq the nine-Month schedule is hot right for every community.
The movement to date would indicate that the future holds more and more variation from the
traditions of the 4.:st in calendaring.

All superintendents involved in. calendar changes probably agree that the work load involved
is greatly increased over the traditional schedule. Planning assumes an even larger -role and it
is necessary to beat out the nine-month thinking to avoid planning errors. The financial impli-
cations have to be closely monitored. Every change brings opposition from each of the school
publics. And since all superintendents are looking for ways to improve leprning,'there is
the constant search for ''hard data" upon which to base decision's for the future.

Communication among administrators is very helpful since the search fOr improvement is
common to all. The National Council on. Year7Round Education serves superdintendents well in

this capatity. The annual gathering of thinking from the Nation is supplemented throughout the
year by Council publications.' Perhaps the Council will become more and more important as the..
dearth of travel funds limits the visits to operational year-round programs by representatives
from districts involved in feasibility studies.
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SCHOOL PUBLIC RELATIONS PERSONNEL

Dr. Ernest H. Mueller
Superintendent of Pennsbury School District

Fallsington, Pennsylvania
and

Board Member, National Council on Year-Round Education

Forming the communications team: How do you-do it? What form should it take? What staff

training is required? How do you know if,it's working?

Information dissemination: What information should be disseminated? Who should disseminate

it? HOW should it be disseminated (technique)? Timing--when should it be disseminated? How

do you bring all elements along at the same pace (staff, students, community-, school board, legis-

lators, press, etc.)?

Decentralizing P.R. .responsibilities: Who should be responsible for what? How can.you in-

sure against the spread of misinformation?

How do-you determine?:. Whom' you are listening to? Whom Should you listen to? What are

your publics saying? What are your publics hearing?

How do you train people to.the no sell, no panacea approach?

Applying the "controlled brinkmanship",approach to P.R. and infOrmation dissemination:
Sensitizing staff, students, community to a need; adequate information dissemination to produce

positive actioncto implement the change and adequate Information as to its actual implementation

and its impact..

Why have public ,relations? Do you have a choice? These questions are frequently asked

but they have no foundation in logic.. There is no choicd as to whether you will or will not

have public relations. The only choice available 'is whether you will have good or bad public

relations. Each day in each way that yo6 act or do not act, you are developing a public impres-

sionwhich.determinesyourPublicimageandaprogramofRublic relations.

Among the requirements of a public relations program are to guage.the opinions held by all

groups that are signifiCant to you and to place yourseiveS in harmony with these opinions.. If

you cannot do the above, you must modify those opinions. To do this, you must have the potential

for self-expression--clear, forceful, and continuous.

. Some people think that P.R. is made up of the amount of newsprint used. But it really is

good will. The impressions made by an institution Jon its public and the resulting. opinion and

action of the public constitute its good will.

What factors are invblved in the development of good/bad Will? There are history, aims,

ideals, achievements, failures, services, 'needs, and plans for the future. All of the above

enter into the public's development of an opinion. .

History: low did the organization come into existence? Who founded it? What is the

value of service performed, etc.?

Aims: There is no substitute for aims. P.R. must have aims to succeed.

Ideals: Give values to purposes. An. ideal is an aim that is widely admiore . It may not

be achieved, but it must be striven for.

Achievements and failures: What the record discloses cannot easily berefuted. "By

their works. you shall know them" is a time-tested proverb; it is easier to have good'P.R.

with good works. Mistakes cannot be hidden. They must be accounted for and corrections should

be publicized. Although the P.R. program relies greatly on achievements, it is essential that

this not be overdone. Allowance for error must be made.
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Services and disservices: The task for workers in P.R. is to select with care and insight
enough of the desirable services performed by institutions so that an effective and appropriate
case can.be made to the public. The "why" and "how" of it must be explained along with the "what"
of it.

Needs: Organizational needs must be brought to the public's attention if understanding is
to be accomplished.

publicity and press agents: Advertising knowledge of important currents and developments
within the Herd all add to the P.R. program. Don't blow Our horn too hard; moderation is
best; save some for later; consistency is important. Stay away from the slight-of-hand approach;
sincerity, straightforwardness, and honesty, well-packaged, will get you-further than all else.
P.R.'s main effort should be designed to serve 'the public with realistic, accurate, fair,
honest, responsible, open information. The P.R. man must look for activities and policies in
the organization that are socially acceptable and deserving and in the public interest.

How do you test your progr'am? Are the current activities interesting? Informative? En-

tertaining? Illuminating? Based on.facts?

Holding the sustained interest of the publ',c is difficult. fluman''interest, acts of courage,
acts of kindness., outstanding research, etc., re allaf-'public interest.

People like to learn new thi , spec' Ily about services to them--how the services will
help them, reduce their e. es, decrease their labor, etc.

Ent- nment breeds good will, and g od-will is the goal of public relations. Hence-,

tainment is good P.R.; Use it to the est advantage on the right occasions. Carefully--

planned and staged entertainment can be i luminating. Any fact or idea can be dull and drab
When it lacks the quality of animation. Spice it up in color, hospitality, sociability,
uniqueness... 4!

Misconception of puy*ic reaction i a common error in public relations. An example of

this is that in the early days people r fused to buy autos. Manufacturers tnoug!it that every
. one would want an autd regardless of c st and problems. But the public wanted econonica1
...,transportation--not autos. They staye with the horse and buggy. Finally the auto industry

altered three points in its P.R. progr m and added: servicing by, manufacturers; mass production
Ito reduce costs; sales through install ent payments arid take-ins.

Successful P.R. prograMs are nev r finished; they are a continuing process based on dis-
covery of what is in th16 public mind nd willingness to act upon the Information received. An

example here is the telephone Company Initially, its personnel, were gruff on the phones and
provided slow service:. They respondeyl to public concerns with the addition of courteous, ef-
ficient, young ladies, and telephones were on their way.

I

Mrs. Joy Christopher
'Director, Cherry Creek Demonstration Center for Year-Round Education

and Team Leader, Intermediate Open Space
Cunningham Year-Round Elementary.School

Cherry Creek School DiStriCt 5
'Denver, Colorado

"

Cherry Creek is a suburban school district of about 15,000 students in the southeast sec-
tion of the Metropolitan Denver area. There are three elementary schools -- a total of about
2000 students --on the 45-15 calendar. Cunningham implemented Colorado's first year-round
school in SepiemPler 1972. Eastridge becaMe a 45-15 school in July 1973, and Mission Viejo
began year-round operation in July 1974. Each decision to change the calendar was made at the
school-community level rather than by mandate or suggestion of the administration or Board of
Education.
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Cherry Creek has no district position for: a public relations person, so the job of school-
.

community relations is usually done by principals and teachers within individual schools. With
district-wide endeavors, such as a school bond electijn, an assistant superintendent assumes

public relations responsibilities.

Since the original suggestion to- implement a year-round calendar in Cherry Creek comes from
the school level, principals and teachers go tothe cOmmunity_with information about year-
round education:. Once Cunningham was given permission to implement,. teacher was released

half -time from April to June to answer parents' questions about year-round education, both
personally and through school communiques.

During the first-year of operation the distridl continued to release the teacher half
time to help keep the community and district informed. This was done through publication of
brochures, especially good'for new parents and visitors; publication of a principal,'s newsletter;
coordinating visits of reporters from the various news media; conducting tours of the building, .

and explaining operation and program to. parents and visitors; and attending neighborhood and

track coffees.

When Eastridgement 'to its community, thisrteacher helped prepare a brochure for distribu-

tion toyarents in that community and attended !coffees. to share tHe story of year-round school

at Cunningham.

Federal funding through an ESEA Title III grant began providing for a half-time. person to
be director of a Demonstration and.Dissemination Center at Cunningham in July 1973 and that has

continued. The time has been reduced to one-falurth of a teaching slot in the `request for the

second year of continuation.

Duties of that job include being a resource to the District Study Committee that is ex-
ploring year-round calendars for the secondary level and being a mcmber of the advisory. council

of parents, teachers and administrators that functions as part of the Title ill grant. Requests

for information ab6ut year-round education In Cherry Creek are channeledthrough the demonstration
Ncenter.,

Del Harding
Director of Public,Information

Jefferson County School District R-1
Lakewood, Colorado

Most of us realize year-round school is controversial. But 1, for one,- didn't realize the

intensity to Which some persons would oppose the idea until after we initiated our Concept 6

program in Jefferson County.

Each of you attending this session has been given a 10-page pamphlet of letters to the

editor whicih were run in our local newspapers in'- recent months. They illustrate dramatically

just how strongly some persons object to year-round schools.

It reminds me of the comment one of the Denver newspapers received a few years ago when

Congress ordered daylight savings time for the Nation: "They're fooling around with God's

time!". one caller protested.

Apparently some persons believe we're fooling around with God's calendar when we institute

year-round schools.

No matter how you slice it, after nearly fours years of discussion, the number one objection

to year-round schools in our district still seems to be the fact that it violates tradition.

Apparently if it is different, it must be bad.

I
don't mean to imply Concept 6 doesn't have problems. It does, and we're working to cor-
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rect them. I've got two children in Concept 6 schools and there are some aspects of the program
I don't like, But Concept 6 is basically a sound program with many advantages:

.And fortunately, according to two-independently-administered random sample opirtion surveys,
the majority of citizens in our county support Concept 6. But as is always the case; a few
people can make a tot of noise-7and-write a lot of letters to the editor.

Thurman Warner
Director of Public Information

Colorado Springs School District 11
Colorado Springs, Colorado

According to the textbooks, careful planning is the key to achieving any public relations
objective. When the objective is public acceptance of ayear-round school plan, there is another,
equally important key--flexibility. This is not to minimize the importance of, planning but to
point up the fact that no plan is likely. to proceed smoothly from one phase to,another, moving
inexorably to the desired outcome--not when year-round school is the issue.

In Colorado Springs we have Twice fought the year-round battle, the first 'time to imple-
ment a year-round program in only two of our fifty schools; the second time to expand it to
three more schools. Both times we began with a plan, and both times it was necessary to deviate

. from it to achieve our objectives.

The need for - flexibility arises because of shifts in public opiriion and attitudes toward
year -round school programs. As people learn more about year-round programs generally and the
specific program that is proposed; some who initially support'it tend to become,indifferent or
actively oppose it when they find out it isn't going to Cut school district operating costs
and in fact may add' to those costs to get it started. Other people, especially parents, ini-
tially in opposition, become. supporters once they learn,their children are not going to be in
school 12 months every year.

Reinforcing the favorable attitudes of those who support a year-round program and neutraliz-
ing the chargesof opponents in this kind of dynamic situation requires the flexibility to shift
rapidly to different kinds of appeals and information and all of it, perhaps disseminated by
different means. I don't believe that any P.R. plan lacking this flexibility can succeed in
persuading a community to accept a year-round program.

SECONDARY SCHOOL PRINCIPALS AND TEACHERS

Dr. Daniel Knueppel
Principal of Tenafly High School

Tenafly, New Jersey

How does a principal plan and operate an extended school year program? What are the roles

and needs of teachers in an extended school year program? To start with, I will give you a

brief insight into my involvement in ESY as it has taken place in a suburb of New York City.

As principal of a school in a community with a high degree of citizen input in the educa-
tional process, the idea of extended school year was studied and proposed five years ago. At

that time a committee studying long-range goals for the district indicated that a plan should
be developed to determine the place ESY would play in a new school under construction. The
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building, as it was planned and constructed, was to lend itself to the ESY concept because it
was to be air conditioned, as well as heated, for year-round use.

After the committee had formulated its recommendations, the most critical step in the
process was about to begin ANALYSIS. As an administrator, I knew that I had to assess very
carefully the attitudes and needs of the students, staff, and community. I needed to organize
a study that would gain as much .input from each group as possible. Everyone needed to know the
essentials of the various approaches to ESY and to be giien the opportunity to react. Several
committees and surveys accomplished this goal.. I am especially proud of the community survey
conducted by a professional pollster, Oliver Quayle. With the. use'of such expertise, I was
able to overcome the usual charge of "fact manipulation." It was my goal to create an atmos-
phere at this point in the program that gave each contributing individual the feeling that
his or her view toward moving in. a certain direction was critical in arriving at the final
decision., Such active participation Within the community makes for a more knowledgeable
climate that understands the reasoning behind change.

The next step in the process was DECISION. All the collected data from committees and
surveys was to be carefully considered and a decision was to be made as to the appropriate
course of action.. For our district, it was decided that the program would be of most benefit
to students at the.high school age level. We were specifically concerned with how it would
answer the matters cf early graduation, enrichment, and additional flexibility to our curricular

offerings. We were not going to introduce the program to save money. The simple purpose of
our program was to increase the educational options open to our students who were not benefiting
fully from existing patterhs.

Once the decision was made, it became necessary to begin PLANNING for implementation. With

what we considered alimited but clearly defined goal, it soon became evident that the impact

would be enormous. To increase options meant abandoninglthe traditional year courses and moving
to semesters. A total evaluation of our operating program began. To increase options we decided.
to create a summer semester with variable time patterns.

The major constraint on our program was the fact that it was to be voluntary. The

results of our public opinion survey indicated that the community supported the proposed program
mainly due to the fact that students would be involved in only those aspects which they indi

vidually desired. Throughout the period of study and development, I gave careful attention to
the needs of the instructional staff, as well, as to the needs of the students. Where charigeS

in curricular program became necessary, adequate procedures for inservice workshops had to be

provided. Time and money were the necessary ingredients to accomplish this purpose. The

majority of funds'expended were in this area. Where patterns of vacation were involved, priority
was given to the special request of the teacher. Compensation for work in the newly structured
summer semester was drastically altered to encourage staff participation. Throughout this
period of planning, assistance from the New Jersey Department of Education under the leadership
of Dr. Bruce, Campbell provided valuable expertise and funds for the study.

The school yer- 1974-75 was designated as our initial IMPLEMENTATION periOd. Our first
summer semester started with 25 percent of our student body participating in our newly enriched
program. Students, staff, and community felt that a good beginning had been made. As the cur-
rent school year progresses, additional data for evaluation of the program continues to be
gathered.

We are not in our on-going EVALUATION phase. The impact that ESY has"had on our curricular
program and analysis of it has been phenomenal. It has become apparent that as the prograM has
developed, we have made more effective use of our facilities and equipment in the high school

by using them year-round. In addition, the flexibility provided in the summer semester has
permitted the school to make use of the New York Theater district to teach drama. Palisades
State Park, together with other local nature areas, has been used to teach field geology and

field biology. Several municipal and state, government 'facilities are involved in the teaching
of government courses anil several similar field-related options.

Based upon our present evaluations and plans, Summer Semester 1975 holds great, promise.

I feel that in large measure our positive venture into the ESY program has been based, upon a
decision that involved the consensus of many participating individuals and upon a decision
that called for a small beginning with limited objectives. To date, that decision has held
merit and is working in our community!
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Arvel R- Ricketts
Principal of Doherty. High School

.Colorado Springs School District 11
Colorado Springs, Colorado

The basic kinds of responsibilities of a principal change very little when planning and
implementing a year-round program; however, the time, energy, and resources devoted to some of
these responsibilities do increase markedly.

Thorough planning, communicating with parents, students, and central administration per--
sonnel, and working with teachers to develop program and operating guidelines, although always
important, assume even more significance when a school is undertaking a change as, major as year-
round school. Consequently, parents were informed and involved through (1) a mass meeting with

'severalhundred parents in our attendance area, (2) thirty-two small group discussion m etings
held in homes throughout the area, (3) the Parent Advisory Council, (4) frequent newsle ters,
and (5) great numbers of individual conferences.

Teachers began their examination of the year-round program in a special faculty meeting
which lasted for three hours and was held during regular school hclurs. -As a result of this
faculty meeting, committees were formed to study the following: (1) curriculum changes,
(2) teacher contract options, (3),teacher pattern choices and priorities, (4) additional support
which would be needed if the plan 'were implemented, (5)-student activities, and (6) intersession
(instructional programs for students on vacation). After several weeks of committee study
another faculty meeting was held to give reports and frame a recommendation to the school board.
The above list of activities, which occurred over a two-month period, is representative of what
was done, but is by no means a total picture:

Principals in districts contemplating year-round plans may find the following list of ad-
Vantages and disadvantages of interest. Some items are of a purely personal nature, but it,
"seems appropriate to mention them in the "Job Alike" context.

Advantages of a year-round program are:

1. A year-round program will bring a reduction of'student density at any given time
usually resulting in fewer discipline problems, more attention to individual students, and better
control; this is especially true when compared to an extended day program.

2. Greater options are available for teachers, including a choice between a regular school
year contract or a longer contract for more compensation as well as a choice when they would
like toltake their vacations.

3. Beginning of the year and end of Lhe year problems are substantially reduced since
there is never a total opening or' closing of school.

4. Instruction is improved since teachers may try instructional techniques, revise them
and try the revision in only two months instead of having to wait an entire year. This is

possible because of the staggeredistarting times of various attendance groups.,

5. Administrative staff members can take a Friday or a Monday off as part of their vaca-
tions which is not possible under the typical school calendar.

Disadvantages of a year-round program are:

1. Students and staff are virtually always in school requiring constant input and leaving
little time for contemplation and unhurried planning.

2. It is difficult for administrative staff members to take vacations of any length and
quite a bit of their vacation time seems never to get used.

r

3. Building a master schedule is a constant activity since it must be changed to some
degree every eight weeks. (Concept 6) 48
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4. There could be problems in designating which teachers get preference in the assignment
qf vacation times; however, this did hot occur in our situation since the teachers involved,
considered one another's needs.

5. The highly mobile population in the area resulted in some people buying homes and then .

coming to the school to find out it was on a year-round program. In some cases this was a rather
traumatic discovery.

6. There is, of course, some robust parental opposition to the year-round, school concept..

Ray Schneringer
Assistant Principal of Arvada West Senibr High School

Jefferson County School District R-1
Arvada, Colorado

The principle reason for venturing into year-round education was the rapidly increasing
enrollment at Arvada West.= Charged by a citizens committee in 1970, Dr. William White, then
principal at Arvada West, studied various year-round plans and began formulating ideas for a
similar operation which would mesh with the curriculuM in the school.

A county committee was formed to study the same plan, a year-round program, which would be
viewed from a county-wide standpoint.

Dr. White, along with the administrative and teaching staffs,kicked around ideas on
quarterizing the entire curriculum, vacation patterns, teacher pupil contact days, and on and
on. After a year of planning, the final draft was drawn up and Concept 6 was formed.

We immediately set the wheels in. motion preparing for the day when we might be given the
opportunity to use this new plan. With the two largest departments already on a quarter system,
the rest of the departments began revising the curriculum to work within the nine-week quarter.
The physical education department was preparing a co-ed curriculum in order to increase enrollment
in that area. The foreign language teachers were enthusiastically writing an individualized
program of instruction. The teachers gave of their time unselfishly, ,using lunch periods,
planning periods, and most of their vacations in order to get the job. finished.

We actually implemented many of the ideas and. programs the year prior to the pilot
start-up date. When the board of education decided 'on the Arvada West area as one of the pilot
areas, we were really a year ahead of most of the schools involved. The start-up in August
was a smooth one. Unfortunately it didn't begin as easily in every school.

There have been problems arising during this first year.. We have been looking at theSe
problems from quarter to quarter and coming up wish workable solutions. After,one year, the

honestly feels, that educationally, Concept 6 offers more to students than ever before.
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INTEREST ALIKE SESSIONS

YEAR-ROUND SCHOOLS FOR THE NEOPHYTE

'N. B. Triplett
Principal of Mesa Verde High School

Citrus Heights, California

The 45-15 year-round plan I am discussing is a modified version of the original schedule
initiated in Valley View School District in Illinois. It is,modified la the sense that atten-
dance periods may vary from 43 to 47 days in order to maintain cycles which begin on Mondays
and end on Fridays. Essentially, however, students' attend school for nine weeks and are on
vacation for three weeks, aside from one to two-week break at Christmas and a two-week period
in summer when all groups are on vacation. As a result, every student has a three-week vaca-
tion during all four seasons of the year as well as the additional breaks during Christmas and
summer.

The duration of the school year for students is not extended by this plan. They attend
177 school days the same as other students who are not on the plan. Their school year is
simply distributed more - broadly across the calendar year. At any given time three-fourths of
the students are attending school while one-fourth are on vacation.

Classroom teachers in-this year-round plan will be, for the most part; tracked with their
pupils. That is,'when the students go on vacation, their teacher also leaves. When they return
for their next nine-week attendance period, they are assigned to the same teacher. It is in-

tended that teachers will remain with a group through four'nine-week blocks which would be
equivalent to a traditional school year.

In order to maintain the same level' of auxiliary services to all students, regardless of
their particular attendance schedule, it will be necessary to extend contracts of some specializ-
ed personnel up to 220 days. In such cases, salary is 1ncreasedby a per diem amount. Con-
tracts would be extended for some personnel who work on a continuing basis with, students: librar-
ians, nurses, speech and hearing specialists, reading specialistS, and others. It is not nec-
essary to extend contracts of those who work with students on a periodic basis such as would be
the case with psychologists, audiometrists, resource teachers, and others. Special services in
the latter categories. could simply be redistributed equally throughout the year.

Contracts of year-round .school principals would be extended to 12 months from the current
11-month contracts, If the principal of a participating school elects not to have a contract
extension, he may have his school covered during his vacation by an ALTP member from within the
district. This plan provides an added advantage of-providing a practical administration intern-
ship to those who aspire to non-claSsroom positions.

Contracts of school secretaries would be extended unless they have elected to keep their
present contract, in which case substitute secretaries would be brought in during vacation
periods. Custodial and maintenance services are on a year-round basis already so require no
extension of contracts.

The traditional summer school program would be redesigned into intersessions. Interses-
sion courses are offere,dybontinuously during all of the three-week vacation periods. By '

administrative decision,` the California State Department of Edudation has granted permission
to redistribute suMMers-school in this manner and 41.1 provide ADA reimbursement at the same
level as in the past. Intersession courses are staffed,by teachers who are on vacation at a
per diem rate. .

o

Great flexibility is encouraged in planning intersession courses. Duration of the courses
may be from on to three weeks, and from one to four hours per day, depending upon the nature
of the course and the age and interests of the students. Tremendous opportunity is thus avail-
able for either remedial or enrichment programs on a continuous basis instead of being limited
to'the traditional summer period. 50
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As the intersession program develops, we proPose to explore a .number of exciting pos- i-
bilities. Cross-age tutoring and individualized contract le'arning could be implemented. Other
possibilities to be explorled are courses with a seasonal empWasis. utilizing out-of-school recrea-
tional facilities and personnel, chaining or linking courses of a related nature through two or
several intersession periods and extended travel courses.

Since intersession courses operate concurrently with regular school operation, certain
savings accrue to this program which help offset year-round school, i.e., program administrative
and clerical costs. That is, while the courses generate ADA reimbursement, no additional admin-
istrative or clerical costs are involved.

Available classroom housing space is generated, under the 45-15 plan, through continuous
use of existing school facilities. Since we are not implementing this plan due to a lack of,
classroom facilities, opportunity for free classroom. space will be available'. Thes`e open

rooms will allow much-needed space for small group instruction, intersessions, 'recreational,
facilities, resource 'personnel, teaching statiohs, and special interest centers. This available'
space may also accommodate a schedule of major maintenance in rooms whose classes are on the
three-week vacation.

'Early in the planning stages it was determined that community acceptance of the year-round
school program might be enhanced if it were possible to offer an , option to parents concerning
their choice of plan. Parents would be given the option to have their children attend a neighbor-'
in- school on the traditional plans with bus transportation provided..

Other districts implementing the 45-15 year-round plan have divided their students into
tracks according to a geographic area. After considerable study of the advantages` and problems
with this tracking system, we have elected to track our students according to the individual
needs of each student. This process will allow students to be placed in classes according to
the ability grouping structure within each classroom.

A 45-15 plan offers students varied attendance pattern options, particulaely on the inter-
mediate and high school levels. .After initial implementation Abases are secure and the structure
is operating soundly; a variety of options could be offered students for-specific reasons. The

amount of flexibility would be determined necessarily by the tracking pattern of the school
and the grade level-. Thus, after consultation with a parent-, the .student could have the option
to attend school according to.,his own particular individual or family needs.

In keeping with the continuous education concept. inherent in the year-round school program,
formalized promotion from grade to grade is minimized. Rather, a continuous flow of pupil
development from one attendance block to the next is possible. Many alternatives exist for ac-
celerating or delaying .the progress of individual pupils, depending upon their individual needs
and capabilities. Individtials may be retained for one or two nine-week attendance periods rather
than for a full year as is the case- in traditionally organized schools. Students may also be
encouraged to pursue individual learning prescriptions during intersession periods in order to
achieve remediation of specific learning difficultues. Students may also be moved ahead in small,
comfortable increments should their maturity and school progress so indicate.

Care must be exercised, of course, in moving students from one attendance group to another
in order to avoid disruption of family plans, loss of school time, frequent change of teachers,
etc. However, the potential psychological advantage to pupils of such flexibility' in scho131
placement presents one of the more exciting possibilities of the year-round school program.

Dr. William D. White
Director, Instructional Planning and Development

Jefferson County School District R-1
Lakewood, Colorado

When considering a year-round school program for the first time, the planners in a school
system TKould consider the variables which affect the design of the extended school year calendar.
There is no one system of year-round education which is desirable for all communities and all
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localities. As climates vary and as the social and economic patterns of a community are dif-
ferent 'one from another, the type of calendar which the school sysiem can best utilize will be

different as well. Each school district then is advised to study its own local conditions, look
at the ingredients which can be utilized to develop a calendar suited to its particular needs

and tailor-make a program that will offer the greatest educational benefits.

The number of attendance terms is a first factor which the planners of a year-round school

calendar should consider. School districts traditionally have had two terms or semesterson the

nine -month calendar. But in the year-round plan the calendar may be divided into three, four,

five, six, or even more attendance terms. The sequential periods of instruction which are,most
desirable to the staff and community are the necessary criteria for determining the number of

attendance terms to be used.

Second, the number of vacations available in the calendar is a variable to consider. Tra-

ditionally there has been a single three-month vacation with A number of holidays throughout the

year. A year-r6und school calendar may have two, three, four, or even five vacations durkng the

course of the year.

The third item to consider is the number of holidays that will be observed in the calendar,

and this varies from one region to another depending upon the religious., social, and economic

background of the community that is' involved.

The fourth variable is the number of attendance tracks into which the students will be

scheduled. This is a variable which helps to determine economyin a program. The traditional

calendar has a single track of students, but two, three, or four different attendance tracks

may he used. It should be remembered,' however, that the larger the numberof attendance.tracks
the more subdivisions of the student population will be required during any attendance term.

The final variable, the'number of students released per vacation, is a dependent variable

which is determined by the number of attendance tracks. If there are,four tracks, 25 percent

of the students can be released to vacations during each season of the year. If there are only

three tracks, however, 33 1/3 percent of the students can be released and, therefore,- a greater

gain in economy can be achieved.

The second set of factors to consider in a year-round school plan are the stipulations which

the local school district may place upon its calendar. In the Jefferson County School System

it was stipulated that certain conditions would have to be met in the year-round school calendar

which would utilize the existing program and preserve a K-12 feeder system. 'The stipulations

were as follows:
\\

1. The year-round school calendar must apply to all students w.Lnin a feeder system K-12.

2. The calendar must preserve family unity so that all students within a family vacation

at the 'same time.

3. The quality of the edwcational program in operation at the beginning of the pilot program

Must continue to be met throughout. the pilot stage.

4. Freedom' of choice in the selection of vacation patterns must be offered to families.

5. The present curriculum would need to be used during the pilot phase. 'There were no

additional funds available for developing a curricular program to accommodate any newly es-

tablished year-round operation.

6. The calendar must be flexible for students order that they receive the amount of

education their personal need would require. There would be a minimum school year of 172 days

and a maximum school year,of up to 235 days.

7. There must be efficient use of buildings. ,A release of significant portion of the

student population during each season of the year is sought in order to gain economy in the use

of building space.

An additional set of stipulations observed in the Jefferson County pilot were as follows:

I. The minimum school year that-could be observed under Colot'ado State Law is 172 days.
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2. The minimum number of holidays acceptable to the parents in the Jefferson County School
System were IL holidays.

3 The length of the attendance term during which students would pursue a single series of
instructional Units was 43 days...

4. The length of the basic contract year for teachers was 184 days.

.A wide range of year-round-school models were studied and evaluated by the -Year -Round School
Study Committee in Jefferson County. They started with the Four-Quarter plan, the Five-Quarter
plan, and the 45-15 Year -Round School Calendar. Each of these programs'seemed to have certain
merits but also deficiencieS which the Jefferson County School teachers and parents felt were
undesirable for their purposes. After all the conceivable models of.year-round school calendars
were studied, the plan which divided the year up into six attendance terms offering each student
two vacations during opposite seasons of the year seemed to be most desirable. A primary factor
in selecting this plan, called Concept 6, was the fact that 33 l/3 percent of the students could
be released to vacations at a time, giving a maximum economy. There was.also the fact that there
were no staggered entry dates for students during their attendance terms. All programs of in-
struction going on during any term would have students in the same stage of learning as the
programs of instruction were pursued.`

Educational benefits which the Concept 6 program seemed to offer were the opportunity for
students to attend a fifth term when they desired enrichment or remedial work and the addition
of bonus learning sessions or intersessions during vacation times. The bonus learning sessions
were seen as. one of the strongest features of"a year -round school calendar which would allow'
schools to extend the range of educational opportunities for their boys and girls.

The basic intent of the bonus leatning sessions were twofold. First, they would provide
an opportunity for youngsters to attend additional periods of education voluntarily during their
vacations for the purposes of enrichment; acceleration, or remediation. Secondly, they would
provide an opportunity for extending the time the individual student requires for mastery.

The purpoSes of the bonus learning sessions were to extend to. the local school options to
the required curriculum. They would permit the local staff the opportunity for intervention in
behalf of the students with special needs. Also they would humanize the school through extension
of teacher-pupil contacts in a variety of activities appealing to the interests and talents of
udents.

The development of bonus learning session activities became the re'sponsibility of each
individual school. It was the first genuine attempt of each school to develop a program ex-
clusively-for its own local community needs. These learning activities were generated through the
proceses of (1) teacher-student-parent involvement, (2) extensive use or community resources,
Italent, and'space, and (3) the approval of this alternative curriculum was granted through the
'office of the local principal...

Dr. E. Curtis Henson
Assistant Superintendent for Career Education

Atlanta Public SchoOls
Atlanta, Georgia

Structurally, the four-quarter program is a division of the school year into four periods
of .approximately equal length rather than into two semesters and a summer session. To be mean-
ingful, a conScienctious,,effort must be made to provide a complete program during each quarter
and to require only minimum prerequisites and/or sequential offerings so that a pupil may choose
to work or go on vacation at a time other than during the summer without undue penalty.

To divide the textbook or course into four quarters instead of two semesters does not pro-
duce an adequate four-cuarter program. Without extensive revision of educational goals and an
intensive analysis of the curriculum, four quarters of school will be no more of an exciting
prospect than three quarters or two semesters. Factors other than time, number, and amount of
days must be weighed. ..Each quarter course must be a complete` -and autonomous unit. The number of
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possible courses within a given discipline must be large enough to assure ease in scheduling
while assuring continuous growth opportunities for the pupil. Only occasionally would a pupil

be required to pass a specific course since there are.o rs which deal with similar concepts
of equal quality which would serve as well.

With the four-quarter plan, a system can offer greater flexibility both in scheduling and
in curriculum offerings. The posSibilities appear unlimited and the benefits to pupils great.
If a pupil chooses, he may take a greater number of courses in a twelve-Month period. Such a

choice permits him these options. ,He may graduate at an earlier date, enrich his plan of studies,
take remedial work if required, or take an alternate course if he is unsuccessful in one. He

y worki =n November on a job he possibly could not have gotten the previous June. He may even

ork part-time and attend school part-time year - round. To a great extent, he may vary his studies

according to interest and convenience as course offerings become less sequential in some subject

areas.

For the school system, advantages sought from a four-quarter plan are not financial.
Initially, such an operation is more expensiVe to implement and maintain,than the traditic
two-semester plus a tuition-supported summer school. Benefits to pupils should be the prime
reason for converting to a four-quarter school program.

Martin Rubinstein
Director, Department of Support Programs

Division of Elementary and Secondary Education
Dade County Public Schools

Miami, Florida

In Dade County, Florida, it was found that the experiences of other school systems would
indicate" that the following criteria needed to be considered prior to the development of an
xtended school year program for the Dade County Schools:

.1. The extended school year design that produces the greatest plant utilization benefit
requires the greatest adjustment in living patterns and such designs have proved least acceptable

to communities at large

2. Extended school year designs that mandate specific vacation periods to pupils are not
s acceptable to communities as are those extended school year programs that are voluntary in

ature.

3 Extended school year desig9.s that demand a radical departure from existing school
alendars are not accepted by communities as well as those extended school year plans that re-
uire only slight calendar changes.

4. The extended school year plan that increases the students' options of course selection,
attendance Sessions and vacation options are more acceptable to students, parents and citizens
han those plans which maintain present restrictions in the areas of curriculum, attendance, and
vacation periods.

On the basis of the above criteria, the quinmester program was developed in Dade County
or piloting in selected secondary schools. The quinmester extended school year design was

eveloped around a calendar that divides the school year into five 45-day or 9-week sessions.

upits in schools operating with the quinmes/ter program must attend four quinmesters in the five

uinmester school year The student has the option of attending all five quinmesters and ac-
elerating his graduation from high school or electing a vacation quinmes.ter other than the

raditional summer vacation'period. Each fifth quinmester attended by'the pupil could possibly
ccelerate his graduation from high school forty-five days, although the summer quinmester may

e used by the pupils for enrichment and remedial experiences and not result in an accelerated

raduation.

The extended school year organization does not radically.affect the present operational
alendar and provides the community with the option of an extended school year program while main-

aining the Oesent calendar structure.
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The quinmester program theoretically has the potential to increase the capacity of school
plants by,25 percent.. A school having a capacity of 2,000"pupils could conceivably enroll 2,500
over the entire year, yet because of the staggered attendance periods have, but 2,000 pupils in
attendance during any given quinmester. Increased plant capacity could be achieved also through
the acceleration procedures provided with this plan.

It was apparent to Dade County from the beginning that any plan that mandated pupil vaca-
.

tion'periods would not be acceptable to the community. Therefore, to the extent possible, the
five quinmesters have been scheduled so that four quinmesters coincide with the regular school
year, while the fifth quinmester represents a 45-day summer.sesslon.

Specifically,= the long -range objective of the quinmester program is: [To develop a year-
round school program which' can be phased into operation without mandating 'Student attendance
sessions and that can be implemented without requiring drastic changes in community life, calendar
patterns, ,schOol procedures, and organization, and one which reqUires the least increase in the
school system's operating costs as compared to other extended school year.plans.,

The strategy of the quinmester extended school year program provides significant
fions for curriculum improvement. The revisions necessary to implement this program of in-
- struction enhances the opportunities to further stimulate each student attending school through
a study plan unique to his level of interests,' capabilities, and needs.

a.

A program'of 9-week, non-graded, non-sequential courses of instruction has-.b.den developed
in Dade County in each subject area of the curriculum. . There'is a broad range-of courses that
has been developed, from the remedial to the highly sophisticated. This type of curriculum'
Structure provides each student with the opportunity to individUalize his program by: selecting
from a large number of quinmester courses the learning experiences which mill be of greatest
"interest and meaning to him while complying with the standards established.by the state ac-.
Creditation program and the School Board of Dade County, Florida.

Although plan utilization and the distribution of students among various physical facilities
is a primary concern, the point of view of curriculum change is an important one in terms of
program development.

As .school experiences are made more appropriate,- relevant and flexible, it is anticipated
that the number of student failures and dropouts will be reduced. At the same time, students
will be afforded opportunities for-much broader exploratory investigations in a variety of
subject areas.

Some considerations for a district planniny a year-round school program are:

,I. In addition to involving instructional staff members in the development of the program,
special planning sessions need to be arranged for school level administrators.

2. Provide constant public and school board reports on the,progress made in the develop-
411ent of the year-roundSchool program.

'3; Specifically .state the objectives of the program so that no misunderstanding will, occur
as schools adopt the &program.

. ,'

. .

. .

.
.

t..
4. Exercise care and discretion in the selection of pilot schools to implement the program.

A 5. 'Address the planning process to the school level needs necessary for the implementation
of the.program.

0

. .

6. Establish a steering committee to review and provide input in'the developmental stages
of the program.

'7. Plan administrative planning sessions with school level administrators piloting the
program.

8. Provide pubi)(.. information carefully delineating those kinds of problems and issues
that require resolution prior to the implementation of the program. These issues should be clearly
stated and demarcated from the typical and administrative problems presently existing within the
district.
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9. 'Take specific care not to attach to the year-round school program other Instructional
designs that may be desirable but are not essential to successful implementation. of the year-
round school program, i.e., non-graded structures; team teaching.

YEAR-ROUND SCHOOLS FOR IN- BETWEENERS

Ms. Chris Short
Teacher

Mollela Grade School
Mollela, Oregon

After four years of year-round school (two with the quarter system, two with 45-115),

most schedule-related prOblems are solved or mear solution. What remains is to fully utilize
the flexibility- of the 45-15 schedule in educating our students. What can 45-15. offer?

The obvious advantage lies in being able to recycle students who are having difficiAlilieS
through an additional three-, six-, or nine week period. Not much of this has beenitried to
date because it requires changing teachers and much -individual preparation. In short, it is a

new idea that takes extra effort effort that our'teachers find hard to give considering the
normal demands Of teaching.

In contrast to."recycling" students, acceleration is a possibility in certain situations.
We are currently involved in organizing the scope and sequence of our entire curriculum in grades _

one to eight. When that is'accomplished, students could advance through skill levels more quickly
by using their vacation time. The realization of this is several years away for us even if we
choose this as an alternative.

For intermediate and junior'high students, we have a limited and lObselY organized tutoring

program. Tutoring falls into two categories. Some students return during their vacations to
helvand some teachers release students from classes. The teachers who promote tutoring often

instruct the students in tutoring techniques. Those of us who have used student tutors find
success lies as much with organizing tasks for the student tutor as with the competency of the
student tutor.

The community school concept may offer opportunities and resources to extend and enrich
basic education. 'Mini-courses led by community members or students instructing other students

are viable possibilities. The development of a wide 'range of programs depends upon school
philosophy and staffing..

.The year -round school offers a few new opportunities for improving'education. With the
exception of "recycling" students., nothing prohibits a traditional schedule school from using

these other ideas. Year-round school people should consider these and other alternatives that
may increase effective teaching by utilizing fully their schedule and facilities. It is easy

to think one is improving just becausethe schedule is different. The serious business comes
in developing techniques or offering curriculum that improves all student' chances to obtain a
good education. and perhaps one that is rewarding in the process.
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YEAR-ROUND SCHOOLS FOR OLDTIMERS.

Dr. Genre Henderson.
Superintendent of Francis Howell School District

St. Charles, Missouri
and

Board Member, National Council on Year-Round Education

Districts which have managed to get started on a revised calendar have frequently, found
that the support of the community has grown dramatically over several years of operation. The
Francis Howell District in St. Charles County, Missouri, now in its sixth year of operation on
the 45-15 schedule, started with strony teacher approval and less than 65 percent parent approval.
Teacher support has continued .at,a very high itt'vel. Parent 'support grew to about 85 percent and
then declines to about 75 percent in the most recent survey (November 1974). Parent approval
of the schedule is much stronger among the parents of younger students. The November survey
revealed parents.felt the year-round plan hindered their children's learning as.follows:
Grades 1-3, It percent; Grade0-6, 7 percent; Grades 7, 8, 12 percent;.Grade 9, 22 percent.
Seasonal vacations were considered undesirable as follows: Grades 1-3; 14 percent; Grades 4-6,
16 percent; Grades 7, 8, 27 percent; and Grade 9, 50 percent.

Teachers continue to enjoy working nine weeks followed by a three-week vacation. There is

the general feeling among teachers and administrators that learning is im'proved although the

`hard data attesting to ,this Is not available.

.There have been'a number of cases in which the schols have decided to disc9ntinue year-
.

round.plans after a short experience. This is no doubt disheartening for those responsible for
the planning and the implementation, but it at least indicates the responsiveness of schools
and their willingness to change. -Francis Howell's ninth grade began the year-round, nine-week,
three-week schedule in Jdly of 1974 and the. program Will be discontinued at the end of June
1975.- Teachers and parents, especially those with an interest in music which is 'very strong .

at Francis Howell, opposed continuing the ninth grade and further implementation in the upper
grades. Survey results were as follows: Parents of 7th graders- favored year- round -for grades
9-12, 146 to 138 (number of responses); parents of 8th. graders opposed it 143 to 148; and parents
of 9th graders opposed it 93 to 133.

Occasionally there is a surprising development in the rapidly changing scenel. The Francis
Howell District has been in a continuing building program; and the uneven growth ;ot thevarious
areas has caused the need for recycling, that is, the reassignment of students from, school to
school and from schedule to schedule. The district reassigned about 200 students at the end of.
1974, with -..:uch reassignments becoming effective July 1975. Letters announcing the.Sechanges
have brought no complaints. This is quite unusual.

The initial reservations voiced by parents at the time the year-round schedule was first
considered have continued to be the problems faced. One of the most prominent.of these iscer-
tainly the family vacation. The fleXibility which a summer free of educational responsibOities
affords the average family seems to be very important; Employers frequently. restrict the
.available times for vacations and parents expect the schools to be flexible since they ar un-

successful in changing their emplOers' plans.

After years of experience with a revised schedule, there are mixed emotions about it.
There is no doubt that it was a challenging experience. Few of the educators involved f el
that learning was adversely affected; on the contrary, there is good reason to believe i might
be enhanced. In most instances, year-round schools and year-round school districts are urroUnded

by districts on the nine-month schedule. Even after years of operation there are contin ing.
problem's in coordinating the new schedules with the old, as influenced by legislation, state
education agencies, nearby communities, neighboring school districts, and new residents.

. The year-round movement has provided school diStricts- with .additional ammunition
stored, sometimes used, in their arsenal of techniques to meet educational needs. The I)

strength and diversity of these ideas will be influential in calendar patterns of the fqture.
Communities and boards of'education'ere reluctant to embark on changes which have not been tried
before.
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Ray Schneringer
Assistant Principal of Arvada West Senior High School

Jefferson County School District R-1
Arvada, Colorado

If you have ever talked shop with a lineman on any football team, undoubtedly he talked
about all the work being performed, "in the trenches." Reflecting back over the first year on
the Concept 6 program, I must say, '"Amen" to the trenches. There were days when those trenches
were pretty deep. administrators,.. the teachers, the secretariesp.the custodians, I leave

no oneout of the picture, have had to work many long hours, organize more efficiently, be more
tolerant with department members, and the list goes on and on.

As with any new program, things happened throughout the year which necessitated immediate,
on-the-spot decisions. We found ourselves getting away from data processing service and had
to revis,p our grading and scheduling systems. FOrtunately the faculty at Arvada West was
committed to making this program work. Department chairmen generated new ideas, teacherS used
a variety of classroom methods, and the custodial staff worked on a year-round plan for main-
taining the building and grounds.

A county coordinating committee was formed and was kept very busy keeping abreast of.the
activities going on in the two pilot areas. Members of this committee included students, parents,
teachers, and administrators from both areas. This committee formulated propoSals which were
considered and passed by the board of education. Hopefully -sOme.of the first year's problems
will be resolved as a result of this action.

So far, I haven't mentioned a great deal about the students. I feel a student may obtain
a goOd education in-any program. By that, I

mean whether it be a year-round, split session,
extended day or traditional program, a student, if he is willing may obtain a sound educa-
tion. However, we have been able to offer students opportunities on the Concept 6 plan which
were not available on the traditional year. While a.student is on. vacation he may enroll in

school, on a space available ,basis. He may take as many classes as he is able to handle.
This is doneby students for acceleration, remediation, or just because thay want to take it.
A student may enroll in.a BonuS Learning Session for credit or no credit. These B.L.S. ;classes

are at least 40 hours qn length for credit -.but may be of shorter duration in non - credit classes.'
Some of these B.L.S. classes have been great experiences for the students as well as the
teachers.

In summary,. this first year on the Concept 6 prograM has been a mixture, not always equa
of pain,'hardwork, fun, dhd great challenge.

Dr. Don E. Glines
Year-Round Education Consultant,
State Department of Education .

Sacramento, California

Year-round education is still in the-propeller stage. The elementary programs are probably
at best at the Spirit of St. Louis level. We are just about ready to try to cross the Atlantic.
We have piloted such models as 45/15 and the Flexible Year Plan. We now have confidence that im-
proved versions of those models might be ready to tackle the Atlantic,. if weecan find some Charles
Lindberghs:

At the high school level we are still back at the Eddie Rickenbacker stage, flying bi-
planes over France, holding them together wiLh the proverbial baling wire. J1c have not yct even
reached the General Mitchell stage by being court-martialed. We have not yet been enough threat
to the Admirals of the Fleet and the Generals of the Air Force. Probably the worst of the year-
round programs to date are at the junior high level, where a worn-out curricular program has been
given a different Calendar._

1
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All this is not 'negative. The important point is that a few Wright Brothers have grasped
an idea and havesaid, "We think this might help the educational efforts-of this Nation." They

have carried the development through the early stages of the propeller era. We need to be

grateful and give credit to the pioneering efforts around the Nation.

The development of the 45/15, and 60/20, the Quinmester, the Quarter, the Trimester,
Concept 8, Concept 6, the Flexible All-Year, the Personalized Continuous Year, and other such
year-rodnd calendars, has been a great transitional step. However, it is time now for the

veterans in the year-round movement to move out of the early propeller stage. It is time ebr

us to join Imagineering Studios, where we can create new learning systems for the Third Century

of America.

There are better, more flexible year-round calendars just around the corner. We need to

individualize and personalize programs. for the students. We need to see education as a contin-
uous life-long learning process, available seven days a week, 365 days a year. We need. to join

such movements as community education. We need to pilot such proposals as the'educational 'system .

for the Minnesota Experimental City. We need to move to the P-38 stage, and then rapidly into

the Jet Era.,

It is time for the oldtimers to return to the Room of Imagination and prOpose and implement
the next great steps beyond the 45/15 or quarter system year-round plans that now exist in the

United States. The task of the oldtimers is to cross the Atlantic, to bomb'the battleship,'

and to invent the early jet.

- A YEARROUND EDUCATION MODEL
DESIGNED To ACHIEVE ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE FOR ITS GRADUATES

Dr. Dwain L. Thatcher
Research SupervisOr

Colorado Springs School District 11
Colorado Springs, Colorado

Two features of Concept 6, and most year-round calendars, imply a need for an' individual

curriculum. With two vauaLlon periods per student each year causing two-thirds of the student
body to be coming,or going every eight weeks and with the necessity to repeat a previous quarter
of material in four Of the six sessions, the instructional scheme must be most versatile to

meet the needs of each student.

Russell Junior High in Colorado Springs has met this challenge by organizing its offerings
j'nto units of study that the individual approaches at his own pace and which require varying
lengths of time to complete. When a student finishes a quarter, his instruction stops with
the last unit completed in the session. Upon his return, the next quarter begins with the next

unit of study in'the sequence. Probably his vacation has not,caused any great loss of learning
sihre it is short enough to prevent large setbacks.

.With all students working independently, two quarters of the four sessions must be presented
in the same time frame but this cat25,s no major problem. The student is working on his own

material regardless of what was covered by other students the previous quarter.

The next phase of our district's development in implementing the Concept 6 calendar is to
expand into the high, school level. The knowledge and experience gained in our present junior
high project will be applied in producing the high school curriculum. All courses will need

to be developed on a quarter basis and be as independent of sequence as possible. 'It may be that

basic courses will be offered for a quarter, duration with a variety of alternatives available

to follow the basic course. With this type of course, once the basic material has been completed,.
the rest of the year will not be dependent upon sequence. Probably math is the onlylexception
to this procedure, and then possibly not in all courses.



One of the unique.opportunities offered by a Concept 6 calendar is, the necessity of pro-
viding one tIo -week period of instruction outside the normal stream of the classroom. Since the
school building cannot,hold all of the students at once and since there are not enough days avail -
able. for 172 days of classroom instruction in each pattern, Condept 6 provides each student with a
week or more of intersession classes. These mini-courses may range from required remedial help
to a week-long trip for instruction in how to ski. Ninth graders have been scheduled for high
school during this time and have found the process to be far superior to what had preceded it.
Over 200 mini-courses have been offered during the first two years that Concept 6 has been used
at Russell Junior High.

Follow-up of the School's first ninth-grade class has produced'some encouraging result§ of
the instructional program at Russell. Former project students attending Palmer High School-7-
comprise one=third of the sophomore class, over one-half of the top five percent, nearly half
of the second five percent, but only, one-fifth of the lowest ten percent.. A much smaller number.
attend Mitchell High SChool and have about the same percent of the upper and lower ten. percent
'as 'their percentage of the sophomore class.

Robert H. Williams
Superintendent of Rialto Unified School District

Rialto, California

What will happen in a school system when a principal is given the option to open the doors
of his school on a year-round basis? What will happen when a school becomes non-graded and
instruction is designed to meet the personal needs of the learner? What will happen when teachers
may receive extra pay for more days worked or allowed one quarter off for college courses? What

will happen when teacher'S are given ten paid days each year for planning?

In the late 1960's the Hayward Unified School District decided it was time tosseek out the
answers to these questions. After much preliminary planning and communityinvolvement, the Park
School of Haward established the first, year-round, four-quarter school of recent times. Since
1968 a dedicated principal, staff, and Community have addressed themselves to "Academic Excellence"
on a four quarter, 195-day schedule.

The key to this successful venture was in alloWing more time and respect for the teaching
staff to plan and.prepare for the individual needs of pupils. Test dats have,shown those pupils
who have been on the extended year program for five years are a year or more ahead of their peers
who.experienced the traditional schedule. Surveys of grades and test scores from, the junior high
school attended by Park students place them in the top quartile of academic achievement. In

addition, the leadership roles of Park studentsn the junior high school was above average for
the percentage of the student body they represented. Parents continue to support the year-round
calendar and insist they will never return to the traditional schedule. One can conclude that
this model is a successful one in reaching for "Academic Excellence."
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A LOOK AT YEARROUND EDUCATION
OPERATING IN COLLEGES-AND UNIVERSITIES

Dr. Edward C. Frederick
Provost of University of Minnesota Technical College'

Waseca, Minnesota

The- University of Minnesota Technical College-Waseca is a relatively new institution which
began operation in the fall of 1971. The Technical College has asingle mission that of pre-
paring students for mid-management, semi-professional positions in the broad fields related to
agriculture.

The College adopted a year-round educational program at the outset in order td meet the
needs of students and agriculture. The college operates on a quarterly basis, with the summer
quarter being no different than the fall, winter, and spring quarters. Students can start any
quarter and graduate any quarter, they can go continuously or intermittently, full-time or
part-time.

Planning for the College tied the year-round concept into all phases of the operation be-
fore the doors actually opened. Programs were developed with a minimum of prerequisites and
most courses are self-contained units. Staff are hired who are willing to teach in a year-
round program. Nine-month faculty are rotated throughout the year. Registration, financial aids,

veteran's assistance and other procedures have been developed to fit a year-round program.

Times have charmed and so has agriculture. Because of herbicides and other modern tech-'

nology, the summer months are not the busiest quarter on the farm or in the agri-businesses
in the. area served by the College. Planting time in the spring and harvesting time in the fall
are busier. With a year-round program, some students can and do attend classes in the summer
and winter and "stop out" in the spring for planting crops and in the fall for harvesting.

Technical. College-Waseca emphasizes laboratory and practical experiences. The year-round
program makes use of outdoor agricultural laboratories which are most highly developed during
the summer months. Another plus is the efficient use of the facilities and research at thead-
jacent 840-acre Southern Experiment Station, another unit of the University of Minnesota. The

yP=r-round program of the College allows for maximum use of the Southern Experiment Station in
the teaching program during the summer months as well as throughout the year.

With the four-quarter system, students may start college classes immediately after finishing
high school and thus graduate and begin employment earlier. Students also have an opportunity
to et.celerate their program by going continuously throughout the year.

One quarter of employment experience is part of our technical program. This is called the

Preoccupational Preparation Program and gives the student practical industry experience. The

year-round education system assists this internship program in that it allows the student to
be out in industry during the quarter that is most advantageous from a learning point of view'.
For example, in the field of horticulture, the student may go out to work in the industry in
the spring and return to the College in the summer.

Greater use can, be made of expensive facilitieS and equipment needed in a Technical College
in a year-round program. It also provides for increasing the number of graduates without in-
creasing the physical facilities in the same relationship, something which interests legislators
today.

Enrollment is continuing to increase rapidly in all quarters including the surhmer quarter.
Twenty-five per-Cent of the students that enroll in summer quarter are directly. out of high school.

Some areas of concern in year-tound education which need to be overcome include faculty
fatigue and time for professional updating, maintenance of the physical plant, need for air
conditioning in the summer, and misunderstandings that result from breaking with tradition.
This latter is one of the toughest hurdles. An attempt is being made to overcome faculty
fatigue and professional updating by utilizing nine-month appointments and rotating those to
cover, the year, team teaching, single quarter leaves, and others.
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The year-round program has been well accepted by the students and the agricultural industry. 1
It gives a great deal of flexibility to the program at Waseca. The quality of education has
been improved. The advantages outweigh the disadvantages. For the Technical College for
Agriculture at Waseca, the year-round program is not a cnncept but an idea "whose time has come."

Dr. John D. McLain
Director, Research-Learning Center

Clarion State College
Clarion, Pennsylvania

Director, Education Development Center for Year-Round Education
Pennsylvania Department of Education

and
Treasurer, National Council on Year-Round Education

If we apply the same definitions of year-round education at the higher education level as we
do basic education levels. (K-12), then many if not most institutions of higher education already
have year-round programs.

The optional four-quarter plan, whereby the regular school year is divided into three
quarters with summer school being offered as a fourth quarter, was the standard plan for state
college systems in Or'egon back in the 1930's and 1940's when I went to school there. I was able
to accelerate and complete my undergraduate work in three years. I also accelerated_my doctoral
work at 'the University of Oregon in the same way. Many colleges and universities are organized
on a quarter basis and offer such programs.

Other higher education institutions operate on a semester basis. Most of these offer
summer programs. In Pennsylvania, for example, the state system offers a varied summer program.
We offer two six-week sessions, or twelve weeks during the summer so a student may take a.six-
week course in the first half of summer, a six-week course in the second half of the summer, or
both. Offered at the same time is a three-week presession, a six-week summer session, and a
three-week,post-session in such a way that a student can study three, six, nine, or twelve
weeks during the summer, as his need may be. Again, this or similar patterns are common through-
out the country.

Some colleges, for example the University of Pittsburgh and, I believe, the University of
Florida, operate on a trimester -As in the case Li'. the other two plans, however, the
institution operate's about 48 weeks a year, which is, as we apply the common definition, year-
round education.

All of these are optional progra
the mandated rotating four-quarter pl
the supply. I do not know the detail
about them if they do exist or have e

s. I have heard that one or more universities have used
n when demand for college admission was far greater than
of any such programs but would be interested in knowing
isted.

A technique Clarion has been usi g the past ten years is to admit some freshmen students to
summer school; they then remain out o school the first semester and re-enter the second semester,
thereby leveling out the enrollments to serve a greater number. By going the second summer, the
student can then catch up at the sophomore level with those who had gone both semesters during
the regular'year.

There are significant reasons wh these plans were readily accepted at the college level when
they were not accepted at the basic s hool level: First all, college students are more independent

1
from the family schedule then are the younger children; Secondly, the percentage of students
going to summer school, or even college at all, is small compared to the total population of
that age span; Thirdly, there is a major population whiCh is best served by summer school --
teachers going back to college for fwither training for one reason or another; Fourth, a
college draws upon a statewide, nationwide, or even worldwide geographic area and can adjust
its course offerings to the demand for'. specific courses.

1
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Just as there are reasons why such programs are acceptable, there are reasons why other

plans would be unecceptable.

The trimester plan at the University of Pittsburgh, for example, has difficulty because

its second "mester" begins In April. Most of those who go on for the third.sesSion are those

who are already enrolled the second session. It is out of step- with the public schools for

summer school and other work-study patterns when students change from one institution to

another.

Also, when enrollments drop and a student can get into many colleges or universities he

makes his choice. Mandated schedules are difficult if not impossible to manage.

. The patterns of our higher educations adapt to changes and changing needs just as do our

basic schools, but the needs are different so the patterns are different.

COMPARING PUPIL ACHIEVEMENT
IN YEAR-ROUND SCHOOLS AND IN THE TRADITIONAL SETTING

br. Roslyn M. Grady
Director of Research

Colorado Springs School District 11
Colorado Springs, Colorado

Achievement tests were given to all pupils in grades K-9 in the Colorado Springs School

District's Concept 6 year-round schools and their matched control schools. Tests included

global measures of achievement based on nationally standardized tests as well as standardized,

tests in curriculum areas such as algebra and geometry. Some district Criterion-referenced

tests in science, mathematics, and foreign language were also included in the evaluation.

Although analysis of covariance showed some statistical significance between year-round

students and those in traditioncl schools, most of these differences were of no educational

significance. Basically, student achievement was the same in both schools. For the few diff- '

erences that did occur, the trend appeared to favor the year-round students on measures most

directly unnected with the curriculum of a particular course and the traditional students on a

broadly based standardized achievement test.

Student attitudinal results favored the year-round school pupils on both measures of self-

concept and attitude towards school, at the elementary level and split at the junior high level

with year-round pupils slightly higher in self-concept and traditional pupils slightly higher

in attitude towards school.

A follow-up study of present tenth-grade pupils who-had attended grade nine in year-round

or traditional schools showed some superiority in first semester sophomore grades for the year-

round students.
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LEARNING FROM FAILURE A COMMUNITY
REJECTS YEARROUND EDUCATION

Dr. James C. Mounie
Assistant Superintendent

Virginia Beach Public Schools
Virginia Beach, Virginia

The Virginia Beach experiment with cycled attendance, year-round operation of schools was
a success rather than a failure. The.pilet program was .C.7rly a research and development effort
to determine whether cycled7attendance was, for Virginia Beach, a feasible alternative to build-
ing more schools.

It was designed to provide answers, not to support any pre-determined positron for or against
the year-round operation of schools. It was an attempt to go beyond trial and error as a means
of introducing innovative educational programs.

The Virginia Beach 45-15 pilot program has done precisely what it was designed to do gen-
erate data to be used by the school board to make decisions for the Virginia Beach public schools.
We used the research and development approach because, quite frankly, after much study of other
programs, we felt that we had no supportable answers about the feasibility of 45-15 for our dist-
rict. We were convinced that the information availabld about the benefits of year-round education
was not sufficiently conclusive, nor sufficiently generalizeable, for the City of Virginia Beach
to 'accept it and to put ;5 schools on a year round calendar.

While the school board felt that the call for wide-spread adoption of the year-round
calendar was unwarranted, it felt that arbitrary rejection of the concept was just as irresponsible.
We felt that we had to find the answers in and for Virginia Beach, and for that reason we followed
a systematic planning and preparation plan and we designed and executed a systematic evaluation
of the 'pilot program.

Materials, procedures, processes, and evaluations are documented in many publications and
have been made available to our public and many other districts. If one reads them carefully,
one sees that at no 'time have we claimed that year-round education wAc a failure. What Virginia
Beach has said is simply that year-round education is not for everybody and certainly _not for
Virginia Beach at this time. The responsible memb--i.T3 of the "movement" have never claimed other-
wise.

In my recommendation to the school board, I made 'the statement that

. . in many ways, the 45-15 calendar as it.has existed here, has been equal
to, but not better than the traditional school year. Problems and short-falls found
in the program could be reduced if the board were willing to modify some of its basic
commitments. . .

In the same presentation, I summarized the data which had seen provided the boar'd and public
by saying that

'(1) most youth oriented agencies and services were able to ..idjust,Lhei.r
programs to accommodate 45-15 pupils, (2) while it was found that the buildings
operating on the 45-15.calendar accommodated more pupils than if they had operated
on the traditional calendar, the net dollar savings was only $8 per pupil because._
other costs were higher. (Example: space cost $20.78 less per pupil, for
instructional staff was $40.23 more), (3) the pupils in 45715 schools learned as
well as, but no better than, pupils in the nine-month schools. 4) the pupjls in
the 45-15 schools had a more positive attitude toward school thanpupils in-the
nine-month schools, (5) after a year of experience wNt.,h 45-15, 45.3 percent of the
pupils indicated that they liked 45-15 and 46.3 percenn.said that they did not like
it, (6) after a year of experience, 73.6 percent of the teachers in the pilot schools
felt that the program should be continued, (7) after a year of experience, 46.8 per-
cent of the parents characterized their attitude toward 45-15 as positive, 30.7 per-



cent as negative and 22.5 percent were uncertain, and 50.0 percent felt that the
'program should be continued. . .

The board terminated its pilot program primarily because the logically promised space
increase could not be realized. The increasing population was the reason for trying year-
round operation; and the mobility of the population was the reason for terminating the
program. inthe final recommendation, it was pointed out that

. . .a highly mobile population, limited population pools, and a
commitment to common family attendance, the groups.were unequal in size and
resulted in overcrowding in some in-school groups, grade combination and an
increase in the per pupil cost of some resources. . .and the one thing that
cannot be modified is the mobility of the population. .

. . .while the evaluation reports have provided some rather firm data
on which to base a decision, it seems that you must in the final analysis, make
a value jvd,gment. The question becomes one of whether or not-45-15, as we hav
experienced it, is worth foregoing your commitment to common family attendance
and relatively compact vographic attendance zones. . .

It came down to a local decision a value judgment of the more acceptable alternatives.
The data and the decision are not and were not intended to be generalizeable beyond the
district.

The answer for Virginia Beach cannot and should not be considered the answer for other
districts. Neither should the Valley View experience be considered to have provided meaningful
answers for other districts. It seems to me that if a district wants to examine year-round
education, it must try it on a limited basis in a research and development pilot program on its
own turf. The research and development approach is the only possible way to take year-round
education or any innovation beyond trial and error.

'Dr. Wesley Apke
Executive Secretary.

National Association of State Boards of Education
Denver, Colorado

The Evergreen School District, located in the southwestern corner of the State of
Washington, directly across the river from Portland, Oregon, had tripled its student population
in ten years. Elementary students double shifted for one year, junior high school students
double shifted for 3-1/2 years due to consecutive capital construction bond levy failures and
poor enrollment forecasting. The district experienced a two-week teacher strike in May of 1973,
culminating in the three-month jailing of the strike leaders. The presenter became superin-
tendent the end of June 1973.

Discussions regarding the year-round school first took place during the 1970-71 school year.
A random poll of 350 patrons taken that year disclosed 50.6 percent in,favor of further study
on the concept and 49.4 percent in favor of no further investigation. The Main argument presented
in favor of year7round schools in 1970-71 was that it would solve, for a time, the classroom
shortage. During tile 1972-73 school year, active interest was rekindled with the double shifting
of two of the district's six elementary schools. The junior, high commenced double shifting in
September of 1970. The citizen and administration year-round school Study committee narrowed
the possible year-round school plans to either the "Jeffco Concept 6" or the "45-15" plans.

During the 1973-74.school year a pi-estigious group of lay citizens convened to:

Review current literature
Review the work of previous. committees
Review indepth the "Jeffco Concept 6" and "45-15" plans
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Recommend a plan
Cost the plan
Develop argurients for and against
Seek board authorization to hold public hearings
Recommend the mechanism for determining' the public will.

The study committee convened in September and in December recommended, the 45-15 plan, K:12,
to commence July. 1, 1975. Members presented their best judgment regarding the cost savings and
added costs. They also recommended that only persons attending the public hearings on the year-
round school plus those requesting informationalpackets be allowed to cast a ballot and-that
60 percent of those voting; vote yes. Finally an extensive media explanation of the year-round
school was also planned.

The Results: Thirteen informational public hearings attracted over 700 citizens, teachers
and students. Special presentations were made to classroom teachers. Less than one percent
of the registered voters attended the well publicized hearings; of the active school election
voters, 12 percent attended.

Teacher association reaction was hostile but not publicly opposed, with promise to the
superintendent to "bargain hard for teacher interests".

Individual teacher reaction showed teachers were interested, but concerned,particularly
at the secondary level.

-Public reaction was 849 votes cast, representing a 77 percent return of ballots: Yes, ,
50.5 percent; No, 49.5 percent; 52 percent of the people who did not attend a meeting but
'simply read the packet opposed year-round school.

Most numerous reasons given for supporting year-round school (in rant, order):

1. More educational benefits for children, i.e., better learning retention;
2. School facilities would- be,utilized efficiently;
3. Offers more vacation selections;
4. Provides a better use of tax dollars.

Most numerous reasons given for not supporting year-round school (in rank order):

1. Not enough research has gone into the study;
2. Too confusing to the whole family;
3. Not enough vacation time during periods of good weather;
4. Costs would be too high;
5. The. informational hearings were too biased in favor of year-round school.

What would I do differently:

1. Involve the education association from the beginning;
2. Attempt to document more carefully "new costs" and "saved costs";
3. Offer year-round school on a voluntary one- or two-school basis as a

start up;
4. Invest more dollars in analyzing curricular impact prior to the pubic

hearings;
5. Make absolutely certain the public hearings were not biased.
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Dr. 'Guilbert C. Hentschke.
associate Professor of Education and Management

University of Rochester
RocheS'ter, New York

One of the fundamental reas)ns for undertaking year-round education in Virginia Beach,

Virginia, was the hope of savin money. Largely because of this the pilot approach to year-
round education in Virginia Beachiprovided for.substantiali resources to estimate the cost impact
of the program. The cost analysis extended over a nearly-two-year period, during which time a
computer-based cost model of the Virginia Beach pilot and regular elementary schools was con-
structed and validated.

The process involved the use of computer simulation techniques, including several iterations
of what might be called "model construction/parameter estimation/validation". Actually two

models were ultimately constructed: one to model the results of the 1973-74 school year and,
another to assess the cost impact of an expandedprogram over each of the next five years. In

both cases the estimated savings to accrue from year7round education in Virginia Beach were much
less than expected or than reported in studies conducted elsewhere.

Although the school board decided to abandon year-round education in Virginia Beach, my
impression is that, far from feeling a sense of failure, both the board and the administrative
staff tnere feel they gained a great deal of insight Into the operational complexities and
ramifications of year-round education. This experience leads us to suggest a major corollary
to the "theory" of year-round education. This corollary may be stated asfollows: the degree'

to which districts are not able to realize the dollar benefits of increased space utilization
in year-round cycled attendance Is a function of some combination of,,the following factors:

1. net migration of the student pcpulation;
2. the relative price of student.transportation;
3; the degree of public indifference to busing students out of their local

attendance area.

YEARROUND EDUCATION SUCCESS STORIES
(AND A FEW BRUISES)

C. J. Nichols
Chairman of the Board of Education

SUnnySide Public Schools
Tucson, Arizona

Sunnyside School District, located in the southern portion of Tucson, Arizona, is a K-12

school system with over 10,500 students. It was forced to go on YRS program on account of space.
We had two elementary schools on double sessions plus one junior high school on extended days
schedule; also, we were at our bonHing.limit for building additional facilities.

Sunnyside selected the 45-15 YRS program as having the most desirable features of all the
YRS programs we had studied, Here are some of the essential ingredients of going on a 45-15 YRS
program.

1. Have a citizen committee study all the alternatives and make recommentations.
2. Have your top man (your superintendent) sold on the program so that he can make it work.

He in turn, must sell his staff and they must sell the teachers on the advantages of YRS.
We paid expense for administrators and.teachers who were the leaders of opposition to
YRS and sent them to the National YRS Seminars in Virginia Beach and San Diego. They

came back as boosters for the system.
3. All board members must be convinced that YRS is the way to go. Again, by attending YRS

seminars, they were able to eliminate any doubts about the system.'
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4. You must hold community meetings and tell the citizens whSf alternatives there are
for solving the overcrowded school 15roblems. When they are explained, the 45:15 YRS
stands head and shoulders above any other alternative..

5. You must allow at least one year to set up and implement a YRS program.

Our experience shows we found some frosting on the cake in educational and financial benefits.
We believe the 45-15 YRS should be sold on these benefits even if you do not need tha space. Some
of them are:

1. We saved over five million dollars bond and interest money.
2. All students were placed on regular school schedule. Schools can accommodate one-third

more students in the same buildings.
3. There'were lower class load's.
4. We found better employment opportunities for high school students as only one-fourth of

them will be hunting jobs_at any givenctime of the year.
5.. We experienced a seven percent reduction n our high school student dropout rate.
6. We have experienced a three percent better record.for teacher attendance.
7. We experienced almost a fifty percent reduction in vandalism.
8. We show a.three percent better attendance among our students.
9. There was a renewed interest on part of teachers as a result of coming up with new lesson

plans to fit the 45-15 program.
10. The plan has the ability to offer teachers many-alternatives in their contracts.
11. It offers the ability to offer many more mini-courses at the junior and high school level.
12. We have observed improvement in grade averages of many students.
13. There was a reduction in juvenile delinquency as a result of only one-fourth of the

student body running.the streets at any given period of the year.
14. There was better learning continuity on the part of students with only a three-week break

instead of three-month break.
15. There were better. accommodations in the community, i.e., at parks, recreational areas, etc.,

as a result of three-fourth of,the students in school and one-fourth on vacation at any
given time.

16. Our taxpayers now feel Sunnyside is better utilizing their tax dollars in the operation
of their schools.

Some bruises of the YRS system are:

1. Teachers tend to dislike the system if they reside in another school system notion the
45-15 and they have children on a regular school plan.

2. Some parents object to the system if they-are accustomed to taking a two-or:three-month
vacation during the su'mer months.

3. Some special effort is required in special programs such as band and.other types of special
music programs.

4. The multi-tract classes in some high school subjects creates more effort on the part of
the teacher to make the program work; however, it tends to force individualized instruc-
tion, and in theory this is an ideal situation.

(Mr. Nichols has graciously offered to visit any school district in the process of planning for
YRE to expand on Sunnyside's experiences if he can be reimbursed for expenses. His telephone
numbers are Home: (602)294:4270, and Office: (602)294-3441.)
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James D. Single
Former School Board Member
Valley View Public. Schools

Plainfield, Illinois
and

Board Member, National Council on Year-Round Education

In the°summer of 1970, over 6,600 Valley View School District students abandoned their
summer vacations and went back to the classroom in what has turned out to be an entirely in-
novative concept of year-round school. Now, after nearly five years of operation, the Valley
View 45-15 Continuous School Year Plan can be rightly considered a "way of life," so much so
that the District is now more concerned with other programs open concept, curriculum reform,
special education, etc.

But this "success" did not just happen. It was a result of a team effort among adminis-
tration, Board.of Education, teachers, students, and community. In my Presentation, I will

discuss this team effort. But first, a little background is in order. 7),5a

Calendar revision in Valley View School District was dictated solely by economic neces7
sity. An unbelievable geometric progression of enrollments = from 219 in 1958, to 1,800 in
1962, to 3,750 in 1966, and to 6,650 in 1970 had exhausted the District of its bonding power.
The voters of the district never once turned down an educational rate.increase or a bond
referendum to provide the needed schools over that 12-year perTbd, but finally the statutory
limit on bonded -indebtedness was reached.

And then, in 1967, the Illinois General Assembly mandated kindergarten in all public
schools in the state by 1970. This:Meant an addition of 800 kindergarteners, plus the normal
yearly growth of over 600 students, to an already overcrowded school system. It was willing,

but legally unable, to provide additional facilities.

Fortunately, the Administration and the Board of Education were aware of the magnitude
of the coming problem early in 1968. Only three possible alternatives were available:

1. To place a large part of the school district on double shifts.
2. To increase the size of classes to 40 or 50 students.
3. To consider school calendar reform.

The first two alternatives were considered educationally inferior both by the adminis-
tration and by the community, while school calendar reform was an unknown quantity..

The administration embarked on an intensive study of the voluminous published literature
available on year-round calendar plans. Review of the available bibliography revealed one_ salient
fact. Most commentators mere concerned, not with making new calendar programs work, but with
arming administrators and teachers with objections and arguments to combat the pressures for
year-round schools. (These pressures originated primarily with businessmen and trade and
taxpayers' organizations which wanted to adopt what seemed to be, on the surface, an entirely
reasonable and workable bUsiness proposition.) Little practical information existed.

In studying the feasibility of a year round. calendar 1.1an,,the administration estimated
that.some form of calendar revision could be effected in three years. The Board of Education,
however, faced the reality of the housing crisis brought on by the pending arrival in September

1970 of a continuing onrush of kindergarten students. Brushing aside the ,caution of the adminis-
tration, the Board members votedon August .15, 1968, that a year -round plan must be implemented
by the 1970-71 school year when'the kindergarteners wouldarrive.

With the two-year deadline a reality, the Valley View administrators faced the task of
researching; developing, and implementing a viable and acceptable plan that would meet the needs
of the student body and would also wi-n the acceptance and cooperation of the faculty and the
community. The administration's research made abundantly clear that none of the dozens of plans
that had beenlproposed previously would be workable in the Valley View District, nor would they
be acceptable today in any other school system.



It.wasnecessary to cast away all previo6s concepts of year-round school programs and to
develop a workable calendar of our own. In less than 60 days of "cut and fit" experimentation
with theoretical calendars, the administratiOn evolved the "Valley View 45-15 Continuous School
Year Plan."

Only 19.months remained to put this paper "plan" into actual operation, a very short time
,considering the magnitude of the problems yet'to be solved. It was necessary to work Out the
technicalitiessof scheduling, school census, transportation, air conditioning, curriculum
adjustment, and teacher negotiations. These problems were in addition to passing in two
sessions of the Illinois Legislature, needed changes in the law to make the 45-15 Plan legal
(it was not). But perhaps the most important task facing the administration and Board over this
19 -month period was to take the public into its.confidence, keeping everyone informed as each
step was taken leading to that first day ofyear-round school on June 30, 1970.

Fortunately, we looked upon all of these problems as challenges to be-met and not as excuses
for possible failure. Although life during these 19 months seemed like one perpetual crisis,
nevertheless, the mood was always one of confidence and expectation. The fact that the Illinois
Governor sighed the bill making 45-15 legal in the state only the day before classes actually
began on June 30, 1970 is evidence Of this confidence amid .crisis.

And now, nearly 5 years later, the 45-15 plan is definitely a success and a way of life in
the Valley View District. It has been from the beginning a mandated plan all children in the
district must attend on the 45-15 schedule. At the present time this means over 12,000 students
in 11 schools: 7 elementary, junior high schools, and 2 senior high schools. Surveys have
consistently shown that the.community supports and approves of the plan by about a 10 to 1 margin.

in addition, the 45-15 plan, developed and pioneered at Valley'View, has proven to be the
most widely imitated year -round school plan in. the Nation. At the present time there are over

'
,50 school districts,around the country that have implemented some version of the plan, and new
districts are being added to the list each year.

Dr. Daniel Knueppel
Principal of _Tenafly High School

Tenafly,j4eWJersey

Extended scool year for Tenafly, New Jersey, means simply increasing options for high school'
students to enrich-their curriculum. We have started Small, with limited objectives, and are
witnessing the program grow as staff, students and citizens see the benefit.

Analysis: Committees were formed at the ,inception to familiarize these three groups with
the various concepts of the year-round school. A very'conscious effort was made'to make certain
that students, staff; and community understood the fact that. this program was being. designed to
meet the needs of our town and .was not just being undertaken as another educationalkinnovation.

Once this climate had been achieved and the groups had become familiar with the extended,
school year concept, a careful assessment of all of our circumstances was made. A professional
poll of the community.by the Oliver Quayle Company was conducted. An in-depth survey of student
and staff interests and needs was made.

Decision/planning: All data was carefUlly organized so that all groups could easily see how
the decision was to be made, Nothing was considered secret. Dr. Bruce Campbell of the New
Jersey State Department helped secure 'state funds to assist In the planning for impntation;
he also lerrt valuable expertise. The objective that was to be workable was based upon a strong
feelingby all groups that the program should be voluntary and limited in initial scope, hence
the development,of the goal of curricular. enrichment. 'All three groups were involved in deter
mining how, and in what form, EV' would accomplish curricular enrichment. The decision reached
was to break the full -year program into a fall and spring semester and create a variable scheduled .
summer semester. Curricular workshops were held. Matters relating to negotiation were referred
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to the proper committeesPubli-City was given to the fact that we would start with a small
program and

.

Implementation: Start-up for the program began with the current school yea r. All courses
were semesterized and the first summer semester was. operated. Twenty-five percent of the
student body took advantage orthe program. The number of January graduates doubled from the

. previous year. A reorganization of our curriculum took place as a result of the semester'iziIg
process.

Our bruises have been insignificant. If any; they have healed very quickly. We started
-small, we are growing, and people are happy because all of this occurred over a three-year
period. We have begun our constpnt_Monitoring of the program to develop more fully varied
patterns for scheduling to enrich our program of education.

Charles E. Rufien
Bear Creek-Columbine Area Superintendent
Jefferson County School District R-1

Lakewood, Colorado

Expanding enroliMents, a shortage of Classroom space; and requests from the business comm-
unity to better utilize existing.facilities,caused the Jefferson County, Colorado, School Board
of Education'to consider year-round operation of schools as a possible solution to its classroom
shortage. In the fall of 1971, the School Board appointed a district-wide study committee com,
posed of parents, teachers, students, and administrators to study, explore, analyze, and develop
a feasible year=round school plan.

From the review of al) avail#ble literature, discussion with educators who have implemented
year-round plans, and from input tOIthin the study group and community, it was clear that any
plan adopted must be designed to meet the needs of our school locale. With this in mind, the
study group said that the plan must have the capability of:

1. Being implemented kindergarten through grade twelve;
2. Insuring that family unitYis preserved by offering the same school calendar

to all- students in the family;

3 Maintaining or, improvin the quality of education for students;
4. .Allowing parents/students to voluntarily elect the sessions they would be in

school and the vacation cycle;
5. Maintaining the nine-week curriculum block," so that work already under way in

the diS.tritt will have compatibility at no 'additional cost;
6. Providing an improved school year calendar with maximum flexibility for

students, .teachers and community;'
7. Providing the most efficient possible use of capital facilities'.

When several models demonstrating different combinations of these-elements were drawn up,
one particular plari identified as Concept 6 proVed to be most acceptable for Meeting local needs.
Concept 6 in Jefferson County, therefore, means:

1. The school year consists of .6 terms.
2. Students elect to attend school four of the six terms for a minimum school year

of 172 days. .

3. Students may select, with the permission of the school, to attend school beyond
172 days for purposes of enrichment, remediation; or acceleration.

4. The school is open a minimum of 245 instructional daysin each calendar year. This

permits the school building to' be used continuously year Aaund.
5. Student vacations occur in three patterns. (For-ii ui purposes, the following

dates will be used to demonstrate these patternsL.L.:
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Vacation Pattern Number One:
(Track A)

Vacation Pattern Number Two:
(Track B)

Vacation Pattern Number Thrge:
(Track C)

February 10 to April 5 and
August 6 to September 30
October 1 to December 1-and
April 8 to June 2
December 4 to February 5 and,
'June 7 to August 6

6. Traditional school holidays such as Labor Day, Independence Day, Memorial Day, and
the typical Thanksgiving holiday will be observed. Christmas vacation is shorter
that experienced in a traditional school calendar.

7. Kindergarten students may enter school ,on the first specified entry date following
their fifth birthdays.

8. Teachers may contract to teach a maximum of five terms. Shorter teacher contracts
of one, two, three; or four terms could also be available.

9. A significant gain in the use-of capital facilities may be.realized since a third
.of the students.could be released to vacations during each term of the school, year

101 -Students transferring into or out of a Concept 6 school should experience little
difficulty fitting into the new.school environment.

Once the design of the model was determined, an' extensive public information campaign in-
forming parents, students, teachers, administrators, and the community at large about the plan
was conducted over a four-month period. An opinion survey, conducted by a professional consulting
firm, to determine parent and school employees' attitudes about Concept'6 followed the information
program.

Based upon this attitude survey, two areas within the R-1 School District, namely, Arvada
West and Columbine, consisting of 16 schools and 13,000 students was chosen to pilot Concept-6
beginning July 30, 1974. During the two-year pilot, Concept 6 will be evaluated for its

' educational and'ecOnomical feasibility and community acceptance.

A few of the bruises encountered, in my opinion, include:

1. The time from the development of the Concept 6 model in September 1972
to its jmplementation in July 1974 was too long. ,

2. Following the attitude survey given to a random sampling of citizens within
Jefferson County, a second opinion survey by postcards was taken in the Arvada
West and Columbine Areas. This second survey was not needed and did nothing
but clutter initiardata.

3. Concept 6 guidelines and-characteristics were presented to parents and-staffs
'as absolutes. As a result, wnen changes were needed in order to make the model
more educationally and economically feasible,. some accusations were made about
breaking faith with the public. When a new model for year-round education is
being piloted, modifjcations most likely will have to be made. Therefore, it is
best not-to promis'e more than what can definitely be delivered.

4. In pilot testing a year -round school progratK, all staff members, teachers
and administrators afike, must be completely supportive of the concept.' When
this condition does not exist, it is extremely difficult to cope with and address
the problems and difficulties that can and will occur during the pilot.

5. There was a general tendency to fix all of the advantages of Concept 6 to economic
benefits and gains. Too little emphasis was placed on the possible educational

. advantages.

than

Mrs. Dottie Brenner
Teacher at Vanderhoof Elementary School

Jefferson County School District R-1
Arvada, Colorado

The most rewarding aspect of Concept 6 has been the level of retention on the part of all
students. For the first time, ;Chas not been necessary to review_the work from the previous
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year. The only review has_been that which is normal when teaching a new concept.

Thesecond delight has been the terrific attitude the students have displayed twice. The

vacations are more defined in their minds and it is no longer the drag from September through
June, which is impossible for, a young child to visualize.

Bon',us Learning has been another plus to Concept 6. We offered a wide variety of. Bonus
Learning Sessions rans' - from remedial to enrichment. Our experiences proved that we were
remiss ,kh offering remea,-,, -ourses. Either the children didn't come to class or if they did,
their parents thought a sem work could be att'ined in six or eight hours of Bonus
Learning.

Bonus Learning did demand much time in organization. We spent numerous staff meetings
discussing schedules as well as choosing topics of personal interest. Beyond this point the
time and effort was done on the teachers' individual time without monetary compensation. .

Another positive arena has been the Arvada West Area Advisory Committee. This group con-
sists of ten schools in the Arvada West area with the committee comprising a cross section of
our community: parents, educators, and administrators. In order to alleviate various meetings
several times each month, we combined the committees and now meet once every other month in
an Area Town Meeting and the other month as a School Committee Meeting. The discdssions have

been beneficial and constructive and the shortened time element, meeting-wise, has been
advantageous to all.

The fifth delight has been the cohesiveness of the teachers involved in Concept 6 working
together to solidify goals. A select group has met each month on our own and recently put
together, with some help from a Colorado Education Association staff member, our own survey for
all teachers piloting the program. The results of the survey were recently compiled. '

The joys we've- experienced this past year far outweigh all the hours of scheduling and
planning. It will be a pleasure to continue year-round education.

YRE--PROs AND CONS FROM PARENTS AND STUDENTS

Mrs: Lynn Engleby
Parent

Jefferson County School.DistrIlct R-1
Littleton, Colorado

Parental arguments in favor of a year-round school ca endar center mainly on the economic
and educational advantages of such a program. Some other enefi,ts to the family can also be
cited.

In the economic area, year-round use of school buildings isAthe foremost advantage. Al-
though it costs more to operate a building for 12 month's than it)does for 9,months, the capital
plant is not sitting idle for 3 months each year. The real economy to *growth area occurs be-
cause the capacity of each school is increased by one-fourth, and it iscynnecessary to build as
many new schools as would have to be built under a 9-month school schedule. Also, it is more
.productive to use teachers for more of the school year. Fewer teachers'have to find second jobs,
and they can be more productive at teaching.

Educationa0y, it has been pointed out that children forget less over a short"vacation
than they would over a longer one, and teachers have to use less time for review after each
vacation. Hence, more new material can be covered, .or material can be covered in greater de tti,
than under a traditional calendar. Immediate remediation is possible with shorter school to ms.
A child who has done poorly in one term can repeat the term immediately or receive help duri g
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his vacation period instead' of waiting a whole year to receive remedial help. Under some year-
round plans, such as Concept 6, there are provisions for intersessi-ons or bonus learning courses
for enrichment, acceleration, or remediation durIng a child's vacation period. A child's ex-
posure to more academic or interest.,fields is thu's increased.

With many entry dates during the year, it is possible to allow children to enter kindergarten
right after theirfifth birthday or to delay them 'for part of a year.' With a screening system,

.'five-year-olds can start school when they are ready, and through the screening process learning
disabilities or other problems can be spotted before the child experiences failure.

Another advantage of the. year -round calendar is that families can take vacations at times
other than summer 'and Christmas,.and families are enjoying experiences together that would not
be possible under the traditional calendar. Further, parents say that the children do not get
as tired of vacation, and both children and teachers are more cheerful about returning to school
when they know they are not facing a nine-month term. Further, neither teachers nor children get
tired of the school routine before the next vacation.

Parental arguments against a year-round school program take many forms, but they seem to
stem from a basic unwillingness to break with a long-established tradition. Some parents dis-
like the idea of other than summer vacations, and many parents do not want their children at home
during the winter, especially in areas where the weather necessitates their being indoors much
of the time. Others complain that there are few activities for children that do not cost money.
Perhaps they are not willing to search out free activities or to spend their own time doing
things with their children.

Some parents fear that their children might be tempted to skip school if their friends are
out on vacation, and also that neighborhood vandalism might rise if there are always children
out of school. These f, ars seem to be ungrounded. In Jefferson County, the incidence, of
truancy and vandalism has not increased in the pilot areas any more than in the rest of the
county.

Academically, parents question the effects of possible teacher changes every nine weeks.
They question whether the children will feel a part of the school when the whole student body is
rarely together. They question whether students will be able to schedule the courses they want
and whether t _urriculum can really be made into nine-week, non-sequential courses. These are
areas that are being studied by the Jefferson County evaluation, along with the effects of
cutting the school year from 180 to 172 days, a necessity under the Concept 6 calendar.

The jury is still out, but a recent quote by the Jeffco School Board President may reflect
a trend. He said: "What I hear bad (about year-round school) affects parents. What I hear good
affects kids."

In designing a year-round school evaluation plan, consideration must first be given to the
use to be made of the evaluation findings and then to the publics to whom it will be reported.
The academic areas to be evaluated, the integrity of the evaluation procedure, and the depth of
the study will be determined by the use to which it will be put.

In Jefferson County, we have had a good deal of cont,oversy over the two-year Concept 6
pilot program. The school board will have to decide whether to keep, expand, or scrap the program
largely on the basis of the evaluation data. Thus, the data must be accurate, unbiased, and
clearly reported.

The evaluation will be reported to the School Board, the Concepc 6 Coordinating Committee,
the administration, and the general public. Each of these'groups will surely have input as to
what the. Board's decision should be. Therefore, .it was decided at the outset that each sector
should be represented on the evaluation team and that people for and against the year-round plan
should be included. It, is hoped that the evaluation report will thus be credible to all publics
when it is reported.

The objective results of test scores will be compared with a control group's scores. The
control group will be made up of the part of the county not participating in the pilot program.
Baseline data comparing the Concept 6 schools with the rest of the county was gathered prior.to
the beginning of the pilot program and will be compared with the pilot program data.
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In order to be completely objective about the tes' results, it was decided that the entire

battery of,county testing would be evaluated. County testing is done in grades K-12 in the
subject areas of readiness skills, reading, math, language arts, physical education, health,
science, and social studies. A total of 70 tests will-be evaluated. The Concept 6 school child-

ren are expected to exhibit growth in skills commensurate with the growth in the rest of the

county.

In addition, the attendance ratio and the dropout rate at each school will be compared
against the baseline data. Neither are expected to increase.

The availability and utilization of bonus learning or intersession courses for enrichment,
remediation, and acceleration will be noted,' and the use made of the overlapping days peculiar
to the Concept 6 calendar will be noted. .This data will be evaluated for educational benefit
of students. Because there are only 172 days of school attendance in the Concept 6 year,
opponents of the program will be studying this data carefully to see whether the children suffer
from losing 8 days of instruction or whether the average student seeks out extra instruction in
the form of bonus courses.

Subjective data from teachers on the number of objectives mastered in the 3 R's and on
the assimilation of kindergarten students into the Concept 6 program will be collected and com-
piled for evaluation: It is hoped that the district will hire an unbiased firm, free from com-
mitment to the success or failure of Concept 6, to analyze all the evaluation data and prepare
the reports. In this way, 'the credibility of the report can be maintained. Complete data, form-

ulas, and analysis procedures will be available to the public, but the data will be reported in
non-technical graphic and narrative format for general use.

As we have no data compiled fromthe pilot, I can report no conclusions at this time. Our

interim repOrt will be filed by August 1975 and the final evaluation will be compiled at the
end of the pilot program in August 1976.

Miss Robin Hamilton
Student

Drake Junior High School
Jefferson County School District R-1

Arvada, Colorado

I attend a school in Arvada, Colorado. Our year-round school program consists of three
tracks of students who attend school on a 4-month-on--2-months-off schedule, with certain tracks
starting during different months. In Jefferson County schools this program is called Concept 6.
I find this program, exciting and most interesting. I feel there are many advantages and dis-
advantages to this program. During the execution of this plan I have tried to keep an open mind.

Year-round school is a concept that at first sounds great; but after participating in it,
I feel there.are problems that I as a student found. Social activities suffer a lot, mainly
because the full student body cannot participate in all activities, including sports; if someone
is out of school during his sport, he won't be as enthusiastic or willing to trudge back and forth
to his school.

On the plan were on, the number of required school days is just barely met. There is no
spring vacation, -and other holidays such as Presidents' birthdays are not celebrated; thus the
parents who have these days off work are more likely to keep their children out of school on
these days. This makes the child miss far too much school work.

There is also a good side of this program. The class size is very much decreased. Teachers
also seem to have more time for individual students. Split sessions have been eliminated.

Year-round school has been a new experience for most people and everyone has different
views on its outcome.
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I WAS RECRUITED AS A YEARROUND SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENT (TWICE!)

William Rutter

Superintendent of Valley View Public Schools
Romeoville, Illinois

Chronology of events leading to year-round education in Valley View Public Schools:

1. Spring of 1971 an organizatiOnal committee of citizens was formed to split the high
school district. There was a desire to unify area schools, K-12. There also was
frustration over inability to pass a bond referendum for,a needed high school.

2. Presented petition of more than 4,000 signatures to old High School Board, request-
ing it present the petition to the County Board of School Trustees.

3. Old High School Board agreed to present request.
4. Several referenda for a, new high school and additional tax monies had failed. Old

area seemed to be glad to be rid of the responsibility.
5. After a public hearing, the County Board of School Trustees voted to allow the

split on the basis that the newly created high school district would be able to
support the referendum and tax increase.

6. Committee of seven was organized and made itself available with the following
platform: referendum for a new high school; increased educational tax rate; ex-
panded curriculum; support of co-curricular activities; year-round school; and
formation of a unit district as .soon as legally permissabie.

Personal Comment: At this particular time, while principal of the then Lockport West High School,
I had mixed emotions as to the pending split in the high school district. First of all, I had

long-standing association with;ihe old high school district as a teacher and administrator. Also,

there was the prospect to me, personally, that the County Board of School Trustees would not
authorize the splitting of the high school district since the trend statewide had been quite the
opposite during the past ten years.

There was also the questiOn of whether this particular technique of reorganizing a school
district had a sound legal basis. Professionally, there were two anxieties that I had. One was
related to the ambitious progam that the split committee had adopted as its platform. Having
experienced a historically no responsive and non-dynamic Board of Education, I had qu,stions
about the ability of the areaito accomplish the things set-forth in its program platform. The
.other anxiety I experienced was the fact that year-round school had not been instituted in any
high school, to my knowledge, and there was no reservoir of information to fall back on in the
planning of such a program.

7. Committee first contacted me, who was then high school principal, in late spring of 1971
to discuss my feelings about the split. The outcome of these discussions was that I .

would be appointed superintendent of the newly formed high school district. The con-
ditions of this agreement were predicated on:
a. The seven-man committee being elected to the board.
b. The high school would not go on year-round school until July 1972. Since the under -:

lying Valley View had been on year-round Program for two years, it was the original
intention of the high school board candidates to push for the year-round program for
1971-72 school year. At this time, Mr. Verne Crackel, former Deputy.State Superin-
tendent, conducted a study within the district and supported my recommendation to
the.board candidates that it would be impractical to institute a year7round school
program in the high school on such short notice. It was my recommendation that
while we could accomplish this goal, the hurried introduction of the year-round school,
9-12, would have long-la-sting negative affects. We agreed that a minimum of 15 months
was needed for staff preparation and curricular modification.

c. That the two school districts, high school and elementary, would work closely with
the intention of becoming a unit district,'K-12, as soon as legally permissable. To ,

support this goal, the following models of operation were agreed to: The Boards of
Education would hold joint meetings (thre' members in common); policy actions would
be acted on by both boards; business actions would be administered through one
office; district level administration would work together jointly; and as many
support services as possible would be combined.
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Personal comment: To me, this relationship was unique in the annals of education in Illinois and,
again, I had many reservations about the process. I had never seen two boards of education agree
on anything completely, especially when they had separate autonomy. However during the transit-
ional period, this process was accomplished and the board meetings were quite successful. Each

board organized its own agenda and ultimately during the course.of the meetings acted on and
voted on each action and.items separately. The cooperative spirit and relationship between the
two boards was amazing and served to give me encouragement that the process that they were trying
to accomplish would, in fact, be successful.

During the several months that transpired while this process was going on, we were success-
ful in cooperating in many activities. However, the major responsibility for establishing the
separate high school district and negotiating the division of assets between the old high school
district and the, newly formed high school district became my responsibility. This, too, was
unique and different. The magnitudinal process of establishing the high school district was
accomplished with no additional personnel and no money to speak of. The major assets'that we
had at this time was ignorance of what we were doing and a real dedicated secretary to help me
blunder through this. It was a period of rapid learning and initial accomplishments that we made
served to reinforce our confidence and build hope that we would succeed in our efforts.

d. The new high school district would immediately propose a- referendum for $8.2
million for a high school building and remodeling'of an old building; and .53 per
$100 AV educational tax rate increase--largest in the history of Illinois (there were
many doubters).

8. In July 1971 the new high school board was elected and seated. After the Jegally
authorized split was accomplished, we again engaged in new and untrod territory through
the negotiation of the splitting of assets between the two districts. This turned out
to be a prolonged proCess through weekly negotiation sessions, and most of the terms of
the split were agreed upon. However, we ultimately had to submit several monetary items
to the County SchoolBoard of Trustees through an open hearing, and its attorneys.and
representatives made the monetary awards. I'm not sure to this day that everything that.
transpired during that time was legal. However, we survived.

9. On August 28, 1971, the referendum was passed.
10. The board agreed to high school staff inservice and input for the implementation of

year-round, 9-12,Trogram (financial commitment of $60,000+).
There were two major goals. One was to adopt existing program to year-round

program. The other was for curricular development and improvement.
To support the process of adopting existing program to a year-round program, the

following technizues were required: scheduling consultants; recommended inside curric-
ular consultants; visitations to year-round schools by staff; department committee for
input on problems and concerns; staff/administrative committee to make final program
decisions for administration and board approval; and district level personnel from
both districts in on all decisions.

The following was involved in curricular development and improvement: freedom
created "pie-in-the-sky" syndrom; many decisions made did not contribute to implemen-.
tation of year-round school programming; timetable was established for year-round, 9-12,
program by July 1972: This schedule was met through the efforts of a lot of people.

11. The State Office of Education conducted a unit district feasibility study. Petition was
then filed for the formation of a unit district in the spring of 1972.

12. A special election for the formation of a Unit District was held in Apri 1972. Two
boards were abolished as of June.30, 1972.

Personal comment: Another unique circumstance existed at this time which caused us to look over
our shoulder. HoweNier, we again survived this period of time. Officially there was no Board of
Education to oversee the district. The County Superintendent appointed a ten-member committee
which served as the committee to supersede the unit district formation as an interim committee
to oversee the district. Technically there was no official body to which the administration was
responsible for about a 30 -day period. All actions taken during that time and some of the action
previously taken had to,be adopted and acted upon after the Unit District Board of Education was
duly elected and seated.

13. Unit District Board election was held July 22, 1972., and the Board was seated on July 27,

14. On July 27, 1972, an organizational meeting of the Unit District Board was held. (The

name of the new district was Valley. View Community Unit School District #365U).
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15. On July 30, 1972-, year-round, K-12, program started in District 365U.
16. Previous superintendent, District 96, became superintendent of unit district on

July 27, 1972; L served as deputy superintendent. My major duties: oversee 9-12
year-round program; head up high school building program, prepare building, refer-
endum for K-8 buildings and tax rate increase which was passed on; handle general
administrative assignments; handle everything connected with a second major refer-
endum for eleven school buildings and a .35 educational tax rate increase which
was passed during this period.

17. During June 1973, while the Board of Education was making an administrative change,
I became interim superintendent.

Personal comment: Again this served as a period of time for me to make some personal commit-
ments and decisions. Having gone through the implementation of a year-round school program
at the high school level, the split of the district, the organization of a separate high
school district, and the amalgamation of two previously existing districts, I certainly had the
opportunity to back out of the picture had I chose to do so. I cannot say that this period of
time was a relaxing period in my'life, but I can say that it wasaan exciting period in my life
in terms of accomplishments. So with this in mind, I decided to stay in the picture and made
application for the superintendency of the district.

The Board of Education opened the superintendency to internal candidates plus all
candidates from the outside through a screening agency. This process took approximately six
months, during which time I was interim superintendent. I had to go through the interview
application process like all the other final candidates, and this process served to confirm
my commitment to the district.

18. In January 1973, I was appointed superintendent for the second time. I accepted the
superintendency with the full knowledge and awareness of the problems that faced the
district

19. Since June 1973 we have implemented a K-8 continuing, routine 45-15 program. We
dealt with track balancing, staffing' decisiong. for K-8, and the initial concessions
that were made to bring about acceptance of the year-round program. These concessions
related to staffing ratios, contractual lengths of time, and aide determination. It

should be noted that the 9-12 initial scheduling problems took'two years to resolve.

Positive outcomes of our year-round education program are:

1. Approaching the sixth year, the community support is as strong as initial support;
2. Majority of staff is supportive;
3. Building use is approaching maximum;
4. Construction saving experienced;
5 Learning has, not decreased;
6. Continuing support for tax referenda;
7. Possible to deliver full implication of the theory with proper planning and management.

Problem areas of the program are:

1. Track balancing, K-12;
2. Adjustment to staffing patterns that were initially committed to at the start of

year-round school; 0

3. Over-reaction and desire to modify curriculum simultaneously with year=round schdol;
4. Multi-tracking, K-12
5. Low-incidence 'courses, 9-12;
6. Contractual arrangements with staff.

Recommendations to districts entering year-round programs are:

1. Initial goal should be community urderstandingand acceptance. Newly established
communities and younger populations tend to be more adaptable.

2. Staff 'understanding and acceptance,through participation.
3 Maximum contract length of 225 days.

adjiistment to.confieiuodS IYE-1-67,-,ineTtidTrig-OrepaPat-TOn-OT'Saiedule,

testing, class meetings, school assembles, and no breathing time.
5. Do not engage in curricular adjustment and programs that'are requrred'hy 454other
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than those you. would normally do.
6. Dialogue with other agencies, including recreational agencies, library, Scouts, and

church programs.
7. Cash flow and money management.
8. Building maintenance can be adjusted from normal good maintenance plan.

.9. Prepare for staff accounting.
10. Easy-to-lose resource gained if attention given to building space and number of staff.
11. 15-day cycle for transportation and food service support services are all manageable

with good planning.

Personal comment: If I had to do it over again, I would have no reservations about entering this
dramatic process. For me personally, it has been rewarding and beneficial; but more important,

I think I have been able to contribute to some constructive decisions for students. It has not
been without frustrations, but this is very typical of all administrative positions in growing
school districts. I wouldn't exchange it for anything.

HOW WE DID IT SESSIONS

CHANGE--TRADITIONAL TO CONTINUOUS CALENDAR

Delaine. T. Richards

Principal of El Camino Real School
Irvine Unified School District

Irvine, California

The major problem to overcome in the minds and attitudes of people with the introduction
of something different is basically change itself. No matter whether it be a change in life-style,

' or a change in the weather, it causes varying degrees of comment and/or even trauma to-some,
individuals. To others, change may be a challenge or motivation for improvement, for renewed
interest or for the chance to do something different.

However, in many cases, the immediate reaction to change is a "red flag" and immediate
"opposition." Regardless of the rationale or the facts that may be evident, if a mind set is al-
ready developed, it can become next to impossible to prove otherwise. Consequently, people must
be made as knowledgeable as possible before negative opinions are developed. The immediate task
then is to make the change from traditional to continuous calendar as subtle and factual as
possible.

Being aware of this, the administration of the El Camino Real School and those staff who
. were definitely interested in the year -round calendar concept spent many hours with meetings,
both large and small groups, coffee klatchs in the homes', plus providing and informing parents
and community leaders with as much information as possible through dissemination of research and
visitations to programs currently in operation..

Several individuals from the community became the nucleus for informing the majority of the
community regarding the year-round calendar. The Community leaders and staff worked vigorously
to make it known that there were positive aspects to the calendar as well as possible negative
aspects. We tried not to work in the realm of innuendos, half-truths or to make promises -hat
could be construed as factors that possibly could be used negatively in the future. We were
not afraid to say that,,"We didn't know all the answers."

There was a possible express advantage of being on double sessions, whereby, some parents
were looking for alternatives. Prior to the presentation of the El Camino Real School proposal l

year-rOUT741-caiendar, communities and/or staffi- had .reTeTredrhe coirceistin four -tee-n
schools in the district. 79
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When a vote Wastaken, the number of students committed by their parents to at least enroll
it the year-round program upon its inception on July 7, 1972, was almost two to one over those
desiring the traditional calendar at this particular school.

With the information mentioned, the proposal of an all-year calendar adopted at El Camino
Real School came before the Board of Education on March 15, 1972. At this particular time, the
parent community presented a petition with 747 signatures supporting the year-round calendar

concept. With this petition and the enthusiasm of the parents and staff, the Board authorized
the beginning of a year-round calendar program, "modified 45-15", at the El Camino Real School
for-the school year 1972-73 with the following stipulations:

1; Irvine Elementary School, located adjacent to El Camino Real School, would remain
on a conventional school calendar.

2. Only volunteer students would be placed on the "45-15" plan, including those students
moving in during the 1972-73 school year.

3. Students would be allowed to transfer out of the "45-15" program to the conventional
school, if desired.

4. Double sessions would be considered for all schools on the basis of not overloading
one school .because of this particular program.

5. The Board would receive a report each month on the problems encountered and

advantages gained.

In addition, it was stated that the year -round school program was to cost no more than any comp-

arable school program in the district.

With minimal support from both district administration and the Board of Education, El
Camino Real School became successful with its studeht body reaching a point where enrollment had

to be closed because of limited facilities. At that time, a waiting list was established which
grew to approximately 100 students during the 1973-74 school year. Because of the waiting list
and interest expressed by parents, another school was opened beginning with the 1974-75 school
year. This school currently has an enrollment of 600 K-8 students and El Camino Real School
continues to have a waiting list of approximately 50 students.

Due to the enthusiasticsupport of approximately 20 percent of the students in the district
enrolled in a year-round program, the district is currently studying the option of providing an
alternative at the high school level for a form of an extended, continuous year calendar.

Parents and students of the community are interested in having the alternative of a K-12
continuous calendar available to them so that they may keep their students and their life style
in a compatible fOrnat. I feel it is very important that the community be given the option of
alternative calendars and life styles as well as alternatives in the curriculum for their students.
Given the opportunity to make this choice, the growth of the continuous all-year calendar appears

inevitable. True, it does not meet the criteria for every parent's life style,but there are
those, who have discarded the idea that the agrarian life style of the traditional calendar gives
them the opportunities that they desire for their vacation periods. On a recent survey, March 14,
1975, with 72.5 percent of the families responding, 94.8 percent of the families attending El
Camino Real School indicated that the year-round school calendar was satisfactory for their family.

We have found in our community that parents and students are enthusiastic about the shorter
breaks spread throughout the school year rather than onelarge continuous break during one period
of the year. We have enhanced these shorter breaks with, what we believe to be, one of the most
successful and outstanding intersession programs that we have been able to find, The enrollment
has consistently been over 50 percent of the students eligible for the intersession prlgram for
two of the three- or four-week vacation periods.

The types of programs that have been offered to these enrollees have been most stimulating
and exciting to them. Parental support as volunteers in this program, as well as the ton) schOol,
has been outstanding. This enthusiastic support is very evident by the fact that over 80 volunteer

parents are active in the school's program.

In conclusion, it is evident that with the proper motivation, positive change can take place
with a large segment of the commur 4-5--i-rrvcrlWrire-rit, tut the real-Trey is

one thing and one thing only--TRUST!!' 80
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YEARROUND EDUCATION IN SUNNYSIDE:
A SOUND/SLIDE PRESENTATION

Dr. Patrick Henderson
Superintendent of Sunnyside School District 12

Tucson, Arizona

Sunnyside School District is located in Tucson, Arizona, It is partly urbari and partly

suburban and hat experienced growth at a phenomenal rate. The district had approximately 6200

students in K-I2 in 1970, and by 1973 the enrollment had increased to almost 11,000 students.
The district was bonded to maximum capacity and could not build facilities. During the 1973

1974 school year, there were over 2200 student's on double sessions with no hope of reducing the
number of students who would continue to come into the district and need to be put en double

sessions.

In 1971, the Board of Education determined that student growth was going to be rapid, so

it directed the administration to conduct a feasibility study in an attempt to identify what

the year-round schedule would do for the district in terms of facilities and personnel.

A committee consisting of parents, teachers, and administrators was appointed to make

the study, and a report was.submitted to the Board of Edutation in January 1972. Following

a review of the report, the Board of Education immediately began to involve the community by

conducting public meetings at each school within the district and by soliciting feedback from

constituents. 'A great amount of printed literature was also being sent to all residents in

the district.

After a full year and a half of holding meetings throughout the district, the Board of

Education determined that of the alternatives available, the year-round scheduleseemed to

offer the best opportunity for the greatest number of students to obtain a quality education

and be able to attend on a regular daytime schedule:,

At a regUlarly scheduled meeting held in June of 1973, the Board of Education adopted a

resolution directing the administration to move toward implementing the year-round schedule

beginning on July 1, 1974, and using the 45715 schedule. The balance of 1973 and during the

early months of 1974, the administration conducted numerous meetings and luncheons with con-.

stituents and sent out over one million pages of 8 1/2" by 11" printed materials to parehts and

staff attempting to help them obtain a clear understanding of how the year-round schedule would

be implemented, and how it would work.

On July 1, 1974, the first 2,700 students arrived. Teachers and administrators stated that

it was the smoothest opening of school that they had ever witnessed. The concept of the year-

round schedule has been extremely well accepted by parents, students, and staff. Following,

eleven months of operation, the superintendent's office has received only three written complaints

about the year-round schedule and no more than a half dozen telephone complaints.

One would need to conclude that with hard-working, committed administrators, teachers. and

staff, the community has accepted and is adapting to the new schedule. The district is now

preparing schedules for the second year of operation.
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YEAR-ROUND SCHOOL PROGRAM K-12

Dr. William D. White
Director, Instructional Planning and Development

Jefferson County School District R-1
Lakewood, Colorado

The year-round school program was initiated July 30, 1974, in the Jefferson County Public
Schools, Lakewood, Colorado. Sixteen of the 112 schools in the district are involved. These
16 schools have a combined enrollment of more than 13,000 students.

Concept 6 was put into effect after nearly three years of study and planning by parents,
students, teachers and school administrators. Under Concept 6 the school year isdivided
into six terms. Students-attend two consecutive 43-day terms, vacation for one term, and then
keep repeating this pattern.

Key features include the option for all children in a familyto be on the same attendance
track regardless of grade level, preservation of existing quality teaching nethods, opportunity
for enrichment or remedial instruction during vacation periods, and more economical use of
existing school buildings which traditionally are not used three months of the year.

The program w'll receive a two-year trial and will be evaluated annually by the Jefferson
County Board of Education. If it proves successful it could be extended to other schools in
Jefferson County.

Between January 1974 and March 1975; students were allowed to select Track A, Track B, or
Track C. Since March 15, 1975, however, school principals have been given authority to assign
tracks to new students. This is being done to provide equal educational opportunities for
students in all three tracks. New students who have a brother or sister who was enrolled prior
to this date will, to maintain family unity, be permitted to select their track.

The usual plan is for the student to attend four of the six terms during any one 12-month
period. But depending on the availability of space and the needs of the student, the opportunity
is available in some schools for attendance at a fifth term.

Another educational feature of Concept 6 is the Bonus Learning Session. These are enrichment.
sessions on various topics which range in lengthength from one day to :everal weeks. These Bonus
Learning Sessions are scheduled during vac tion periods and attendance by students is strictly
voluntary. I

Special Concept 6 advisory committees have been established in both the Arvada West and
Columbine areas which are both on year-round scheduling. These committees, comprised of parents,
students and school staff members, offer advice and act as a community sounding board. A cen-
tral committee comprised of members from the two area committees helps coordinate and evaluate

the Concept 6 program.

For more information about Concept'6 you may contact ,the Office of InformatiOn Services,
'Jefferson County Public Schools, 1215 Quail Street, Lakewood, ColOrado 80215.

SOME DO'S AND DONT'S

Pilot year-round programs should be small rather than large. There are too many
adjustments to be made which vary from school to school for a large number of schools to be
supported right off.

2. The principal and key staff members in the piloi school should be the chief spokes-

man for the program. No district level spokesMan can have sufficient credibility with each
local school community. Principals need the freedom to adapt the plan to their operation.

3. Community Opposition is certain but local staff suppOrt anda well informed citizens
advisory committee are the keys to success.
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4. Curriculum revision is not a major problem if the school is familia\r with the quarter
'organization and.scheduling of courses at the secondary level.

5. Rumor is the greatest enemy of a schOol plaHning to operate year-round. An active
local school information plan is essential.

6. An evaluation plan which. compares pre-pilot data with current pi\ot school data has
many difficulties. So many adjustment factors must be added from one year tR the next it clouds
the results.

7. Budgets for pilot operations should be clearly justified._ There is a tendency for
spending authorities to ask for more than they need to get the job done.

8. Arena scheduling procedures seem to'be the best approach at the junior and seniorhigh
levels.

TIME--LINE FOR PLANNING, PREPARATION AND IMPLEMENTATION OF CONCEPT 6

Develop an orientation and inservice program for principals of
pilot schools

preparation of a series of newsletters toTrovidesuniform
xlon on Concept 6 in layman's language. This means will be' used
to inform the public until final agreement is reached on data for
a handbook.

Formulatidn of Citizens Advisory Committees and Central Coordina-
ting Committee

Establish teams of staff and administrators for curriculum
study and revision

Establish teams of counselors, administrator and.distriCt
level staff to develop and revise administrative policy
and procedure for year-round operaticls

Determine research design and monitoring agent

Study aiT conditioning needs of all pilot area schools'

Develop scheduling procedures .

Adopt-and publish revised curriculum based on 43-day units of
instruction

Adoption of the year-round Concept 6 calendar

Decisions regarding contracts, salaries, methods of deterL
mining length of work year

Decisions. concerning staff reassignments, additions, and
specilal'allocations

Personnel assignments
1.. Number of classroom allocated by grade

level and su ject for each pilot school
"2. 'Number of spdcia,.li is t9 be a;signPd to each School

and each piiOt aria
3. Within the framework of each school, principals

should deSignate the period of time each class-
room teacher will be under teaching contract
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Start

6-18-73

6-18-73

Finish

9-21-73

9-1-73 ]-1-74

9 01 -73 1-15-74 ,

9-15-73

8-7-73 10-1-73

.9-1-73 1-1-74

9-1-73 1 -1-74

'9-1-73 9-21-73

9-1-73 11-1-73

11-1-73. 4-15-74

1-1-74 4-15-74
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4. Number and type of classified personnel allocated
for the pilot schools

Develop forms for student registration and schedule planning 11 -1 -73 11-15-73

Get firm information on vacation preferences 1-15-74 2-1-74

Teacher preparation workshops 6-7-74

(Pre-registration Student Planning Forms Completed) 10-1-73 1-1-74

Determination of transportation services required assignment
of routes

4-15-74 6-7-74

Ori.entation of maintenance and Supply personnel 4-15-74 6-7-74

Prepare custodial schedules 4-15-74 6-7-74

Reporting date for pilot school principals 7-15-74

Reporting date for teachers (Tracks B and C) and
cafeteria managers

7-26-74

School opens year-round (Tracks B and C students report) 7-30-74

IS THE INTERSESSION PROGRAM FOR YOUR SCHOOL?

Delaine T. Richards °

Principal of E.1 Camino Real School
Irvine Unified School District

Irvine, California

An intersession program in the year-round school is comparable to the traditional summer
school in terms of.function and purpose. It can be a vital part of the total offering of the
school._ Its uniqueness, however, is evidenced by'a number of short sessions and the capability
for providing a different program offering or theme during each session.

The planning of an intersession program should involve'the school staff. Curricular themes
and/or offerings can be of the unique, innovative type which may supplement the regular program.
This program can provide an, excellent opportunity to i'ntroduce some curricular ideas on a short-
term basis.' If the offering proves worthwhile, it may be incorporated into the regular curricu-
lum. If it is not accepted well by the students .and staff, it is not committed for a long

period of time and can. be discontinued.

When The vacations are three or. four weeks in length, we recommend that only two-of those
weeks'be utilized for an intersession. This necessitates the students having a minimum of a

week break from the educational- program. The length of the school day can be flexible, de-
pending upon the school and district'needs. We have used a minimum 240-minute daY since this
qualified for full ADA reimbursement in California. The total length of the day may vary from
the four_hours to considerably longerif the activityincludes a long field trip or other type
of excursion.

To insure consistency in the intersession, a coordicnator should be. appointed whose. main
responsibilitytis, to plan, coordinate, and administer the program throughout the year.. The

totality of the responsibility of this individual WilT be dependent upon the enrollment.in the
interseSsion. If there ts a continuous enrollment of over 100 students, the" coordination and
planning can be more than a one-half-time job.

In an on"going year-round program.,,, housing must be provided that will be available at all
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times. Depending upon the availability of space and the size of enrollment, a facility
should be designated specifically for the intersession. Furniture, equipment, audio-visual
ma\terials and supplies should be made available on a permanent basis.

Enrollment for each session will determine ,the amount of staff that will be required.
We would highly recommend a pre-registration so that there is some indication of the staff
that maybe needed, utilizing a student/adult ratio of 30 to 1. A minimum of one certifica-
ted person is required plus the number of aides necessary to carry-out the program.' The

larger the enrollment the more staff that will be necessary, including additional certificated
personnel. If the coordinator of the program is not one of the teachers, then it is highly

recommended that one other staff member be maintained on a continuing basis to provide continuity
in the classroom.

It is necessary to make the curriculuM exciting, interesting and educational so that it
will generate the enrollment necessary to carry out a good program. The more appealing the
offering, the larger the enrollment will be. Field trips, excursions and various types of
interesting educational activities are a must to retain the students in attendance.

Once the curriculum has been planned, the. coordinator of the intersession program will
need to publicize the ccurriculum to the students so pre-enrollment may take place. To gen-

erate interest for enrollment in the intersession, the presentation of the ,curriculum offering
to the students should be done the week prior to opening. It should be presented to the stu-
dents personally by someone who can give an enthusiastic, dynamic, clear and easy-to-under-
stand picture of what is to happen, including the highlights of the offering.

Attendance of students in the program is a. vital prerequisite for generating the funds
necessary to finance the program. With careful planning, the budget may be figured on a
per-student per-day allocation so an ongoing awareness of funding is available. In California,

the funding at this time for intersession is adequate to carry on an outstanding program.
Realizing that in some states funding is strictly at the local level or is assessed each'student
in the program, budget is the determining factor as to what kind of program that can really
be implemented. With adequate financial resources available, the success of the program is
entirely dependent upon the enthusiasm and quality of the staff and curriculum being offered.
If finances are limited, then the, staff and curriculum will be somewhat curtailed.

Clerical time will be needed to handle the development of materials, bulletins and
registration of students. With a small enrollment this may be done by the- local schoor'clerlcal
staff. However, if the enrollment is substantial, additional clerical assistance will be
needed just for intersession. In our case, salaries for' all staff, including certificated, are
paid on an hourly'basis so that the program maybe expanded or'limited depending on resourses
available.

In the -final analysis, the success or failure of the intersession program will depend
basically on funding, but the enthusiasm of the staff and the presentation of the curriculum
is an important factor. With careful planning and selection of personnel, regardless of funding,
an adequate rifOgram may be carried on for those student's who desire an exciting education op-
portunityduring'their vacation period.

The Irvine Unified School District has developed a monograph available at cost titled,
"intersession Program Development and Curriculum Units." Itl includes a detailed description

of process and procedurefor development.of the program and a number of curriculum units for
a two-eek intersession program. This may be obtained by waiting El Camino Real School,
Irvine Unified School District, 4782 Karen Ann Lane, Irvine, California 92705.
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"A TALE OF FOUR CITIES"

Martin Rubinstein
,Director, Department of Support Programs

Division of Elementary and Secondary Education
Dade County Public School's

Miami, Florida

On August 14, 1969, the Dade County .School Board authorized the Division of Instruction
to conduct a plant utilization study. The study was to have as its purpose the exploration
and recommendation of alternate plant utilization plans for the most efficient use of Dade
County School facilitieS so as to reduce the need for capital expenditure during the next
five years. The recommendations which evolved from the study were expected to maintain the
present level of instruction and, where feasible, provide an opportunity for the improvement
of the educational program while still effecting plan economies.

Two plant utilization strategies became apparent as the study progressed: The extended
school day and the extended school year. The second plan, extension of.the school year, while
considerably more difficult to implement, offered far more promise in terms of education ex-
cellence. A recommendatiori of the plant utilization study proposed a five-year program for
development and implementation of a year-round sdool plan for Dade County Public Schools.
This program would include: 1. Revision and.restructuring of curriculum; 2. Revision of per-
tinent local policies and regulations; 3. Requests for waivers or changesofpertinent state
regulations and accreditation standards; 4. A campaign to inform the public about the plan;
5. Maximum involvement of school system staff at all levels.

Seven extended school year plans, all of which were considered.as being impractical for
implementation in Dade County, were reviewed. The e;:periences of other school systems in-
dicated that the following criteria'had to be considered Wrior to the development of an
extended school year program for the Dade County Schools:

1. The extended school year design that produces the grea,test plant utilization benefit
requires the greatest adjustment in living patterns and such designs have proved least ac-
jceptable to communities at- large.

2. Extended school year designs that mandate specific vacation periods to pupils are
not as acceptable to communities as those extended school year programs that are voluntary

-in nature.

3. Extended school year designs that demand a radical departure from existing school
calendar, are not accepted by communities as well as those extended school year plans that
require only slight calendar changes.

4. The extended School year plan that increases the students' options of course selec-
tion, attendance sessions and vacation options are more acceptable to students and patrons
than those plans which maintain present restrictions in the areas of curriculum, attendance
and vacation periods.

On the basis of the above criteria, the quinmester plan, which is designed around a
calendar that divides the school year into five 45-day or 9-week sessions, was developed by
the_Division of Instruction and recommended to the Dade County School'Board for piloting in
selected secondary schools:

.1n 1971, five 'secondary pilot schools were established. The function of these schools
was.escentially to field test quinmester curriculum and to develop administrative guidelines
to facilitate the implementation of the program. In 1972, the program was expanded to nine-
teen secondary schools.and,has continued to expand until the present time when all of the
Dade County secondary schools are operati6g on the quinmester program:

It should be noted that adoption of the quinmester program by a secondary school does
not imply that the schCol wi m operate during the summer quinmester since selected schools
are chosen to operate each summer. The Schools operating during the summer are required to
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enroll students from other secondary schools. This procedure requires the establishment of a
unique feeder pattern and transportation plan for each summer quinmester. The enrollment in
the summer quinmester represents approximately 25 percent of the secondary population and has
increased each summer by approximately 30 percent.

In the last two years, seven-elementary schools have Piloted an elementary quinmester
program which is significantly different in organization and format than the secondary quin-
mester program. The number of pilot schools has been expanded to 39 starting with the sum-
mer quinmester, 1975-76.

Ms. Chris Short
Teacher

Mollela Grade School
Mollela, Oregon

Like so many other districts, we were wealthy back in '71,. It was not money, but a
wealth of problems brought on by overcrowding that gave us our numerical headache. The
parents and a few stray voters ,turned down a couple of building programs.

"What now?" we lamented. Yet all was quiet for another year while our problems grew
and our facility shrank. The Board deliberated with a couple of alternatives--split shift or
year-round school. The idea of a double shift came barbed with everyore's worst fears of a
change in education. Needless to say any other idea was worth investigating.

So that other radical concept of school scheduling was quietly Jet in the back door.
Year-round education went through our Own version of Consumer Report's labratory tests.' We
examined her in all her forms. .Finally the Board concluded by some unexplained insight that
if cutting the school in two for a double shift was unacceptable, then dividing it into fourths
would be better. And we launched our 1,100 students into a quarter system.

Our only pro:lem, in short, was Oregon. Our lovely liquid Winters did not excite our
parents or their.babysitters when they considered that they, not the teachers, would have
their children indoors for three months. With another flash of brilliance the Board came to
its current conclusion: split shift .is bad, and four quarters have proglems, then maybe 45-15
is what we need.

This time the change was easier. At least we were familiar with many of the potential,
problems and comfortable with the advantages of year-round education. We're about to celebrate
our fourth anniversary of year-round school--our second at 45-15-rand things are looking good
for net year.

The moral of this story is: One traditionally expects company at the front door. But

often one's best friend comes through the back door..

Dr. Wesley Apker

E;:ecutive Secretary
National Association of State Boards of Education

Denver, Colorado

At Evergreen School District, Vancouver, Washington, ad hoc lay committees were convened
between 1970-73 to study the potential of year-round schools. The 1972-73 committee narrowed
the choices to the Jeffco Concept 6 or the 45-15 plans: The 1973-74 committee was given the
followirrg tasks by the Board of Directors in September:
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1. Review the current literature;
2. Review the work of previous committees;
3. Review in-depth the Jeffco Concept 6 and 45-15 plans and recommend one;-

4. Cost out the implementation of the plan and recommend a target start date;
5. Develop arguments for and against the plan plus a full information packet;

6. Hold public hearings;
7. Recommend the mechanism for determining the public will.

- By December 1974 they had completed tasks one thru five. Hearings were held at the end

of January thru the first two weeks in February. The ballots were in by the end of February.

Their recommendation of the 45-15 was after on-site visits, presentations by staff con-
cerning such a plan, and review of video tapes, films and slides.

Their informational packets for the public hearings were drawn from their studies. The

information was biased in favor of the year -round school.

Cost data were developed by two engineers basing their cost calculations on available
information from other districts and slide rule extrapolation to the Evergreen School Distr)ct.

Balloting was limited to those who attended a hearing or who requested an informational
packet; a 60 percent yes vote was required to trigger implementation.

Weaknesses found were:

1. Too little curricular program impact was studied;

2. Cost estimates were gross at the best;
3. Instructional staff and education association involvement was too limited;

4. The balloting process created resentment from those who could not ballot.

IDENTIFYING THE BACkGROUND CONDITIONS
OF A SPECIFIC COMMUNITY IN ORDER TO TAILOR
A YEARROUND SCHOOL PLAN TO THAT COMMUNITY

Dr. John D. McLain
Director, Research-Learning Center

Clarion State College
Clarion, Pennsylvania

Director, Education Development Center for Year-Round Education
Pennsylvania Department of Education

and
Treasurer, National Council on Year-Round Education

There are three major factors that need to be considered in planning school programs,
whetherTt be year-round education or other major changes in the school's operation. These

are: (1) the quality of education and the impact of the Change on that, (2) the economic ef---

ficiency or cost of the change compared to the cost of-other alternatives, and (3) the effect

the change would have on the life styles or value systems of the people concerned.

The people concerned are the taxpayers, the professional educators, the parents and the

4 students.

Usual 1-T; if the people concerned are able to examine the issues as they relate to these

three heroad areas (quality of education, economic efficiency and life styles), they can come

up with a reasonable solution. They want quality education but will sacrifice some quality

for economy or convenience. They want to keep taxes down but will pay for the educational'

programs that are really needed. They want the school schedule to suit their convenience but
will sacrifice some convenience to get the schools they need at a pi.ice they can pay.
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I do not mean-to oversimplify this problem. Different people are affected in different
ways. These are value judgements and consensus is not easily attained. The end result fre-
quently is in the form of a compromise. Usually, there is no way to deal with social problems

. and make everybody happy.

How these problems are dealt with in a community depends to a great extent upon the skills
of the professional leaders of the community--and this is wher'e we come in--whether we are the
hired school administrators, the teachers, the elected school board members, or the interested
parents.

As leaders we have a responsibility of helping the community to pinpoint the needs for
change. If the need is to accommodate an expanding enrollment in limited space, one type of
program, such as the 45-15 plan, may be a logical solution.

If the recognized need is for greater-flexibility in the vacation schedules of individual
parents, then maybe the flexible all-year school should be considered.

First of all-, then, it is important to clearly define the need or needs to be met by
creating a change. If there are no unmet needs, then there should be no change initiated.

Secondly, all available resources and all available ways in which those resources may be
used to meet the needs should be examined. It should-be recognized that the only way this
can be done adequately is to involve in the consideration at least a good sample of those who
would be affected by the change --the teachers, the parents, the students, the taxpayers.

Thirdly, in terms of the need or needs, the best a!ternative approach should be
selected.

Finally, plans to implement such change, recognizing the steps necessary to carry out
such a program, need to be dexeloped and carried out.

cz-

Dr. John W. Washburn, Jr.
Director of Elementary Instruction

Great Neck Public Schools
Great Neck, New York

Any statement of'edUcation,a1 goals must inevitably be based upon a Phi..10ophy of life,'the
individual's part in life, and the role of the schools therein. In our society the fiany views
on these matters are translated into differing educational programs with differing emphasis on

0 such matters as the role of the individual, the importance of the acquisition of knowledge, and
the relationship of schooling 'to the larger society.

Differing priorities, reflecting regional differences, may well be determined at local
school district levels. There are, however, three goals which are so pervasive that they could
be considered goals for all schools: "basic skills, knowledge, and values.

schools need to address themselves, in terms of their communities, to the following:
goals, identifying gaps between goals and reality, and closing the gaps. As we move to close
the gaps, we must find ways to include the concerns of our communities (parents, local 'and
state agencies, and ourselves).

We are now entering an era in which, in spite of declining enrollments, demands for ser-
vice are continuing to expand and are becoming more sophisticated and complex. Yet resources
are not becoming more available to satisfy these demands. There are other strong competing
claims for tax dollars at a.time wben the public is growing increasingly hostile to - increased

taxes.

A major task for all concerned with the equality of education is to help develop an in-
formed public that will support adeqUate resources for education. At the same time, educa-
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. tion must do all it can to insure that the funds it does get are used efficiently and effec-

tively. This effort must include the continuous search for new ways to provide better services
and to provide present services more economically. YRE provides a fresh opportunity for us to

achieve these ends.

INITIAL.PLANNING.FOR,YEAR-ROUND EDUCATION PROGRAMS

Dr. Robert H. Williams
Superintendent of Rialto Unified School District

Rialto, California

Far too often educators find themselves in pursuit of new ideas and systems designed.to
stimulate thinking and to make a show that change has occurred. Far too often these same

educators have been caught in the middle of an innovation with their planning "hanging down."

In our society today, there is a proclivity to begin where the action is and develop needed

plans after the wheels of the expected change have been set in motion. Planners are too fre-

quently looked upon as the stumbling block to progress and then scorned because something went
wrong on.the way to reaching the hoped-for objectives. None the less, and we've heard this all

before, let's take a look at what the "Initial Planner" must do, be it for year-round education

or any program involving educational change.

Purpose: Improvement in learning outcomes must be the major reason for introducing new and

different programs_,_ Learning outcomes or results are based on what the student does, says,
feels or writes as an end product in the cognitive, affective or psychomotor domains. Does

your year-round plan provide for learning outcomes?

Guidelines are necessary: Impromptu, sporadic or trial-and-error innovations may have their

place in teaching children, youth and adults, but they have a tendency to be either wasteful

in student and teacher _time or wasteful in money and other resources. Outcomes from innova-

tions instituted by these methods are usually very much in doubt. Students lose when programs

fail! How much can you afford in time or money to try your plan?

Steps in Initial Planning: 1. What are the needs to be ''met?

2. What are the components of the suggested innovation or calendar change?.

3. Why is it necessary to change from what you are doing?

-4. Do you have the latest research on your type of plan?

5. Does the research stand up to a critical analysis?"

6. Why isn't your present program successful?

7. Who will be involved in the change?
8. What are the necessary tasks to be done to accomplish the change? Who"will do them?

9. What dollars, "personpower," hours, supplies, materials and housing do you need to

accomplish what you want? Have these been budgeted?

10. Have you considered "field testing" or piloting your new schedule on a small scale

basis?
11. How will you build a communications component designed to create 'understanding by

students, staff and parents?
12. What channels of support will-need to be followed? Student's? Parents? Staff?

Community? Board? How will they be involved?
13. How will you measure, assess and evaluate the success of your new year-round schedule?

14. What causes you .to think that your plan is the "best way to go"?

15. Why did you wait until now to make the change?

Successful -"year-rounders".have answered the above questions and have done initial plan-

ning. Success has not been by accident. Learning outcomes have been shown. Year-round

school, well planned, is good for kids.
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Dr. Bruce Campbell
Legislative Officer

New Jersey Department of Education

The surest ways to kill an idea may not be, as we have often professed, to give it to
a committee, but rather to give responsibility without commensurate authority and to fail to
involve those persons who will be affected.

In 'establishing a year-round education task force, the same care should be exercised as
in any other developmental activity undertaken by an organization. The following points and
questions are suggested for your consideration.

1. The assignment to the task force should be clearly stated. Precisely what is the
task force being asked to accomplish or produce? Within what limits of time? What resources
are available to the task force?

2. Given the scope of the assignment .to the task force', what persons and groups have a
stake in the outcome? What persons and groups other than those just mentioned might have some-
thing to contribute?

3.. To what degree should these persons and groups be involved, i.e., should they be
granted full participation, advisory powers or a chance to make their views known to the task
force? This will require some sensitivity in order to achieve a fair balance while keeping
in mind that the ultimate decision usually must be made by a board of education.

These points are stated -in such general terms as to promote apoplexy in many administra-
tors. Perhaps the eleventh commandment for education should be, "Thou shalt tolerate ambiguity."
Nevertheless,"they must remain general; each community is unique. In each community, then,
the responses will be different. If considered forthrightly, these points and question may
not be easy to satisfy but neither are they insurmountably difficult.. We know this to be so
because scores of districts have done so, have established good, working task forces where the
miracle' ingredient communication has been present and have reaped the benefits.

ESTABLISHING TWOWAY COMMUNICATION AND DISSEMINATION
OF INFORMATION FROM THE PLANNING THROUGH THE IMPLEMENTATION STAGES

Mrs. Joy Christopher
Director, Cherry Creek Demonstration Center for Year-Round Education

and Team Leader, Intermediate Open Space
Cunningham Year-Round Elementary School

Cherry Creek School District 5
9enver, Colorado

Cherry Creek Schools is a suburban school district of almost 15,000 students inthe south
east section of the Metropolitan Denver area. It covers 114 square miles and is basically a

. residential community that has averaged an annual growth.rate of 11 percent over the past four
years and is anticipating a growth rate of about "9 percent during 1975 and 1976. The district
has passed two bond issues in the past, three years. There are presently three elementary

schools about 2,000 students on the 45-15 calendar.

It is a community-oriented district with a great deal of staff and community involvement in
the decision-making process, so it was only natural that the district would choose a community
approach to year-round education. Perhaps this approach could serve as one model for providing
two-way communication in planning and implementing a year-round program in a district.
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An informational report on year-round calendars in use about the country was-presented
to the Board of Education in December.1971 and was received by the board"as just that an
information regort. There was overcrowding ih spots within the district, but there were many
pupil stations available elsewhere and busing to these schools was 'a strategy used to relieve
that overcrowding.

Cunningham Elementary So!:cio1 on the northern border of the district had experienced chronic
overcrowding for several years and many of the children had gone back and forth to other schools
more than once in their school careers. In January 1972 the projection for Cunningi-am's fall
enrollment was announced 1,000 students with a building capacity of 725. The staff and com-
munity began a search for solutions.

p

Planning Stage;. In Cherry Creek there is no district position for a school-community rela-
tions person.'..it is a job usually done by principals and teachers within individual schools.
The Cunningham principal and staff embarked on its own plan to inform the community the dilemma
it faced and the options available to deal with dt. The staff recommended a year-round calendar-
preferably the 45-15 plan as the most educationally sound of the options. (Limited bonding
capacity prevented a new school as an option at that time, even though the community was sup-
portive of bond issues.)

Members of the PTA Board arranged neighborhood coffees strategically throughout the com-
munity with morning, afternoon and evening sessions. The principal and staff members attended
these'coffees, and there were many heated discussions concerning the various option's. Thq
coffees were followed by a large group meeting at the school. It was well attended and featured
°Mr. and Mrs.. Jim Bingle from the Valley View School District in Illinois to answer questions
about the 45-15 calendar. They were guests of the PTA. At that meeting the community voted
overwhelmingly to support the staff in making its request to implement a 45-15 Calendar at
the meeting of the Boar4 of Educatioh the following week.

At that Board meeting the principal presented Cunningham's case for a year-round calendar.
A staff representative and the PTA president supported him with letters from their respective
groups. While the Board was supportive of the concept, it felt more input from the community
was necessary and requested that Cunningham conduct a written survey to parents and return
with the results the following month. The survey went to the community the next week.

While-waiting for the return of the duestiannaires the principal invited district person-
nel principals, curriculum consultants, food services, transportation services and any
interested offices -.to a meeting at Cunningham to share the staff and community's thinking
about the 45-15 calendar and to explore the ramifications within the district if the Boari of
Education should approve the plan for Cunningham.

The school received a 93 percent return of the questionnaires, with slightly,over 72 per-
cent supporting the year-round plan. A committee of parents and teachers met to tally the
votes. With that kind of information available, the Board approved implementation of a- 45 -15,
calenda- at Cunningham for school year 1972 -73 at its regular meeting April 10, 1972.

Implementation: The staff and community again joined forces to have the plan ready by September.
Recognizing a special need for communication, the administration released a teacher half-time
to work with the community answering questions, both personally and through school communiques
to parents and students. A principal's newsletter was begun and is still being published.
Staff members worked on a calendar that had to honor holidays already approved in the district
calendar. Teachers collected family cards and a parent group divided the community into tracks.

When classes ended in June the faculty remained an additional week to work together or-
ganizing into teams and rescheduling curriculum to fit the 45-15 calendar. Cherry Creek has
long recognized that the differences in maturity, capability, personality, interests and rate
of development necessitate an individualized curriculum regardless of calendar typq, and stra-
tegies already in use were adequate. Excellence in program is an on-going process requiring
constant refinement, but drastic changes were unnecessary.

Team leaders returned again in July to assign children to appropriate' classes. At the
same time transportation personnel used the community map to chart bus, routes and stops. On

August 15 school-opening packets were mailed to families and Colorado's first yeer-round,school
opened on September 5, 1972.
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Expansion: The same basic model of school-community involvement has been used in implementing
two more ,/ear-round schools in Cherry Creek. Eastridge Elementary School went to its community
by way of the coffee cup, and a parent survey yielded enough positive support to implement a
45-15 calendar in JuTy 1973. Mission Viejo Elementary School followed the same'route and
received enough community support'to convince the Board of Education to allow implementation
in July 1974. .,.

The community continues to hlep increase communication between parents and schoOl. A

Parent-Teacher newsletter goes home on Friday as a track ends and again on Monday as a new
track arrives. 'A principal's newsletter is still being published and mailed to the community
as well as other schools in the district and the local news media. The neighborhood coffee
is still used as a means of dealing with parent concerns. Track chairmen in the Parent-Teacher
Organization arrange meetings between the principal and parents new to the community.

A district-wide study committee with parent, teacher and administrator representatives
from each school in the district is presently working to make recommendations about expansion
of year-round calendars to the secondary level. But one decision has already been made. If

a school chooses to implement a year-round calendar, it will be a school-community decision.

James R. Gove
Assistant Superintendent of Valley View Public Schools.

kOmeoville, Illinois
anq

?resident, National Council on Year-Round Educatio

"We parents won't tolerate Smith as principal. Fire him."
"You can't expel my boy. I'll get a lawyer. I'll fight
you in the courts."

"Economize! Stop wasting our 'tax-dollars on frills."
"Your curriculum is worthless. As a former teacher myself,
I demand.:.

And so the people speak. And if you think this' is bad, just try §o institute a form of
year-round school with taking community support for granted!

Preparing a community for year-round education involves the,seeking out and searching in
a babel of diversity for the language of cooperation and understanding. There is no single
method for developing community support for a year-round school program. There are, though,

6 many methods that can help. Today, I will be providing an indepth explanation of a two-year
reporting model for dealing with community involvement and year-round education. I wish to

emphasize, though, that in no way, should this model in its entirety be expected to bring
about automatic community support for year-round education. It should'be looked upon as food
for thought when developing your own year-round school-community relations model. In addition,

I will be emphasizing some tips for success in winning public support.

The following is a recommended YRE two-year reporting model for yreparing a community
for year-round education. The reporting activity is followed by the frequency of performance.

Reporting Level--Board of Education and District Administration:

1. Annual Budget Hearing (Annually): YRE compared to 9 months (24 months before);
Update YRE compared to 9 months (12 months before).

2. District Communications Council (Monthly): Representat'ves from each school, PTA's'

and PTO's.
3. Superintendent:s Annual State of District (August of each year): Presented at Board

meeting, over local radio and television.
4. Board of Education meetings (Monthly or bi-monthly): Updated verbal and printed YRE

reports at each meeting. 3
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5. District Liaison Reporting (Monthly): Between recreation, Scouting, -local governments,
YMCA's, churches, Federal Government, State Government, state and local Chamber of
Commerce.

6. District News Letter (Monthly): .Updated YRE information disseminated via U.S. Mail.
7. District Media Council (Monthly): ,Group discussions, questions and answers about

YRE progress with representatives of local news media..
8. Two YRE Brochures (Distributed 15 months before YRE, with updated brochure sent with

student assigiimer.t mailouts).

9. Coffee Klatches :n Parents' Homes (As many as possible).
10. Empldyee News Letter (Monthly): Updated YRE information.
II. Dial-Into-Education (24 hours per day): Taped telephone message with YRE information.
12. Feed-Back Service Line (24 hours per day): Telephone answering service, questions,

name, arld telephone number left for call back next day.
13. Community Survey (12 months before YRE and again 4 months before YRE): General dis-

trict survey about the schools...work in YRE questions...never ask: "Do you want
YRE?"

14. Television and Radio (Monthly): Meet the Press programs; update progress reports.
15. District News Releases (Weekly): YRE information.
16. Establish Outside Credibility (As can be generated): Outside visitors to district;

state grants; federal grants; private grants.
17. School, Date, and Time Assignments (Just before Christmas and preceeding YRE start-

up): With computerized letter signed by superintendent, sent first-class U.S. Mail.
18. District Level Administrators'Meeting (Weekly).
19. District Level and Building Level Administrators' Meeting (Bi-monthly).

The following is a recommended reportins model for school building and classroom use.
The reporting activity is followed by the frequency of performance.

1. ,Building News Letyar (Monthly): YRE building information for student to take home.
2. PTA and PTO Meetings (As requested): A "controlled" YRE Road Show presentation.
3. Parent/Teacher Conferences (One per quarter): Teachers must be up to date on YRE.

4. Principal/Parent Conferences (Weekly): Principals communicate by telephone or in
person with at least four parents weekly, on good things their child is doing in
school. YRE will automatically come up.

5. Open Houses (Semi-annually).
6. Teacher Communications Council (First year--bi-monthly; second year--monthly).
7. Student Communications Cbunsil (,First year--monthly; second year--as required).

8. Staff Meetings (As required).

The following as some tips for success in a YRE and community relations program:

1. Make sure you have an initial unanimous positive commitment for year-round education
from your board of education and the superintendent of schools.

2. Remember that year-round education affects each and every segment of the community.
3. Revise your curriculum only to the extent that year-round education mandates it.

Preparing for year-round education is a big enough job unto itself. After this is

accomplished, and you feel you have enough time to expand the curriculum, then decide
to do'so.

4. Remember that the term "involving the community" also includes, school custodians,
cooks, bus drivers, aides and secretaries.

5: Realize that contained in your employment, and as part of your taxpayers base, are,
many,highly talented individuals. Put them to work! If you feel you need outside
consultant help, you will probably realize in a huroy_that these types of individuals
are most needed to serve as outside prophets. Be careful, though, what they prophe-

size.
6. Your year-round school calendar should be regarded asa road map to be used not only

in determining when children will'be in. or out of school, but should be used to
detect unforseen problems. Develop your road map first.

.7. Have available at all times year. -round education documents which will lend support
to your own research findings and thesis. These publications should deal with'external
and internal scheduling, cost factors, student achievements, building maintenance,

etc.

8. Do not "re-invent the wheel-` 94



9. Never directly ask the community: "Do you want year-round school?"

10. .Treat the community as if everyone came from Missouri.

11. Answers to questions should be given in a straightforward and truthful manner. DOn't

be afraid to say: "I don't know" but, do make sure you get back to them with an

answer.
12. "There is nothing to fear, but fear itself." Make sure you listen to these fears

and alleviate them.
13.- Problems have solutions, disadvantages don't.

Dr. James C. Mounie
Assistant Superintendent of Virginia Beach Public Schools

Virginia Beach, Virginia

The systematic dissemination of information related to the Virginia Beach 45-15 pilot
program required a systematic assessment of community understanding and attitudes. Without
assurance that the public had been informed and understood the program, reactions to the program

could be given no meaningful interpretation.

.After the initial phase of the public informatiOn effort, Schlechty Associates surveyed
all paren.ts whose children were to be in the'program. .The purpose of the survey was to deter'
mine the extensiveness and accuracy of parent information about thelloe program. A total

of 1,957 parents (90 percent completed the statistically reliable and valid questionnaire). In

general, parents responses indicated that parents were welt informed about the concept and

the program several months before implementation.

Because of the found level of understanding and because many parents asked that we stop
"bombarding" them with inforMation,- the decision was made to continue to tone-down and then

nearly suspend' the effort.

Schlecht Associates, also, conducted a survey of all parents to gather base-line data

for a pre- an post-45-15 experience attitude analysis. Parents were asked to respond to a
variety of st tements designed to proyide an opportunity for them to indicate their perceptions

of the impac of the 45-15 pilot program on their lives, the lives of their children and the

life of the ommunity.

The researchers reported that)based on their pre-experience understanding, parents were
willing to give the 45-15 program a chance. That atmosphere was the objective of the entire

public information effort. The attitude and perception survey concluded that most of the parents
felt they had an opportunity to express their opinions and concerns before the program began.
The survey reported that 31.1"percent of the parents characterized their attitude toward year-
round school as positive, 31.6 percent as negative and 36.7 percent as undecided. After one

full year of experience, the post survey of parental attitudes characterized parents as 46.8

percent positive in attitude toward year-round schools, 30.7 percent as negative and 22:5 per-

cent as uncertain. That was a significant and dramatic shift when one considers that no ef-

fort was made to "sell" the concept.

In addition to the systematic parent surveys, student and teacher attitude studies and
assessment of staff' reactions, three public hearings were held to allow for additional Subjec-

tive' in-put. The proceedings for each hearing we're recorded and transcribed. Each person who
had spoken at the hearings was sent a draft of the proceedings and asked to confirm the.ac-
curacy of the representation of their remarks or if not, modify them. Several ,changes were,

made; and upon receipt of confirmations, the document "Response" was published. In addition

to the usual distribution, .copies were presented to each speaker. .

Concurrent with the systematic assessment of interest, knowledge and concerns, was the
continuation of telephohe contacts, media information, and small meetings.

Throughout the planning, operation and evaluation phases of the pilot, program, there were

constant inquiries and expressions of concern. Perhaps the best commentary on the extent and
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accuracy of the two-way covmunications system in, the Virginia Beach program is the fact that
since the decision to terminate, not ont private or public letter or telephone call supporting
or condemning the decision has yet been received.

PLANNING AND REVISING CURRICULUM

Mrs. Mary Milligan
Teacher at Penrose Elementary School.
Colorado Springs School Dis.trict 11

Colorado Springs, Colorado

I. Revision for maintaining sequence in program

A. There is less memory loss due to shorter vacation periods.
B. There are two intersessions as opposed to one summer school for remediation.
C. Student on vacation can audit classes in school.
D. TV Art and Science are put on video tape so classes can see them in correct

sequence at any time.
E. Open concept schools teams can set up schedules at beginning of year to see

when they will team together on units and wheh separately.

II. Opportunities for innovation

A. New scheduling encourages new ideas.

B. Intersessions and overlaps can beunlimited with regard to variety of programs.

C. There is more liberal funding by administration with a new program.
D. There is opportunity to use new materials and books that haven't been used before.

E. There is greater availability and easier accessibility of 1MC materials during

summer months.
F. There can be expansion of topics and art work on seasons and holidays nit normally

found in nine-month calendar.

III. Provision for remediation for students with learning disabilities

A. Intersessions provide two extra times when students can return to school for special

help.

B. Students can audit classes during their vacation.
C. There are fewer demands on the time of the student personnel services dUe to fewer

students.

D. Student personnel services are offered on a year-round basis.

E. Students transferring can switch patterns fora more continuous scholastic year.

IV. Scheduling

A. This is definitely more difficult at secondary level.
B. In a team situation, calendar can be set up so that most-of the time teachers Are

teaching the same unit.
C. Math and language arts can be taughtat t' e time each day.

0 Art, health, science, social studies car ht at the same time, but not neces-

sarily the same things are being taught

E. Movies, guest speakers, field trips, e ,cheduled for the same time.

F versus-quiet activities must be fr the same times.
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Thomas J. 'McConnell:Jr.
Director, Computer Center
Atlanta Public Schools

Atlbnta, Georgia

The Atlanta Public Schools became involved withhe need for automation of stud t

records at about the same time that the Fourth Quarter concept was adopted. Thus, th auto-

mated Student System has been developed in parallel with the implementation of the yea'
education program. Atlanta has adopted the terminology of Fourth Quarter rather than tie YRE
nomenclature.

Since original efforts began in 1967, systems development has been accompliShed in dules
or .phases. The first phase consisted of the creation Of the Sttident Master File. This file
serves.as the hub of activity for all student-related s stems and is up-dated On a daily
basis- The file currently consists of some one hundred thousand entries since all students
are retained in the system on an academic-year basis. A the end of the school year, the.
students are positively promoted and the file is purged 4f records of inactive students.

It is impossible to separate our scheduling system f om other student- related systeMs.
Thus, discusSions here must include mention of other face s of the Student System.

One result of the Fourth Quarter Program was the adop ion of a Master Course Offering for
the school district. Each quarter, schoOls have thebptio of offering a new set of'courses
from which students are allowed to make course selections. Students make these choices oased
on a predetermined academic program. A student course request 'file is then constructed for
each school.

On demand, the school can request a simulated schedule, tally and conflict matrix, and
associated error reporqs: The scheduling chairman takes the necessary and required action on
this information and file up -dates are made. Other simulated runs can be requested at.any
time. This process is cylic in nature and schools are genera ly allowed to iterate through
this process for several computer.runs. At some point the scheduling chairman determines that
the input is acceptable and decides to request schedules.

The Scheduling System builds each school a Proposed Haste Schedule. The school uses

this as a starting point for building the Quarter Master Schedt\le. Some modifications and

adjustments are made, rooms are assigned and the teacher identification number is associated
with each section to be taught.

At this point the school has decided that it will go with live scheduling run. In-

dividual student schedules .are produced on two-up three-part fo ms. One set (two schedules).

are card stock, the other sets are multi-coloredpaper stock. Dissemination of these forms

are at the prerogative ofthe school and each school has its own rationale for distribution.

In addition to the individual student schedules, a great nun5ber of reports are produced
such as: class rolls, teacher loads, room assignmbnts and the like.

As has been mentioned, the process does not stop with student scheduling. Once scheduling

is complete-the file is renamed and now becomesthe data base for grade reporting purposes.
Drop-add forms are pre-printed from this file and are used as tur -around documents. Thus:
the individual student record is maintained in anup-to-dat status for each student. New

individual student schedules are available on demand as are classkrolls and most of the other

reports.

. At grade reporting time the information on these file's is us d to produce student, grade

reports. This system also provides the school administrator with a great number-o statistical

reports on the grade reporting process.

The latest phase to be added to the system is that of a Transcript System. It-is now pos-

sible to produce individual student transcripts,at the end of eac quarter. The reports con-

sist of student transcripts; a gum label for the student cumulati e folder and also a volume
of reports for the counselor and registar. 97
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The GPA, the present quarters schedule, all courses previously enrolled in by the student
and the attendance by quarter are all displayed on the transcript in easy-to-interpret format.
Student evaluation and program recommendations are generally based on the results of this cumu-
lative studerit record.

The next phase to be developed will be that of a Guidance' and Counseling System. The

development process uses all of the phases mentioned above as stepping stones to building a
comprehensive Student System.

It is my personal opinion that the adoption of the Fourth Quarter has provided us with
the necessary vehicle to develop a comprehensive Student System. Originally, it was necessary
to use the computer for scheduling since it was impOssible to manually perform the required
tasks in the time alloted. Now, since these systems have been phased in and have become
operational, it is the general consensus of the administration that it would be impossible to
accomplish our,educational objectives without this systems support.

.The Student System dictates that.a large volume of data be collected and maintained in a
timely manner. Accuracy and simplicity of the collection process is fundamental to systems
design. Thus, a data entry system is of primary importance to systems acceptability and .

reliability. .

The Atlanta Public Schools is totally committed to the use of OMR (Optical Mark Reading)
as a data entry system for data collection. This is a very cost-effective means for reliable

data gathering. The concept is simple and most applications-use turn-around documents wherever
possible. The'Student System is 100 percent OMR-oriented and, not a single data element enters
the system by any other.collection technique. .

Applicable files are up-dated on an overnight basis. This means that transactions would
be received for processing and would be accomplished on the second and third shift and results
would be dispatched to the school or department the next day.

In summary, the educational proces's in Atlanta has been positively affected by the develop-

ment Of this Student System. Better recordkeeping means better management tools that can be
applied to the education process, and now decisions can be made on more factual and rational
grounds than ever before.

Dr. William D. White
Director, Instructional Planning and Development

Jefferson County-School District R71
Lakewood, Colorado'

In revising curriculum for a year-round school program it is. usually necessary to break

the curriculum up into small segments of nonsequential units. This procedure was followed

in developing the curriculum -for the Concept 6 year-round school program. A budget of $25,000

was authorized for this purpose; however, very little of these funds were necessary in re-

vising the curriculum for this K-I2 program. Most of the additional budget funds were spent

in developing the intersession program called bonus learning'sessions. Teachers, during their

regular planning times, were able to revise the curriculum sufficiently well for the implemew
tation of a'K-12 pilot program involving more than 14000 students. The final revision of the

instructional program resulted in an open access curriculum, which had the following character-

istics:

1. Six entry times per year.
2. A fifth-term attendance, option.
3. Partial or full schedule of students each term.
4. Kindergarten entry of each child when he or she is ready. This is established

through testing to determine pupil readiness.
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Program Design Elements for an Extended School Year Program:

1. Skills instruction b sed on a ontinuum of objectives.
2. Multi-age grouping. .

3. Individualized teac ing strategies.
4. Staff organized ins tiP o teaching teams.

5. Extensive use of cOmmunity resources.
6. Coerdinated plannihg with youth agenc)es.

Methods of Eliminating Constraints of Sequence in a Year-qtound Curriculum:

1. Concentrate prerequisite information in one unit offered repeatedly.
2. Operate an open laboratory throughout the year with prerequisite materials available.
3. Offer intersessions during vacaticn periods with prerequisite material .available.,
4, Schedule courses in large block§ of time for one quarter. Total emersion of students

Into required materials. .
. .

5. Combine all levels in a single class and individualized instruction.

Educational Benefits Under the Concept Calendfflr:

1. Kindergarten pupil entry times *closer to-date of birth.
2. Eliminate the year-long failure.
3. Eliminate the learning plateau in the last quarter of the tradjtional school year.
4. Facilitate continuous progress plan of education.
5 Optional fifth quarter allows disadvantaged students to catch up.
6. Outdoor Laboratory School and Planetarium program's offered to more students through-

out the year.
7. Allow gifted students fo explore and/or accelerate.
8. Eliminate time consuming rites of opening and closing school.

.onus Learning Sessions Provide Opportunities For:

1. Personalized instruction in specific learning areas.
2. Instruction in basic skills--reading, computation tailored to the needs of the in-

dividual. .

3. Mini-courses rel .ted to student interest.
4. On-the-job training:
5 Dramatics, music, and fine arts festivals.
6. Outdoor Education Laboratory experience..
7. Activities sponsored by recreation districts and youth agencies.
8. School-community sponsored service projects.
9. School sponsored foreign travel.

.

To revise the curriculum for the year-round program, we :imply took the existing courses
and dividedthem' into quarters. Then we added elective units which teachers believed should
be included,,. Fianlly we developed an introductory quarter course in those programs where
prerequisite information or skills were required. Then required units for quarter. ;courses were

offered repeatedly throughout the year so students entering at various times could have access
to any course regardless of their track assignment. Most of the quarter courses at the secondary
level were nonsequential and all were 43 days in length. In Biology the "Web of Life" was

required for a student to establish`basic literacy in the subject. Then a series of nonsequen-

tial quarters are taken before the student qualifies for the advanced units. In American

History any unit may be taken in any order:
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Dr. Don. E. Glines
Year-Round Education Consultant
State Department of Education

° Sacramento, California

A distinction must be made in planning and revising curriculum far year-round programs
between merely getting the old curriculum into new calendars Or the old curriculum with some
ne;,; wrinkles into the new calendar and the effort to completely revise and develop new cur-
riculum opt -ions along with new calendars. In other words, some teachers, parents, and students
are to go into a'year-round program if the calendar is a fairly traditional one, such as
a group scheduled 45/15 and if the curriculum does not dramatically change. Others want to develop
very individualized calendars and very personalized curriculum, which means a fairly extensive
revision of what is currently considered curriculum in public schools.. In commenting on the

:four topics suggested for inclusidn in this panel, differentiation hasbeen made in each of
the four between those planning to maintain a fairly. conventional year-round system and those
planning to use year -round education as. a vehicle toward moving in new directions. .

TOPIC I Provision for Maintaining Sequence in Program

1. It is relatively easy in most situations to maintain the existing sequence in cur-
riculum when a year-round program is adopted. For example, the current thirty-six week chem-
istry class can be divided into three twelve-week courses. Each course becomes autonomous.
Students must take the first twelve-week Chem I before they can proceed to the next twelve
weeks for Chem.II and then Chem III. The difference is that students can skip a quarter or
two, for example, in the year-round program, rather than be forced to take a continuous nine-
month course under the old calendar. The school should make sure that each of the Chemistry
courses are offered often enough throughout the student's high school career to insure that
he can follow a sequence and complete the Chemistry course. It is merely a problem of
scheduling. The same kind of illustration could be given for elementary reading, junior high
art, or whatever.

.2. In new approaches to-curriculum, where personalization and indi.viduallzation takes
place, sequence is no problem. Prob1bly 85 percent of what we are now teaching is not se-
quential anyway. The small amount that still could be considered sequential does not have to
be taught in a block of twelve or nine weeks, or taught one year to prepare for the next year.
If the program is individualized, st.dents can learn the material in a sequence that fits in
With their immediate needs.

TOPIC II Opportunities in Innovation

1

1. For those maintaining a fairly traditional year-round calendar and a'fairly traditional
curriculum, opportunities for innov tion exist through revising the existing curriculum"
that is, subtracting unnecessary ma erial and adding more current material, or by creating new
courses, such as a series of minicourses in English. Further, through intersessions, creative
things such as back-packing, oceanography, additional' stress on the arts, and individualizing
the traditional reading program can be attempted.

2. In the mope open year-round calendars, the opportunities for innovation are only con-
trolled by our own lack of creativity and imagination, along with whatever reality situation
may exist, in_terms of budget and facilities. In other words, creative year-round schools
can come up. with fantastic changes. For example, the futurists say that we must eliminate
departmentalization and teaching of separate disciplined courses as our major approach to
learning. We must deal with the whole. Learning is interdependent. Open year-round programs
can thus get rid of departmentalization and separate subject teaching in favor of a more com-
prehensive approach.

TOPIC Ill Provision for Remediation for Students with Learning Disabilities

1. In conventional year-round programs, the same Learning Disability Program can continue.
The need is to make sure that the schedule does not so interfere with the services of special

'41

teachers for the deaf and blind or emotionally handicapped to the extent that it destroys
existing efforts. Sometimes, because these programs are small in many districts, when year-

round calendars are attempted, the resources are spread so thin that.the year-round reme ial
programs are diluted.
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2. In open individualized programs, the opportunities for learning disabled are tremen-
dously enhanced, because efforts are made on a personalized basis to make sure that whatever
a student needs, he or she receives. Students with disabilities need continuous assistance.
It does not make sense to have them in school nine months and out three months. Therefdre,
shorter vacation cycles enhance the opportunities to assist learning disabled students. The
more flexible the year-round calendar, and the more personalized the curriculum, the easier
it is to assist learning disabled students.

TOPIC IV Scheduling

1. In traditional year-round calendars,. the only problem with scheduling relates to
size of the school and singleton courses. If a small school has only one fourth year French
class of sixteen students and tries to develop a 45/15 calendar, this means that four students
are in each track. A class of four becomes impossible in some districts. Therefore, the
sixteen-must be multiple track as one class, but only twelve arebthere,at any given time; and
every three weeks four go on vacation and four come back from vacation. This type of situation
obviously raises havoc with the curriculum in a conventional school attempting the year-round
program. These problems can be overcome, but it means that the\lanning and revision of
curriculum must take into account these situations. Not all year7round calendars cause such
difficulties, but some increase the problems.

2. The more individualized the teaching and learning process ih a school, the more per-
sonalized the concern about each child and the more flexible and more humane the attitude
toward people in a given school. Scheduling doe% not become a problem because the bugs that do
develop are worked out for the best interests of each family. The more traditional, the more
group pace, the more rigid the curriculum, the more difficult it is to schedule. Larger
Schools have an easier time scheduling in the long run than smaller schools because there are
more teachers, more sessions, more tracks, more opportunities to eventually fit the student
with a program. The smaller school can still work out the curriculum difficulties; but it is

harder, for example, to schedule Chemistry in a small high school with only one session of
Chemistry traditionally and only one part-time teacher, versus a larger high school of several
Chemistry teachers and several Chemistry sessions. The same holds true at the elementary
level. However, because of teaming arrangements and because of the generally more flexible
possibilities in an elementary building, as well as the greaterrconcern generally that elementary
teachers have about kids, the scheduling for curriculum opportuni't'ies do not pose the same .

problems as they do at the secondary level.

EXTENDING THE CLASSROOM K-12 LNTO THE COMMUNITY

Dr. E. Curtis Henson
Assistant Superintendent for Career Education

Atlanta Public Schools
Atlanta, Georgia

One specific advantage of year-round education is the opportunity to expand vocational
education and work/study programs. offered to students in high schools. Traditionally, voca-
tional education programs had to.be restricted to part of the day during the school year.with
little or no supervision of activities during the summer months since teachers were not on duty.

Communities providing work opportunities are flooded with applicants during holidays and
vacation season since this is the only time when both high school and college students are able
to work. Frequently the time that students have to work does not coincide with peak needs of
industry. For example, the winter tourist season in and around a ski resort or Miami Beach
during the winter season do not offer much opportunity for high school students to work since
they must be attending school during that time. In both instances, the need for employees
subsides during the summer months.
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Another restricting point in the traditionally. operated schools is that students are
relegated to only afternoon, evening, and weekend employment. On year-round education, students
have an opportunity to work full-time for prolonged or extended periods such as for a quarter.
One student may work: full-time for a given quarter with a second student assuming`the job
during the following quarter, while the First student attends school. Our experiences have
shown that this works better in theory than in practice since employers and employees seemingly
like to.. retain the same relationship over longer periods of ti'me. Consequently, the job is
Split into two parts with one student workir'g for the first half of the day and the second
student working the second half of the day. When'the student has the option of attending any
three quarters or all four quarters, he may partiC1Pate in academic pursuits for four periods
a day for four quarters a year and work the other one-half day which permits him to graduate
with his peers.

In Atlanta, during the 1974-75 school year, approximately 3,000 students were enrolled in
planned education programs that combine work and study. These students attend regular high
school classes, including job-related instruction. They spend one-half day or more in school
and the remainder of the school day on the job. Most students work beyond the school day.

Work/study programs are offered to high schc,o1 students in eight vocational areas deslgned
to help them acquire adequate occupational knowledge and skills to enter the "world of work"
as competent employees at least at entry levels. There are many advantages derived from work
experiences which enrich the in-school program as well as give the students many acvantages
from the."real world" which can be realized from year-round education. These advantages greatly
magnify the benefits of year-round education.

BUDGET

Dr. HarAld Drewes
Geologist for U.S. Geological Survey

Driver, Colorado ..

and

Member of YRE Advkory .Committer-, at All Level

I. The Concept-6 YRE pilot program of the Jefferson County School District R-1 is heavily

'involved in financial evaluation; 'so our experiences ray help-other districts with their
evaluation problems. Let me begin with three basic thoughts.

A.. First, don't expect our data to be perfectly valid for any other district, for we all
have some unique situations, objectives, or solutions. Consequently, learn what you
will from others, but consider holding your own evaluation if your community is not
initially certain that YRE is what you want.

B. Secondly, keep in mind that financial evaluation is easier to conduct in principle
than in practice if it is to be thoroughly executed. Short cuts and compromises
are available; the extent to which these are used must be determined by each com-
munity, based On its own blend of reasons for embarking on YRE and on its time-
pressure for getting results:

C. Thirdly, ifa.community can afford the time to lay plans carefully and to work with
the total community in depth, as we have done, one would be wise to begin financial
planning as early as possibleideally even before attempting a pilot program. But

if the community has no time to spare in which to solve a space or money prdblem,
One can jump right into YRE and forget many aspects of financial evaluation.

II. In order to explain why we have turned;to certain methods of evaluation and to a protracted
planning and piloting period, I will briefly point out the conditions and problems of
our district, the basis for my views on our solutions, and the position we have reached

in our evaluation.
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III. Our plan.of financial evaluation requires that we collect cost data on all Concept-6
schools over a three-year period for comparison purposes and that start-up costs of
Concept-6 plus current building construction costs be kept separate from operating costs.

A. Baseline data has been collected for the last year of operating on a conventional
school schedule; it will serve as our yardstick for evaluation. Our baseline cost
data comes in two kinds, one kind which I might call "clean data" and the other
"dirty data."

1. Clean baseline data is the kind requiring no great effort to collect or no special
judgement to be made on allocation, and it covers most of our budget dollars.

2. Dirty baseline data is thekind requiring some extra effort to obtain or some
judgement to be made on allocation of costs. All key decisions are reviewed by
our YRE committee.

3. The recognition of these two kinds of data has enabled us to "clean up" the
data collected during the following years.

B. First- and second-year operating costs under Concept-6 are collected in-the same
manner as those.of the baseline year and certain adjustments are made.

1. An inflation_ factor must be cranked into the budget data of the two pilot years.
2. All cost data is converted to per pupil costs.

C. Cost estimates of school construction are needeci'in order to figure the capital
expenditures that would have had to be paid to house the extra pupils now accommo-

. dated by Concept-6 schoOls.

D. Start-up costs, related to the implementation of Con8'ept-6 but not to its operation,
are separately tabulated.. These should be carefully estimated in advance for, in

certain circumstances, they could be considerable. ,However, our district was for-
tunate.

1. Our curriculum change-oVer costs were essentially nil because, independently
of Concept-6, we were on, or were to be oh, a 9-week curriculum package by the
time that the pilot program started.

2. Air conditioning costs were reasonable because many schools were already so
equipped, and many others had forced air heating that was easy to modify.

3. Remaining:start-up costs were mainly for administrative planning, programming,
public information efforts, and evaluation.

IV. While it is too early for us to make any final budget comparisons--the before and after
Concept-6 costs per pupil--we have learned several lessons.

A. YRE should be faced as a potential solution to a community problem, not basically
as a problem itself.

In selecting a YRE plan for your community, keep clearly, but not inflexibly, in
mind your objectives and constraints.

C. If a financial objective is important, lay plans early for appropriate evaluation.

D. Expect your chief savings to come from a reduction in capital expenditures.

E. The greater the freedom of choice in your plan, the less probable will savings be.
Mandated plans save the' most; so freedom of choice may have to be treated as a
luxury item.

F. Keep evaluation as current as possible and spot cost, trends for maximum input into
such key decisions as whether to change a school schedule; which needs substantial
lead time.
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Ronald N. Strahonoski
Business Administrator

1,/lley View Community Unit School District

Bolingbrook-Romeoville, Illinois

In preparing a budget for year-round school, one ought to be ablecto answer or find
the answer for the following:

1. HoW much of an increase is there in instructional materials and equipment?
2. _What are the proportionate administrative costs?
3. How much less/more has to be budgeted for classroom space?
4. Do maintpance costs increase?
S. What is the increase in utility costs ?
6.- How much more must be planned for insurance?
7. Does capital outlay increase, decrease, or remain the same?
8. How much more must be budgeted for transportation?

The question uppormost in the minds of those thinking about the change to year-round
school is how muchmore or less is it going to cost.

Is it a fact or a delusion: Year-round schools can be operated at a lower cost than
traditional schools?

STAFFING AND INSERVICE

Charles E. Rufien
Bear Creek-Columbine Area Superintendent.
Jefferson County School District R-1

Lakewood, Colorado'

,)

Even though a school district may already have a negotiated agreement with its teacher's
association, an addendum agreement should be reached between the two as it pertains to year-
round school educatiOn.

Areas that need mutual agreement include, but are not limited to the following:

1. WORK WEEK AND WORK YEAR Special attention must be given to what constitutes a typical
full-year contract in a year-round program. Once this has been determined:the minimum and
maximum number of days a teacher can work must be addressed. In order to provide year-round
coverage, the work year of the school psychologists, social workers, nurses, and speech: therapists
needs close examination.

2. SELECTION OF TEACHERS TO TEACH AN EXTENDED WORK YEAR - If teachers are permitted to
extend their work year beyond the number of days that are typically worked in a traditional
program, how does a school go about selecting who can and who cannot extend their contracts?
Items to consider in making this decisioncould include teacher qualifications and indiliddual
requirements of the open position. When these factors are substantially equal, the extended
contract could go to the teacher with the greatest length of service in the building, depart-
ment or grade level, or in the district.

3. CLASSROOM CONDITIONS Consideration must, be given to providing whatever air treatment
is necessary to make the environment within the schools comfortable and conducive to learning
throughout the entire year.

4. SELECTION OF VACATION PATTERNS Language needs to be agreed upon where conflicts
arise in the selection of vacation patterns between members of a department, grade level, or
team. Who has'final responsibility in assigning teachers to a particular pattern and on what.
basis?
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5. TRANSFERS If entire school district does not engage in year-round education, every
effort should be made to allow teachers to transfer into and out of the year-round program.

6. SALARY Teachers who work beyond the regular work year generally are compensated at
their per diem rate of pay. Areas to address in,the negotiating process i.nclude methods of
payment for extended work days; how to pay teachers who begin their new work year prior to
September; and. how much teachers should get paid if they substitute while on vacation.

Because of the uniqueness of year-round education and the unknown effects. that it may have on
conditions of employment, negotiations should be able to be reopened by mutual consent for
purposes of additions, deletions, modifications, changes., or amendments.

The administrativestaffing procedures established for year-roUnd programs are also unique
and require constant updating. Even though administrators typically work an extended work
year, there are many days in the traditional year.when students are not present and, for all
intent and purposes, schools are closed.

Such-is not the case in year-round-programs. Keeping school's operable 245-250 days a year
does hot permit mush uninterrupted planning during the day; it means a variety of vacation
times--all while school is in session; and it increases the admini'strator's responsibilities
for total school programs.

What then is a reasonable administrator's work year? What additional compensation, if any,
should come his/her way for being responsible for an educational program that is ever going?
Who should assume responsibility for the building when the principal vacations? There is no
one answer to these questions, but each deserves an answer before embarking on.a year-round
program.

From my personal experience, maintenance and custodial personnel do not need to be in-
creased for year-round.p.rograms. However, work schedules may need to be altered. Four, ten-
hour day maintenance work schedules haVe been successful in some 5ituations. Sdhools have
also found that custodians can vacation throughout theyear with little or no adverse effect
on a building's cleanliness.

Because of increased clerical work associated with additional recordkeeping, registering,
pupil accounting, bookkeeping tasks, and general secretarial chores incumbent in a year-round
school operation, the number of secretaries may need to be increased over that found in a tra-
ditional school.

Differentiated staffing could help resolve or lessen some of the personnel concerns as-
sociated with year-round education. For example, an administrative team with well defined
'job. descriptions and objectives and consisting of a principal, his/her assistants, a programmer,
and a bookkeeper could permit efficient and effective functioning 12 months of the year. The .

addition of the bookkeepecto the administrative team could relieve, the principal of many
financialburdens while at the same time free a secretary from those tasks and enable her. to
become more involved with secretarial needs.

Teaching teams with varying roles and responsibilities could provide continuity and arti
culated programs of studies for students as they, as well as the teachers, progress through the
instructional process, arl'a.as,they move from one track, pattern, or quarter to another. Anoth-
er type of-differentiated staffing could be the developmentof a curriculum resource team
assigned to the year-round schools. This team, functioning at the local level, composed of
experts in English, mathematics,. science, social studies, and foreign language could-assist
the teachers in organizing, planning and teaching the curriculum;, they could be directly in-
volved in the ordering of instructional materialsTand equipment; and they could plan and conduct
inservice'programs.

The following format may have some merit as an individual school or school district cLn-
templates the needs for staff development associated with the implementation of year-round
programs. It anticipates a three-phase program progressing from orientation through needs
assessment into program development for attending' to the identified needs. It proposes in-
volvement of people in planning and complementing the program--such involvement is usually
a prerequisite for commitment.

Phase One's purpose would be orientation to the year-round model' to be implemented. Items

to be presented and discussed would include such things as the calendar and the model, provi-
sions of the negotiated agreement, registration procedures, how dissemination of information
about the model to the public will be handled, student activity participation during vacation
times, time-lines to be followed, etc.

These meetings could be conduCted by principals.as information giving activities to
acquaint staff members with the characteristics of the implementation model.
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Phase Two would be a needs assessment involving all staff members. .Emphasis here would
be placed on the studying and identification of operational procedures and curriculum needs
to make the program function in each building. These meetings could be conducted by "process-
oriented"-people.Working under the authority of the principal and involving all personnel in
the generation of the needs.

Phase Three would be the planning and participation in inservice programs that' were
developed from the needs identified in Phase Two: Some of these inservice workshops and
courses would likely pertain to individualized instructional techniques, grouping Strategies,
evaluating pupil progress, and the sequencing of materials.

All available school district and community" resources should be utilized in the teaching
of these programs.

A school district should make available as much financial and people resources as is
.necessary for the support of these staff development activities. 'Without on-going inservice
and staff development programs, designed by those actually implementing year-round eddcation,
little success can be expected.

Responsibility for the supervision of year-round programs should 'rest primarily with
each building principal. The school district, however, should be completely' committed to
supportihg each school's needs with every available resource possible. If a program of year-
round education includes a number of schools and involves students K-12, a director or co- .

'ordinator, particularly in the developMent and early years of implementation would be of
invaluable assistance to.the schools. 4

EDUCATIONAL EVALUATION

Ray Schneringer
Assistant Principal of Arvada West Senior High School

Jefferson County School District R-1
Arvada, Colorado

An evaluation committee was formed early in the 1973-74 school year in order to formulate..
a plan for evaluating the educational aspects of Concept 6. This committee was made up of
personnel from the central administration building, an area superintendent, principals,
teachers and parents. Many long hours were spent discussing ideas on what. should or should
not be included in the educational evaluation. Below I will briefly summarize the principal
objectives of this evaluation.

The committee arrived at two operational objectives.

Number one was whether the Concept 6 year-round schedule could be operated in, Jefferson
\\\County to present an instructional program that is educationally feasible for both elementary

nd secondary students commensurate with district expectations.

Operational objective two was to determine how planned educational experiences com-
me'Surate with district goals could be offered outside the confines of the traditional class -
room, which employ a variety of resources including public institutions, cultural and business
establishments, and natural env.ronments.

Under the first operational objectiie there are five specific objectives we want to take
a look at: (1) Will achievement of students in Concept 6 schools by grade level exhibit com-
mesurate growth as measured by standardized testing scores when compared with the same data
for the districts schools not involved in Concept 6?' (2) Will the attendance ratio (ADA4ADM)
of Concept 6 elementary and junior high schools remain static or increase during each of the.
two years of the pilot project when compared to the base year 1973-74? (3) Will projected
dropout rate of each'Concept 6 school increase in either pilot year from the base year 1973-74?
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(4) Will the average number of objectives in the three basic skills mastered-by elementary (and
where applicable, secondary) students in Concept 6 schools be commensurate with_that of the
students in the, same grade in the rest of the district? (5) Will the assimilation of kinder-
garten students into Concept 6 schools be reported by teacher's in each of the pilot years (on
an instrument to be designed) as educationally sound, based upon their classroom experience?

Under the second operational objective there are three specific objectives the committee
felt it important to observe: (1) To determine the availability and utilization of "fifth
quarter" -time for enrichment and remedial instruction. (2) To determine the availability and

,., utilization of "Bonus Learning .Sessions" for enrichment and remedial instruction. (3) To .

determine the utilization of the: the "overlapping days" in the Concept 6 "calendar as to their
.specific application in each elementary and secondary school in the Arvada West.and Columbine
pilot areas.

At this point in time we have no information concerning operational objective one. Data

has just beganto.filter into the testing office.. On operational objective two, dealing with
the 5th term and Bonus Learning Sessions, data in terms of numbers of students, has been
collected through the first three quarters.

a

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION; CAREER EDUCATION
AND YEARROUND SCHOOLS

Dr. Arvin Blome
State Coordinator for Career Education

Colorado Department of Education
Colorado Commission oft Higher Education

State Board for Community Colleges and Occupational Education
Denver, Colorado-

Vocational education--the exploratory and preparatory phases--is an integial part of
career education..

Bringing the community resources into the school and'taking the children from the sanctuary
of the classroom into the community are necessary parts of career education, which can take
place any day of the year. In fact, many of the seasonal career opportunities better lend
themselves to summer or winter exploratory and preparatory possibilities than at any'other
time. Thus for seasonal activities, the year'Yound school is an asset to career education, and
career education is a must for year-round schools.

Improved vertical and horizontal articulation among teachers has been one of the proven
benefits of career education. This is certainly a necessary Ingredient for the successful,
operation of a year-round sChool:.

Many critics of career education say the concept really is not anything new. True,

critics since the turn of the century have indicated we were not doing the job. A few examples:

In 1900, newspaperarticles.frequently appeared describing the rise and development of
manual training, sort of the "Gay NinetLs" version of career education. "The need of relating

these courses to other parts of the school system was clearly perceived," the Milwaukee Sentinel
published in August 1900. Accordingly, it was urged "not for the few, but for not only

for high school but in earlier years; not for boys only but in suitable subjects for girls."

Frank W. Parsons, -1909 outlined three main steps in the procedure of choosing a vocation:

1.. Clear understanding of yourself, aptitudes, abilities; interests, resources,, limita-
tions and other qualities.

2. A knowledge of the requirements and conditions of success, advantages and disadvan-
tages, compensation, opportunities, and prospects in different lines of work.
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True reasoning and decision making in relation to the first two groups of facts.

'(n 1914, John Dewey presented a paper at the National Nocational Guidance Association and
National Society for Promotion of Industrial Education in Grand Rapids, Michigan, and pointed
out to.the Assembly: "A demoCratic education required no separation of vocational and academic
.training, advocating a unified system, rather than a dual system of educatiOn.".

During the "Roaring Twenties," Dr. George Edmund Meyers, University of Michigan, stated
that in choosing an occueation, the choice must be based on reliable,,significant and adequate
information. The individual must accumulate information about himself and the various occupa-
tional fields in the world of work, with.special interest being given to those areas in which
the student possessed interests and abilities.

Meyers .urged "try-out experiences" to test the person in areas of special interest and
to evaluate these experiences in relation to his abilities and limitations.

In the 1930's, the NYA and CCt set five goals for their acti''rties in attempting to assist
youth finish their education while earning a salary:

1. Help youth evaluate himself;
2. Help him make a vocational choice;
3. Help him plan a training program to achieve his choice;
4. Place him in work;
5. Follow up on his assignment.

In 1946*, a series of regional conferences "Education in the Years Ahead"--resulted in
agreement on following points:

1. Secondary education was failing to provide adequately and properly for the life iti-
justment of a major percentage of secondary students;

2. Functional experiences in various curriculum areas are fundamental to any education
program designed to meet the needs of youth;

3. Those entrusted with the education of teachers need a broadened viewpoint.

James Conant in 1959 advocated abolishing tracking, developing comprehensive school,
enabling eacli student tc individualize his program and emphasized. that high school graduation
should lead to either high education or a marketable skill.

President John F. Kennedy, in his 1963 budget message to The Congress, stated:

"An appraisal of the entire range of educational problems, viewing educational opportunities
as a continuous life-long process, starting with pre-school training and extending through
elementary and secondary schools, college, graduate education, vocation, vocational,
education, job training and retraining, adult education, and such general community educa-
tional resources as the public library.

"To enable the full range of educational needs to be considered as a whole, I am trans-

mitting to The Congress with this message a single comRrehensiye education bill...For
education cannot easily or wisely bp divided in separate parts. Each part is linked to
the other. The colleges depend on the work of the schools; the schools depend on the
colleges for teachers; vocational and technical education is not separate from general
education."
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FEATURED SPEAKERS

. DR . CALVIN M. FRAZ IER

Dr..CalVin M. Frazier has served as Colorado's Commissioner
of Education since August 1973. Prior to this appointment by the
Colorado State Board of Education, Dr. Frazier. was Deputy Superin
tendent of Schools in Colorado Springs School District 11, where
his responsibilities involved K-12 curriculum, school plant plan-
ning, negotiations, planning and research, and.principal staff
development. In addition, he had major responsibilities in the
establishment of the District's Concept 6 Year-Round Education
program.

Born' in Boulder,. Colorado, Dr. Frazier later returned to
that city, where he served as Associate Professor of Education
in the University of Colorado's School of Education until going
to Colorado.Springs in 1969.

Dr. Frazier earned his AB degree in English from College of
Puget. Sound in Tacoma, Washington; he received his Master of Edu-
cation degree in General Administration from the University of
Oregon, where he later earned his Doctor of Education degree
in Education Administration.

He started his education career ih the:Stevenson (Washingr Dr. Frazier
ton) School District, serving as elementary teacher, secondary

.

.

teacher, elementary school principal, and director of special education. rom, 1962 to 1964 he
served as Assistant to the, Dean in the School of Education at the University. of Oregon.

DR. CHARLES E. SILBERMAN

Dr. Charles E. Silberman is director of the Ford
Foundation-financed research project, " The Study of
Law and Justice." From 1966 to 1970, while on leave
from his position as a member of the Fortune Magazine
editorial staff; he directed the Carnegie Corporation
Study of the Education of Educators. His best-selling
book, Crisis in the 'Classroom - (Random House, 1970) is

the product of that -study.

Born in Des Moines; Iowa, Dr. Silberman was edu-
cated in the. New YorkqitY public schools, Columbia
College, and the Graduate Faculty of Political Science,
Columbia University. ''He..wa6 made a Distinguished' Mem-
ber of Merrill House, Mempshire College, in 1970 and
was awarded thehonorary degree of Doctor of Humane
Letters by KenYon College in 1972.

Dr. Silberman's most recent book, The Open Class-
room Reader, was, published by Random House in 1973.

Other works by Dr. Silberman inclUde Crisis in
Black and White, Random House, 1964, and The Myths
of Automation, Harper and Row, 1966.
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DR: EARL REUM

Dr. Earl Reum, student activities coordinator for the Jeffer-
son County (Colorado) School District, is responsible for extra
class activities of more than 78400 young people in the district.
For the past l4 years he has directed the National Student Council
Leadership Conference held annually at Camp Cheley in Estes Park,
Colorado,

Constant requests for Dr. Reum to appear as a consultant-
speaker result as much from his personal accomplishments as from .
his qualifications as a leader -in education.

. .

In addition to haC/ing taught English, speeCh, and social
studies, Dr. Reum has introduced others to the mysteries of magic,
juggling, and ventriloquism.

He was president of the student body of-every school he at-
tended, including Catholic University of America, Washington, DC,
where he was graduated as the outstanding senior.

Dr. Reum has assembled nearly 25 books about leadership, student councils, and other vital
areas of student activities. He earned. his BA degree in philosophy from Catholic University;
his MA in speech from the University of Denver, and his doctorate in educational curriculum also
from the University of Denver. -

.Dr. Reum

Right Dr. Earl Reum, Student Activities Coordinator
for the Jefferson County (CO) School District, uses' some
of his talents for magic, juggling., and 'ventriloquisfil--
and his background in educationto discuss "Squaring
Off with Yeer-Round Education." Several seminar partic-
ipants requested a copy of his speech but, alas, it re-
mains in his, mind and not on paper. Suffice it to say
that those who have yet to hear "the Wizard of Earl" have
.a treat in store for. them. Just ask anyone who heard him
as he "squared off with 'YRE" in Denver. Here he is.mek-
ing a point. about today's scientific advances. Accord-
ing to Earl, "mayhem could be conducted in a crowded ele-
vator and those not involved in said mayhem would con-
tinue staring straight ahead.- Hence, he developed a
"portable telephone system," complete with a buzzer de-
--vice kept in his pocket. The sound, identical to the
ring of a phone, startles passengers but none will admit.,
openly that he heard anything, although some may pound
the side of the head gently to remove the "ringing."
After a brief interlude, Earl. once again pushes the ring
button and'then slowly pulls the phone from.his inside
coat pocket--to the complete relief of all persons aboard
the elevator; "Hello," says Earl. And after waiting for
an answer, he nonchantly hands the phone to the person
standing next to nim saying, "It's for you." Earl added
that it is a good device for superintendents and board
members to haire on their desks for use at appropriate times.

6
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BIOGRAPHIES OF PRESENTERS

,,APKER, Dr. Wesley; Executive Secretary, National Association of State Boards of Education,,2480
W. 26th Ave., Suite 215-B, Denver.; CO 80211. Formerly. Superintendent, Evergreen School District,
Vancouver, WA; Administrative Assistant to Superintendent of Public Instruction, Olympia, WA: Ad-
ministrative Assistant to Superin-tendent of Marysville (WA) Schools. BA, Pacific Lutheran Univer-
sity, Parkland, WA; Mas,er'S, Washington State University; Ed D, University of Washington.

BAISEL, Mrs. Marilyn; President, Eastridge Elementary PTO, Cherry Creek School District, CO; 2214
S. Dallas tt., Denver, CO 80231. Member of PTO for four years; participated in public informa-
tion campaign'for.45-15 plan; assisted other communities with YRE planning. Serves on committee
to set up Intersession Program; also on YRE evaluation committee.

BALL, Rayi Commissioner, Colorado High School Activities Association, 11351 Montview Blvd., Aurora,
CO .80010. Formerly Assistant Commissioner, CHSAA; Principal Bear Creek High School,.Jefferson-_-
County, CO: Dean of Boys, Lakewood High, Jefferson County; Teacher and Coach at Lakewood High.
BA and MA, University of Denver.

BERES, David V.; Director, Bolingbrook Park District, Box 5, Bolingbrook,-IL 60439. Formerly
Superintendent of Parks and Recreation, Vigo County Park and Recreation Department, Terre Haute,
In. BS and MS, Indiana State, University; MA., Northern Illinois University.

Apker Ball Bindner RoOnin Brenner

BINDNER, Mrs. Mary; Member of YRE Committee for Jefferson County Schools, CO; 4490 S. Reed, Little-,
ton, CO 80123; active for many years in PTA and Past President of Jefferson County Council. Mem-
ber.of State ESEA Title Advisory Council;.Jefferson Count}% Historical Commission. BS, North-

,

western University.

BINGLE, James D.; Member, Board of Directors of NCYRE; Route 2, Lindenwood Ln., Plaiofield, IL
60544. Formerly Member and President of Board of Education for Valley View Public Schools, IL.
Employed by Argonne National Laboratory, ,USAEC.. Served as Township Tax Assessor, DuPageTwp:,
Will County, IL. BS, North Central College, Naperville, IL.

BLOME, Dr. Arvin, State Coordihator for Career Efication, Colorado. Department of Education, State
OfficeBldg., Denver, CO 80203. On leave from Colorado State university as Professor of Educa-
tion, Coordinator of Career Educatioh. Formerly with Montana State University, Western Kentucky
'University, and University of Wyoming; Principal, University Hospital and Laboratory School,
State University of:lowa; BA, State College of Iowa.; MA and Ph p, State University. of Iowa.

BOONIN, Mrs. Lawrence; Director, Philadelphia Board of Public. Education and Philadelphia Inter-
mediate Unit 26; 1243 65th Ave., Philadelphia, PA 191.26. Local Chairman, Advisory Commission"
for YRE, Library Committee, Sub-Committee on Day Care Centers;. Vice President, Oak Lane Civic
Association. Temp';:. University and Neighborhood Playhouse School of the Theatre, New York, NY.

BRAINARD, Mrs. 'Muriel; Resource Specialist, Language Arts, Jefferson County School District,
P.O. Box 15128, Denver, CO 80215. Former Teacher, Englewood (CO., Hontahar Minnesota, Kansas.
AB from St. Cloud (MN) State College; MA from Urtiversity of Northern Colorado.

BRENNER, Mrs, Dottie;. Team Leader,Vanderhoof Etementai-y, Jefferson County School District, 5875
Routt Ct., Arvada, CO 80004.. Formerly Teacher Salina, KS: Has served NEA affiliates on com-
mittees, task forces, and boards of directors; Rules Chairperson for CEA since 1970;. attended
CEA Delggate,Assemblies, NEA Represeotative Assembly, Graduate of Fort Hays (KS) State College.
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CAMPBELL, Dr, Bruce; Legislative Officer, New Jersey Department of Education, 225 W. State St.,
Trenton, NJ 03625. Formerly the Department's Director of Extended School Year Programs; School
Administrator, Principal, and Teacher. Member of Board of Directors of.NCYRE and Chairman of its
State.Departments of Education Committee, AB and MA, William Paterson College of New Jersey.
Completed doctoral work at Rutgers.

CHRISTOPHER, Mrs. Joy; Director, Cherry Creek Demonstration Center for YRE, and Team Leader,
Intermediate Open Space, Cunningham YRE Elementary, Cherry Creek School District, 9659 E. Mis-
sissippi Ave:, Denver, CO 80231. Formerly employed in Limestone (ME) Public Schools; Ramey.
AFB Schools, Puerto Rico; Austin (TX). Schools. Member of Board of Directors of NCYRE. .

DALGLEISH, Dr. George H., Assistant Superintendent of' Instructional Services, Colorado Springs
'School Dis.trict, 1115 N. El Paso St., Colorado Springs, CO 80903. Formerly Director of Sec-
ondary Education, Principal, Assistant Principal, and Teacher in Colorado.Springs. BA, Uni-
versity of Colorado; Master's, University of Northern Colorado; Ph D, University of Colorado.

DREWES, Dr. Harald; Member of Advisciry Committees at all levels; Co-Chairman of Financial Ev,plu-
Sub-ComMittee of Jefferson County (CO) YRE Committee. Employed as Geologist by U.S. Go-

logical Survey, Denver Federal Center, Bldg. #25, Denver, CO. 80225. BS, MA, and Ph D, Yale.

rt.
Campbell Christopher Dalgleish prewes . Earthman Edwards Foulks

EARTHMAN,' Dr. Glen I.; Associate Professor of Education, Virginia Polytechnic Institute.and State
University, Room 2088 Deering Hall, Blacksburg, VA 20461.. Formerly Associate Professor of Educan
tional Administration, Drake UnNersity; Executive Director School Planning, Philadelphia Public
Schools; Assistant ProfesSor, University of North Dakota; Principal and Teacher. AB and MA, Unj:.-

versity of Denver; Ed D, University of Northern Colorado.

EDWARDS, Dr. Franklin; Director of Community Education, Phoenix -L1 ion High School System, South
MoUntain High School, 5401 S. 7th St'., Phoenix,' AZ 85005. Formcrly'Administrative Assistant and
Boys' Advisor, Phoenix-Union High;'Teacher. Member of Board,-of Directors, NCYRE. BA, Prairie
-View College, Hempstead, TX; MM, University of Colorado; Ph D, Arizona State University.

ENGLEBY, Mrs. Lynn; Member of many education committees; 5359 W. Roxbury P1., Littleton, CO
80123. Member, Normandy Elementary School Advisory Committee, Columbine Area Advisory Committee,
Concept 6 Coordinating COmmittee, Concept 6 Kindergarten Screening Committee and Entry Evalua-
tion Committee, Jefferson County, CO. Formerly Teacher in Rome, NY. BA, Duke University.

FOULKS, Thom; County Commissioner, 5311 Alta Loma Rd:, Colorado Springs, CO 8091,8. Formerly with
O.S. Air Fbrce in assignments Ancluding technical and academic instructor,' information specialist,

.

radio and TV station manager and news director, newspaper editor. Created TV programs supp9rting
YRE. Met college-level GED requirements through U.S. Armed Forces Institute Program.

FREDERICK, Dr. Edward C.; Provost, University of Minnesota Technical College-Waseca, Waseca, MN
56093. Formerly Superintendent, Southern School of Agriculture and Experiment Station, Waseca,
and Animal Scientist and Instructor, Ndrthwest School and Experiment Station, CroOkston, MN.
Active in both FFA and 4-H activities. BS, MS and Ph D, University* of Minnesota.

GERBOTH, Mrs. Donna; Secretary, Principal of Arvada West High, Jefferson County School District,
11325 Allendale Dr,, Arveda, CO 80004. Holds Professional Standards Certificate from the Na-
tional Association of Educational Secretaries and Jilly Award for Distinctive Services Rendered,
presented by Jefferson County AssoriAtion of Educational Secretaries.
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Frederick Gerboth Glines Gove Grady Hamilton

GLINES, Dr. Don E.; Year-Round Education Consultant, California State Department_of Education,
State Education Bldg., 721 Capitol Mall, Sacramento, CA 95814. Formerly Professor of Education
and Co-Director of Center for Altruistic and Experiential Education, Mankato (MN) State College;
Director of Wilson Campus School, Mankato. Newly elected President of NCYRE. BS from Spring-
field (MA); MS and Ph D from the University of Oregon.

Rev. Hansen

GOVE, James R.; Assistant Superintendent, Valley Niew'Community Unit.School. District, Romeoville,
IL' 60441. Formerly Director, Multi-Media Services; Director, Gifted Programs; Speech Therapist

. for Valley View Schools. Credited with designing 45-15 concept. President, NCYRE. BS and MS,
Indiana.State University.

GRADY, Dr. Roslyn M.; Director of Research, Colorado Springs School District, 1115 N. El Paso
St., Colorado Springs, CO 80903. Formerly School Psydhologist, Colorado Springs Schools; Guest
Instructor of Graduate Statistics and Research Design, University of Colorado at Colorado Springs;
Graduate Teaching Assistant, University, of Alabama. Ed B, Rhode Island College of Education;
MA and Ph,D, University of Alabama.

HAMILTON, Miss Kobin;arh grader, Drake Junior High, Jefferson County. 5857 Parfet. Ct., Arvada

CO 80004. Presently s6ry ng as Vice-President of Student Body, Drake Junior High; Member of
Yearbook Staff, Pep Club, a d Girls' All-Star Basketball Team.

HAMPSON, Robert; Administrative Assistant, Personnel Services, Colorado Springs School District,
1115 N. El Paso Str, Colorado Springs, CO 80903. Formerly Test Consultant fot' Colorado
Springs Schools; High School Teacher and Coach, Elkton, SD. BS and M Ed, South Dakota State
University.

HANSEN, Richard D.; Principal, Eastridge Community Elementary School, Cherry. Creek School Dis-
trict, 11177 E. Wesley Ave., Denver, CO 80232. Formerly Assistant Principal and Team Leader,
Che'ry Creek; Supervisor of Student Teachers and Interns, St. Cloud (MN) State College; Tech-
ing Assistant Principal, Teacher and Coach, Annandale (MN) Public Schools. BS and MS degrees.-

HANSEN, The Rev. Wesley M. Hansen; Pastor, Littleton Baptist Church, 1400 W. Caley Ave., Little- ,

ton, CO '80120. Formerly Bible College Department Chairman and'Professor; Missionary in South
America. Bible Institute Diploma; BA in Philosophy, Master of Divinity, and course work com-
pleted for Master of. Theology. -

ti

LEFT NCYRE President Jamdd R. Gove,
Assistant Superintendent, Valley View
Community Unit Schobl District, Romeo-
ville, IL, presides over the Opening
Session of the 1975 Year-Round Educa-
tion Seminar. Visible on the platform
are Dr: Calvin Frazier, Colorado's edu-

, cation chief; Mrs. Robin Johnston,
Chairman of Colorado's State Board of
Education; Lewis E. Stieghorst, Vice
Chairman of the Colorado State Board
and member of the Jefferson County
(CO) Board of Edu-cation; Dr. John
McLain, NCYRE Secretary (partially

l IV
ridden behind the podium), and George
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G. Henderson P. Henderson Henson Hentschke Hosier Johnston

HARDING, Del; Director-of Information for Jefferson County SChool District, P.O. Box 15128, Den-
ver, CO 80215. Formerly Education Editor for daily newspaper. Vice President, National School
Public Relations Association. Graduate of University of Nebraska.

HENDERSON, Dr. Gene; Superintendent, Francis Howell School District, St. Charles County, MO
63301. Formerly Superintendent of Chamois CM)) Schools and Martinsville (MO) Schools. Teacher
of instrumental and vocal music. Member, Board of Directors, NCYRE. BM, CentralMethodist Col-
lege; MM, Indiana 6niversity, and Ed D, University of Missouri-Columbia.

HENDERSON, Dr. P,atrick; Superintendent, Sunpyside School. District, 470 E. Valencia Rd., Tucson,

AZ 85706. Has spent 27 years in education as College Instructor, Administrator, and Teacher.
BA, Arizona State University; MA, Northern Arizona University; Ed D, University of Arizona.

HEUSON, D-r. E. Curtis; Assistant Superintendent for Career Education, Atlanta Public Schools,
Career Education Center, 2960 Forrest Hill Dr.,'S.W., Atlanta, GA 30315. Coordinator; Metro-

politan School Development Council, Atlanta; Faculty, University of Missouri-Kansas City, Uni-
versity of Tennessee, Auburn University; Secondary. School Principal and Teacher. Administra-

tive CoOrdinator, NCYRE. BS, MS, Ed D, Auburn University.

HENTSCHKE, R. Guilbert C.-; Associate Professor, .University of Rochester, A Mt. Vernon Ave.,

Rochester, NY 14620. Formerly on faculty of Columbia University, Stanford University, Uni-
versity at San Francisco; Teacher, East Side Union School District, San Jose, CA. BA, Prince-.

ton University; MA and Ph D, Stanford University.

HOSLER, Xen; Coordinator, Vocational Education, Jefferson County School District, P. 0, Box 15128,

Den'ver, CO 802.15.

JOHNSTON, Mrs. Robin; Chairman, Colorado State Board of Educatlon, State Office Bldg., Denver, CO
80203. Member, Steering Committee, Diagnostic Center, Denver Public Schools; Advisory Board,
Autistic Center; Advisory Board, Denver Public Schools; State Advisory Committee for ESEA-Title I

and Sub - Committee for Migrant Children; Committee to Improve Education for Children with Learning
Problefts; Coordinator, Aides to Educationally Handicapped Children and Special Summer-Program for

Children with Learning Problems. Graduate geologist.

-

Right Robin Johnston, Chairman .

of the Colorado State B.Jald of
Education, host for the Seven h '
Nat 'anal YRE Seminar, extends
greetings to the some 375 persons
attending the opening session of
the seminar. Seated next to her
is Lewis Stieghorst, State Board
Vice-Chairman.
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JOSEPH, Mrs. Syd; President, Colorado-PTA;'870 S. Hudson St., Denver, CO 80222% Member, Commit-
tee on Educational Development; Colorado Council on AlcohoJ Education; Colorado Centennial-
Bicentennial Committee; Committee for Community Schools; Colorado Department of Education's Cer-
tification, Legislation, and Year-Round Schools Committees; Colorado Department of Health Council
on Health Education.

KARLSON, Richard J; Treasurer, Colorado Springs School District, 1115 N. El Paso St., Colorado
Springs, CO 80903. Formet.ly Secretary-Treasurer of Ivywild Sanitation District; Accountant for
Stratton Estate, Colorado Springs. Member, United Fund Admissions and Allocations Committee.
BS, Kansas State-Jkiiversity.

KELSEY, F. LAMAR, FAIA; President, Lamar Kelsey Associates, Inc., 430 N. Tejon St., Colorado
Springs, CO 80903. Elected to College of Fellows in the American Institute of Architects for
"notable contribution to the advancement of the profession.of architecture by his achievement in
design." Graduate of University of Illinois.

KLEIN, Mrs. 'Nancy; Paraprofessional, Russell Junior High School, Colorado Springs School District,
3825 E. Montebello Dr., W., Colorado Springs, CO 80918. Coaches Girls' Volleyball and Softball
Teams. BA, University of Colorado at Colorado Springs. Taking education courses to qualify as
a certificated teacher.

I
Joseph Karlson Kelsey Klein. Koeppe Knueppel Lebegern

KOEPPE, Dr. Richard P.; Superintendent, Cherry Creek School District, 4700 S. Yosemite St., Engle-
wood, CO 80110. Formerly. Assistant-Superintendent, Denver Public Schools; Director of Pupil Ser-
vices, Madison (WI) Schools; Director of Pupil Personnel Services, Oconomowoc (WI) Schools; Faculty
of University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee. BS, Wisconsin State College; MS.andPh D, University of
Wisconsin-Madison.

KNUEPPEL, Dr. Daniel; Principal, Tenafly High School, Columbus Dr., Tenafly, NJ 07670. Formerly
Principal and Assistant Principal, Pelham (NY) Memorial High'School; Teacher. BA, Valparaiso (IN)
University; MA and Ed D, New York University.

LEBEGERNi George; Curriculum Coordinator - Social Studies K-12, Pennsbpry'School District, Yard-
ley Ave., fallsington, PA 19054, Baseball Coach. Formerly Teacher:'.Chairman, Peqnsbury Bi-
Eentennial Leadership Committee. BA, The Citadel, The Military College;of South. Carolina; M Ed,
Temple"University.

Right 17- Colorado's Commissioner' of Edu-
cation, Dr. Calvin M. Frazier, delivered
a major address during the seminar on
"Year-Round Education -- Dream and Re-
alitth" Dr. Frazier recounted many of
his experiences in establishing a Con-
cept 6 plan while Deputy Superintendent
of Schools in Colorado Springs School
District. With him at the head table #

kare, Robin Johnston and Lewis ,Stieghorst, iitr,

both offiCers on the. Colorado State A7L

Board -of Education.
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Lewis MacDonnell McConnell Mill igan Mounie

LEWIS, Ms. Nancy; Recreation Supervisor in charge of General Recreation, Colorado Springs Park
and Recreation Department; 955 Westmoreland Rd., Colorado Springs, CO 80907. Former)y Recrea-
tion Specialist-, Assistant Director Second Horizon Senior Center, Colorado Springs Park and Rec-
reation Department. University of Nebraska, University of Colorado, El Paso Community College.

MacDONNELL, Miss Nancy; President of the Student Body, Drake Junior High School, Jefferson County
School District, 12550 W. 52nd Ave., Arvada 80002. Member of National Junior Honor Society, Pep
Club, Yearbook Staff.

McCONNELL, Thomas J., Jr: Director, Computer Center, Atlanta Public Schools, 218 Pryor St., S.W.,
Atlanta, GA 30303. Formerly Staff-Member of the Computer Center, University of Georgia; Con-
sultant to both educational agencies and the computing industry. BS, Georgia State University.

McLAIN, Dr. John D.; Director, Research-Learning Center (including, a Flexible All-Year School,
K-12), Clarion. State College, Clarion, PA 16214. Formerly College Professor, Curriculum Direc-
tor, Principal, Teacher. Secretary-Treasurer, NCYRE. Directed 2nd National Seminar on YRE.
BS, Southern Oregon College; MS and Ed D, University of Oregon:

MILLIGAN, Mrs. Mary; Teacher, Penrose Elementary School, Colorado Springs School District, 4285 S.
Nonchalant Crcl., Colorado Springs, CO 80917. Formerly Teacher atFrancis-Howell School District,
St. Charles, MO. Co-author of "How We Did It" brochure for Colorado Springs' YRE Concept 6 plan.

MORGAN, Mrs. True; Principal, Holly Ridge Elementary School, Cherry Creek School District, 3301
S. Monaco Pkwy., Denver, CO 80222. Formerly'Curriculum Consultant, Special Reading Teacher, and
Teacher. Gave administrative assistance to planning and implementing of Cunningham YRS, Cherry
Creek Schools. BA and MA, University of Northern Colorado.

MOUNIE, Dr. James; Assistant Superintendent for Research, Planning and Development, Virginia Beach
City Public. Schools, P.O. Box 6038, Virginia Beach, VA 23456. Formerly on faculty of Old Dominion
University, Tidewater Community College, and College of William and Mary; Director of Secondary
Education, Principal, Virginia Beach Schools; Assistant Principal, Teacher, BA, M Ed, and Ed D,
College of William. and Mary.

MUELLER, Dr. Ernest H.; Superintendent, Pennsbu.ry School District, Yardley Ave.,'Fallsington, PA
19054. Formerly Assistant Superintendent, Prince William County (VA) Public Schools, Director of
School-Community Relations; Research Associate,University of Virginia; Editor and Assistant Edi-
tor, education publications; Consultant; Assistant Principal; Teacher. Member, ;Board of Directors,
NCYRE. BA, MA, Syracuse (NY) University; Ed D, University of Virginia.

NICHOLS, C. J.; Chairman, Board of Education, Sunnyside Public Schools, Tucson, AZ; 338 W.. Elvira
Rd., Tucson, AZ 85706. Employed by American Airlines. Has held all offices, Arizona School Board
Association; Life-Time-Memb,er, National School Board Association; ,has held all offices, Sunnyside
Schools Board of Education. Southwestern College, Winfield, KS; University of Arizona.

PARKS, Dr. David J.; Assistant Professor, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University,
4094 Deering Hall, Blacksburg, VA 24061. Formerly Assistant Professor, George Peabody College
for Teachers; Principal, Teaching Principal, and Teach r. Administrative Coordinator for NCYRE.
BS, State University of New York at Potsdam; MS, St e University of New York at Plattsburgh,; and
Ph D, Syracuse (NY) University.
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PASCOE, Dr. David D.; Associate Superintendent, La Mesa- Spring Valley School Distritt, 4750 Date
Ave., La Mesa, CA' 92041. Formerly Director of Instructional Materials; Assistant Professor, San
Diego State University; Consultant to California State Department of Education; College Instruc-
tor. Servesas Consultant to U.S. Agency -for International Development. Bachelor's, Master's,
and Doctorate, University of California, Los Angeles.

PORTER, Dr. Charles; Assistant Professor and Coordinator of Community EducatiOn Development, Colo-
rado State University. Formerly. Principal, Teacher. President-Elect of National. Community Educa-
tion Association, Earned tlegrees'at Michigan State University and Western Michigan University.

RICE, Dr. Paul; Instructor/Administrative Assistant to Divisional Director, Divis'ion of Adminis-
trative and Educational Services, Collegeof Education, Virginja Polytechnic Institute and State
,Univel:sity, Blacksburg, VA 24061: Formerly Administrative Assistant on Secondary Level; Teacher.
Member, Board of Directors, NCYRE. B Ed, M Ed, University of New Hampshire; Ed D, Virginia Poly-
technic Institute and State University.

Mueller Nichols Parks

Rice Richards

Pascoe

Rubinstein Rutter

Porter

RICHARDS, Delaine T.; Principal, El Camino Real School, Irvine Unified School District, 4782 Karen
Ann Ln., Irvine, CA 92705. Formerly instructor, Chapman College and Fullerton Junior College;
Assistant Principal, Teacher, and Coach. BS, Midland'College, Fremont, NE; MS, University of
Nebraska.

RICKETTS, Arvel R.; Recently assigned as Principal of new Doherty High School, Colorado Springs
School District. Former Assignment, Principal of Russell Junior High, 3825 E: Montebello Dr., W.,
Colorado Springs, CO 80918. Also former',Assiatant Principal', Counselor, Teacher, -BA, Hofstra
College,HeMpstead, NY; NA, University of' WOrthern Colorado.

RUBINSTEIN, Martin; DirectOr, Department of.Support Programs, Dade County Public Schools, 1444
Biscayne Blvd.,MiaMji,FL. 33134. Formerly Project Manager of Quinmester Program, Principal,.
Assistant Principal, Counselor, Teacher. Received education at University,of Miami, Teacher's
College, Columbia University, and Florida Atlantic University.

RUFIEN, Charles E.; Area Superintendent, Bear Creek-Columbine Schools, Jefferson County School Dis'
trict, 3115 S. Kipling, Morrison, CO 80465. Formerly Principal, Assistant Principal,_and Teacher-,
Coach. Served on Jefferson County TaSk Force To Study YRE. Undergrdduate and graduate degrees
from University of Colorado.

RUTTER, William; Superintendent, Valley View Community Unit School District -365U, Romeoville, IL.
Formerly interim and Deputy Superintehdent; Principal, boCkport, IL; AssistantPrilcipal, Teacher.
'Bachelor's Degree; Illinois State Univrsity; Master's, Northern Illinois University.
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SCHNERINGER, Ray; Assistant Principal, Arvada West High School, Jefferson County School District,
11325 Allendale Dr., Arvada, CO 80002. Formerly Counselor, Teacher. Served on Jefferson County

Concept 6 Committee and Concept 6 Educational Feasibility Committee. BS, Regis College, Denver;

MA, University of Northern Colorado.

SCHUMACHER, Edward C.; Executive Director, Denver Area Council of Camp Fire Girls, 7075 Dover Way,
Arvada, CO 80002. Formerly National Director of Field Services, National Director of Camping Ser-
vices, Camp Fire Girls; Executive Director, Children's Fresh Air Fund, Baltimore; Teacher. BS,

Towson (MD) State College; M Ed, Western,Maryland College.

SERVETTER, Dr. Leonard; Superintendent-Elect, Chula Vista City School District, 84 East J St.,

Chula Vista, CA 92012. Formerly Assistant Superintendent. Had administrative responsibility'

for implementing YRE in seven of the District's.schools: Author of a book titled "Year Round

Schools Program: A Case Study." Earned doctorate at Wayne State University, Detroit, MI.

L.

tY 1

Schneringer Schumacher Servetter Short Stieghorst Strahanski Tczap

SHELLEY, Verne; Director of Personnel, Cherry Creek School District, 4700 S. Yosemite St., Engle-

wood, CO 80110. Formerly Principal of Cherry Creek's Cunningham Elementary during the time the
District's'year-round plan went into effect; school district staff of Valley View Community School

District, Romeoville, IL, and assisted with YRE there. Former Member, NCYRE Board of Directors.

SHORT, Ms. Chris; Teacher, Mollala (OR) Grade School; Rt. 1, Box 221-C, Colton, OR 97017. Presi-

dent of Local Educational Association, Member of Mollala Negotiating Team; Member of Legislative

Advisory Council of Oregon Education Association. BA, University of Oregon; MS candidate at'Port-

land State University.

STJEGHORST, Lewis E.; Vice-Chairman, Colorado State Board of Education; State Office Bldg., Den-

ver, CO 80203. Formerly Chairman. Senior Member, Jefferson County (CO) Board of Educatidn; for-

merly Treasurer.. Also formerly chairman of the nominating committee of the Colorado Association

of School Boards, Denver. Electrical Engineer with Westinghouse Electric Corporation. BS from

University of Wisconsin. Graduate studies at Wisconsin and University of Denver.

STRAHANOSKI, Ronald N.; Business Administrator, Valley View Community Unit School District, Park-

view School, Dalhart Ave., Romeoville, IL 60441. Formerly Coordinator of 45-15, Admini-strative

Assistant, Personnel. Department. Also formerly School Board member, four years as President,

Milne-Kelvin Grove District, Lockport, IL. Bachelor's and Master's degrees.

TCZAP, Mrs. Janet; 17215 W. 57th St., Golden, CO. Member, Jefferson County. School District Con

cept 6 Central Coordinating Committee, Arvada. West Advisory Group. Co-Chairman, Community Atti-

tudes Evaluation Committee for Concept 6, Former Teacher, Denver, Seattle, Houghton '(MI), and

Norfolk (VA). BS, Southwest Missouri State University..
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THATCHER, Dr. Dwain L.; Research Supervisor, Colorado Springs School District, 1115 N. El Paso

St., Colorado Springs, CO 80903. Formerly Research Associate; Author of TICCIT instructional,
development project; Teacher, Colorado Springs, Mancos (CO), Henderson (NV). -AB, University of
Northern, Colorado; MS, Kansas State University; MA, Boston College; Ed D, Brigham Young Univer-
sity.

TRIPLETT,. N. B.; Principal, Mesa Verde High School, 7600 Lauppe Ln., Citrus .Heights, CA 95610.

Formerly iosistant Superintendent, Placer High School, Auburn, CA; Assistant Principal, Dean
ofStudents, JetCrerson UnionHigh School, Daly City, CA; Counselor, Teacher, Coach. AB and MA,

San Francisco State College.

WALDO, BrUce S; Director of Parks and Recreation, City of Aurora, 16th and Elmira Sts., Aurora,
CO 80010. Formerly Executive Director, Hyland Hills Park. and Recreation District.; Director of
Parks and Recreation, City of Irving (TX). BS, North Texas State University. Certificated as
Professional Parks and Recreation Administrator, States of. Texas and Colorado:

WARNER, Thurman; Coordinator, Information Services; Colorado Springs School Ditrict, 1115 N. 'El
Paso St., Colorado Springs, CO 80903. Former District Public Relations Officer, Colorado Springs;
Las Vegas, NM; Teacher, BS, Drake University; MA, New Mexico Highlands University.

WASHBURN, Dr. 'John, Jr.; Director, Elementary. Instruction, Great Neck Public Schools, 345 Lake-
ville Rd:, Great Neck, NY 11020. Formerly, Principal, Cunningham Elementary School, Denver, CO;
Consultant, Cincinnati Public Schools; Faculty Member, Brandeis University; Team Leader, Teacher.
BS, Central State College, Edmond, OK; Ed M, Ed D, Harvard Graduate School of Education.

WHITE, Dr. Wayne; Assistant Professor, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University; Rt. 1,

Box98, Auburn, VA 22011. Formerly Superintendent, Brevard County (FL), Fayettesville,AR.
Siloam Springs, AR; Supervising Principal, Principal, Teacher. Past President, NCYRE. Member,

National Academy of School. Executives. BS, University of Arkansas; Ed D, University of Arkansas.

Thatcher Triplett Waldo Warner Washburn Wm. White' Williams

WHITE, Dr. William; Director, Instructional Planning and Development, Jefferson County School
District, P.O. Box 15128, Denver, CO 80215. Formerly Director of Curriculum; Principal, Arvada
West High School (now a Concept 6 school), Dean of Boys, and Teacher. BA from Universi6, of
Cincinnati, and MA and ED4D from the University of Denver.

WILLIAMS, Robert H.; Superintendent, Rialto Unified School District, 182 E. Walnut Ave., Rialto,
CA 92376. Formerly Administrative Director.; Director of Elementary Education and Principal,
Hayward (CA); College Instructor, Teacher. President, Western Association of Year-Round Schools.
Member, State Year-Round School Committee. AB, University of California-Berkeley; MA, Califor-
nia State University, San Francisco
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Wiman Wolff Womack

WIMAN, John L.; Presjdent, Board of Education, Colorado Springs School District; 421 N. Tejon St.,
Colorado- Springs, CO 80903. Life Member of Colorado Springs Jaycees. Licensed Agent and Broker
for Jefferson Standard Life Insurance Co. Member of Chartered Life Underwriters (CLU). Former
President, COlorado Springs Association Life Underwriters and Southern Colorado CLU Society.

WOLFF, Mrs. Luree; Secretary to Principal, Cunningham 'Elementary. YRS, Cherry Creek School Dis-
trict, 9659 E. Mississippi Ave., Denver, CO 80231. Formerly Clerk. Professional Standards
Program of National Association of Educational Secretaries, Colorado State University, Univer-
sity of Northern Colorado.

WOMACK,. Mrs. Ruth; Principal, Penrose Year-Round School, Colorado Springs School District, 4285 S.
Nonchalant Crcl., Colorado Springs, CO 80917. Formerly Principal of Pike Elementary School,' Colo-,
rado Springs. President, Colorado Springs Elementary Principals Association. Past President of
Colorado Association of School Executives; Past Member, Board of Directors, Colorado Association
of School Executives; Bachelor'§, Oklahoma State University; Master's, University of Colorado.'
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